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Good skating last weak, the first of the seaNews
son, on Goose river and Kirby Lake.
many
years
and
when unable to work had made
Addie F\, widow of the late Charles P. FerA holiday shopper remarked
her home with her
yesterday tha1
guson, died at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
aunt, Mrs. Saith Durgin, ! There will be a dance at Mystic Grange hall, she did not believe
Dec.
there was a handsomer dry
Some
evening
16th,
E. H. Nickerson, Carlton street, Portland,
tim^ago she went to live with the fam- Center Belmont, Friday
goods’ store east of Boston than James H.
Nov. 23d. She was born in Waterville, N. B., ily of her nephew. William R. Roix of Ash- with music by Waterman’s orchestra.
Howes’ m Odd Fellows’ block.
Jan. 6, 1838, the daughter of Andrew and land, and fell ill and was taken to Bangor. Her
The holiday advertising last week crowded
When James S. Feroald entered
Phebe Shaw Murphy. Her parents moved to step-mother, Mrs. Rachel P. Roix, is the only out much of our county correspondence greatupon his
ly to our regret, and even the shipping list of duties as superintendent of Grove cemetery
Lee, Maine, when she was a child and she re- remaining member of her father’s family.
each week, 13 years ago there were five “perpetual care”
sided there until her marriage, Nov. 11, 1860.
Lewis Fenwick died at his home in Lincoln- local vessels, carefully compiled
lots and a fund for that purpose of $860. Now
had to go as well.
Three children were the result of this un- ville December
3rd, aged 35 years, 9 months
there are 81 of these lots and a fund of
usually happy union—Ralph Eames, Claribel and 21 days. He had been ill since last
A new sign, “Owen’s Clothing House,” in
$8,300.
April,
Mr. Fernald had at first 90 lots to care
and Waldo Bertrand. The boys died young. when he
for, and
underwent an operation for appendi- heavily raised gilt letters on a black ground, now has
650 lots on which to keep the grass
The daughter married E. H. Nickerson of citis. He was
born in Morrill, the son of John was placed on the furnishing store of Mr
Swanville, now residing in Portland. She was and Onanna Morrison Fenwick.
Chas. E. Owen on Main street last Thursday cut, etc. He has been most efficient and pains*
July 3, 1909,
one of a family of nine children and was the
Walter J. Clif- taking in his work, and the condition in which
he was united in
marriage with Miss Gertrude and is a credit to its designer,
our city of the dead is
last one to go. In 1861, Mr. Ferguson and Whitcomb of
kept has been generally
ford.
Waldo, who survives him, with
commended.
wife went to Presque Isle, where they lived 34 three sisters and four brothers:
and
The absence of the usual
needed fall
Mrs, Wallace
Songs of Other Days. A very satisfactory
years, when wishing to be near their daughter Carver of New York
City, Mrs. Lincoln Wade rains and the early freezing of the ground
they moved to Searsport, living there 13 years. of Lincolnville, Mrs. M. A. Sanborn of Belfast, must have a serious effect on the water powers. sum was realized for the benefit of the Home
for Aged Women from the lecture by Mr.
The last few years of her life were spent at the 1 Walter of
Morrill, Willis of Lincolnville, Fred All the streams and ponds now frozen over
Charles R. Coombs on Songs of Other Days in
home of her daughter in Portland, where ! of Belmont and Everett of Morrill. The burial are
very low, and if rain should come it could
everything that love could suggest was done to was in Morrill, Rev. Arthur G. Roberts of the not penetrate the frozen ground and replenish Memorial Hall, December 8th. Mr. Coombs in
make her life comfortable and happy. The Belfast Baptist church
opening disclaimed any credit for the lecture,
officiating, and the pro- the wells or feed the streams.
death of her husband three years ago was an fusion of beautiful flowers showed the love and
saying that it was gotten up by the Victor
Frank I. Dickey of Northport slipped in the people. It was well delivered by Mr. Coombs
affliction from which she never fully rallied, respect of many for the
departed.
road near his home last Saturday and broke and was
ever looking forward with w’istful longing to
very interesting, giving the origin of
H. H. McDonald died suddenly at his home his leg. It was a most unfortunate accident
the reunion with her loved ones. In her death
i
many famous songs, with personal details of
on North
port avenue at lip. m. December 9th. 1 as he has been caring for his father F. A. their authors. Mrs. Coombs
we feel the
operated their
los^ of a mother’s priceless love He had been in poor health for severalyears
Dickey, who is ill. Mr. Dickey’s son Harold of Victor Talking machine, which rendered the
and a friend whose heart, tender and true, was but his death was
unexpected. The funeral Fort
to
Fairfield
has
been
called
on
services
was held at the residence
Northport
songs mentioned in the lecture. The proceeds
Tuesday af- j
always ready to comfort and cheer every one
ternoon, December 13th, Rev. Adolph Rosswill be applied to the fund for furnishing the
about her, especially the aged. She had the bach of the
Unitarian church officiating. An j
chambers at the Home. After the lecture the
care of her husband’s mother, also “Auntie
obituary will be given later.
January 24th, Prof. William C. Chapman will
young peopie remained to enjoy a few dances
Chase,” many years, both of whom lived to be
a concert in this city under the auspices
give
The writer of
of Mr. Augustus
nearly a hundred years old, and the peace and G. Rose which the obituary
of
the
in
Belfast
Musical
which
the
Society,
appeared in The Journal last
happiness of their lives with her is an abiding week hafc since been informed that he omit following artists will appear: Miss Estelle
Dr. Cadman’s Lecturb. Dr. Samuel Parkes
testimony to the beauty of her character. In ted the names of two unmarried sisters, Harris, soprano; John Barns Wells, tenor; Mar- Cadman of Brooklyn, N. Y., who lectured here
Phoebe
and
Nancy, who are living at the homeher daily life she was ever the sweet, true
garet Wilson, violinist, and Hans Kronold, last season in the Improvement Society's
stead in Brooks.
companion and counselor, and by her gentle
'celloist. The Musical Society will receive a course, delivered his second lecture in Belfast
Aomin
U«o f.k.n
!
at the Opera House Wednesday evening, Deministry helped many to a better life. She
percentage of the receipts.
midst
one
of
and
most
reIola’s
could
be
was a noble Christian woman.
Much
aged
highly
cember 7th, under the same auspices and to a
|
citizens.
Mr.
spected
Mrs.
Harriet
83
M.
Nevens
entertained
the
A.
Taylor,
aged
j
Dickey
said of her natural gifts and refined tastes,
crowded house of interested hearers. His
years, 7 months and 28 day8, passed peacefully j 1910
excursion
and
a few
Washington
party
but need we give her higher praise than this? away at the home of her
subject had been announced as “First Impresdaughter, Mrs. F. P. other friends last
Thursday afternoon at the sions of the United
In her earthly dwelling place she lived in an Elliott, ip the village, at eighteen minutes
States by an Anglo-Ameriafter twelve o’clock last Sunday night, after an
Boulter
farm on Belmont avenue, now owned
atmosphere so bright and cheerful, withal so illness of
but instead he spoke on “The Great Cities
but a week’s duration from the by Horace Chenery. A fine new stable has can,”
strong and pure, that she made of it, what effects of a stroke of paralysis which she reof Today—London and New York.” Dr. Cadshould be, the dearest realization of a woman’s ceived on Sunday Oct. 23d. At the time of been built on the place in which are kept the man is a native of England, but for twenty
horses formerly kept in the Btable at the
her
death
she
was
surrounded
several
memby
hopes—an ideal home. The funeral services bers
years has been a resident of this country, durof her family and was conscious up to
Chenery summer home in town. Mr. Nevens
were held in Portland November 25th end in
the last minute and bade them all farewell being which time he has made many passages
took
the
out
on a buckboard and after
party
Swanville November 26th, where she was laid fare passing into everlasting s eep. Harriet
across the Atlantic, and his descriptions of
had
the
stable
and
horses
they
inspected
they ocean travel were vivid and
to rest beside her husband in Green Lawn Lamb was born in Belmont, Maine, March 2,
entertaining.
1827, and resided with her parents up to the were entertained in the house.
cemetery.
Opening with a reference to the ancient city
time of her marriage to H. C. Taylor, which
took place in Lincolnville, Me., Dec. 31, 1846.
Carleton Doak, Esq., has fitted up his office of Babylon, he spoke of London, the great city
Mr. John H. Hogan died at the home of his
This union was blessed with eleven children,
n Masonic Temple in a most attractive manof the old world, and of New York as the moddaughter, Mrs. Horace Smalley, Peirce street, two of whom died in infancy, In 1883 Mr. and
ner and has a law library not excelled outside
ern Babylon of the New World.
Both cities
December 11th, aged 63 years, 11 months and Mrs. Taylor came to lola and two years later,
>f the County Library.
in 1886 Mr. Taylor passed away. Mrs. Taylor
He bought the cases are alike familiar to him, and their scenes,
13 days. He was born in Bangor, the son of
was
one
of those kind-hearted, generous
md books of Hon. William H. McLellan, who buildings, customs and noted people as depicMichael and Katherine Dowling Hogan, but Christian ladies who numbered
her friends by
had lived on the back road to Searsport in the score and she will be sadly missed from recently closed bis office. Mr. Doak also re- ted by the lecturer, together with his personal
East Belfast for many years.
He was an their midst. Seven children, three daughters cently bought about 45 volumes of the new experiences, were both entertaining and inand four sons survive, to mourn the loss of a Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure in which structive. He said that tourists see but little
engineer and had been employed in that capac- kind and
loving mother. They are: Mrs. F. P.
known phase of the law is treated by an of the real London, and that was readily beity in the Sherman mills for over tvirty years. Elliott with whom the mother has made her ivery
lieved when he presented comparisons showluthority on the subject.
home
for the past eleven years; Mrs. F. H.
He was faithful in performance of the duties
its size.
Johnston of
He spoke for an hour and a half,
F. P. Spencer
Resolutions of Respect. Thomas H. Mar- ing
devolving upon him, had the esteem of those of Hamilton,Pasadena, Cal.; Mrs.
Mont.; Henry B. Taylor of Bufholding the close attention of the audience
who knew him, was a kind neighbor, and deshall
G.
A.
has
the
Post,
R.,
S.
adopted
falo,
D.; Richard B. Taylor of Lake Stevens,
following
throughout. The lecture was the third entervoted to the best interests of his home. His Wash.; Geo. Taylor of Manawa, and E. M Tay- resolutions:
tainment in the Improvement Society's course.
lor of this village. Two sons preceded her in
have
Miss
McCaulifTeof
we
been
Ellen
called
to
mourn tbe loss
Again
wife, formerly
Hampdeath—Edgar C who died some fifteen years jf a comrade in the death of William H. ClifThe Sons of Veterans Campfire.
The
den, died May 19, 1907, and since her death ago in Santa Cruz, Cal., and J.
who
Sanborn,
ford; we sympathize with the bereaved widow annual campfire of A. E. Clark
S. of
Camp,
their youngest son Edward had carried on the died at Edmonds, Wash., May 13, 1910. The and with all to whom he was near
and dear, in
took place in Memorial hall last Tuesfuneral was held from the M. E. church at two the
home and done everything possible for his
great loss which they have sustained. In V.,
| o'clock yesterday afternoon, Rev.
Jno. Kendall honor of his memory the charter of T. H. day evening.
Supper was Berved at 7.30
father’s comfort and happiness. Several &eeks 1
officiating with interment in Riverside ceme- Marshall Post has been ordered draped in o’clock from tables that bordered the
hall, the
ago Mr. Hogan and his son Edward went to tery. The pallbearers were H. B., Geo. C., E.
for thirty days; a copy of this
mourning
of the evening and the local clergyBangor to attend the funeral of the former’s j M., Geo. F., E. O., and Emery Taylor, sons and memorial sent to his widow, and one to the speakers
and grandchild of the deceased. The
men occupying a table in front of the stage.
local papers for publication.
father and while hurrying to catch the train j nephews
remains were followed to the cemetery by a
A. W. Hasson,
) Committee
It is perhaps not necessary to say that the
Mr. Hogan injured his heart, which caused his i large concourse of people. Those of the near
L. C. Putnam.
\
on
was a fine one and nicely served.
The
John Thompson. ) Resolutions. supper
rapid decline. He was taken to the Waldo 1 relatives from out of town who attended the
funeral were Henjy B. Taylor of Buffalo, S. D.
napkins bearing the American Eagle and Old
County hospital and later to his daughter’s and Geo. Taylor
and family of Manawa.—The
We have received from the Commissioner of ' Glory were retained by many as souvenirs
home, where everything possible was done for lola Herald, lola, Wis., Nov. 3, 1910.
Agriculture, Augusta, a list of the scores and of the very pleasant occasion. During the
his relief and comfort, but he failed gradually
awards on dairy products exhibited at the banquet music was furnished by Miss Lurena
to the end.
He is survived by three daughters
BOARD OF TRADE EXCURSIONS.
State dairy conference in Augusta, December L. Macomber, piano, and Leroy W. Macomber,
and two sons: Mrs. Winnie Smalley of Belviolin. A social hour followed, and then the
fast, Mrs. Theresa Finnegan of Bangor, Mrs. An Invitation to Visit Belfast and See the 6th. In the butter exhibits, dairy prints, class
2, Mrs. Edward Evans of Waldo scored 95, exercises of the evening were begun, Charles
Julia Hammons, William and Edward of BelAttractive Displays of Holiday Goods.
with only three scoring higher.
The highest F. Merriam, Captain of the Camp, acting as
fast. The funeral took place at 10 a. m., DeAfter The Journal went to press last week
score was 97£.
In the milk and cream exhibit, toastmaster. He first called upon Rev. Wm.
cember 14th, in St. Francis Catholic church, the committee on
transportation and advertis- class 8, Fred H.
Bagley of Troy scored 93 and Vaughan, who is always listened to with pleasRev. Father Herman H. Hamakers officiating.
ing of the Belfast Board of Trade formulated
G.
Evans
of Belfast 88.
The highest ure. Then Comrade A. W. Hasson spoke for
Sidney
in
The interment was
the family lot in Grove
plans for bringing holiday shoppers to Belfast. score was 96.75. In class 9,
Sidney G. Evans Thomas H. Marshall Post, Mrs. Julia G. McThe first excursion was set for December 14th,
Keen for the Circle, ladies of the G. A. R., and
of Belfast scored 89.50, and in class 10, D.
Frederic A. Griffin died at his home in West by steamers Anna Belle and Golden Rod, from Whiting & Sons, Belfast, scored 88, and the Ralph I. Morse, Esq., for the Sons of Veterans.
Belfast Sunday, December 11th, at 9 a. m., Brooksville, Castine and Islesboro, with a free Turner Center Dairying Association 77 50. In Division Commander Charles L. Chase of
after a short and severe illness, the result of a passage to all who wished to come, the boats to the judging contest for corn and potatoes Wm. Portland spoke encouragingly of the present
an hour later than usual for the benefit
condition of the Maine Camps and enthusshock. He was born in Searsport, the son of remain
Vaughan, Jr., Belfast, was 2nd.
of the shoppers. Arrangements have also been
the late Alexander N. and Sarah Tarbell Grifiastically as to the immediate future. Mr.
A Lecture on Trees. Under the auspices
with the Maine Central for a round trip
fin. His age was 69 years, 8 months and 10 made
Arthur Johnson gave a tenor solo and respondfrom stations on the branch at one and one- of the Improvement Society Prof. John M. ed to an encore. The local
clergymen, Revs.
days. His widow, formerly Miss Annie M.
fare. The railroad excursions are to be Briscoe of the Department of Forestry, UniPitcher of Belfast; one daughter, Mrs. Blanche third
Ashley A. Smith, Arthur G. Roberts, Adolph
of
a
Maine,
versity
gave
lecthe boat excursions Wednesvery interesting
Rossbach and David L. Wilson were called upG. Breen of Portland, and two sisters, Mrs. on Thursday and
ture on “The Planting and Care of Shade
on and spoke briefly but happily. Three verses
Helen B. Shaw of Ottumwa, Iowa, and Mrs. day, but if stormy they will be postponed until
Trees”
in
Memorial
hall last Friday evening
fair day.
of America were then sung with zeal, and after
Sarah E. Breen of Hingham, Mass., survive. the next
There are no obligations incurred by those before a good audience. The lecturer was in- the benediction by Rev. .J. W.
Mr. Griffin was one of nature’s noblemen, kindVaughan the
who come on these excursions, no coupons, no troduced by Rev. Adolph Rossbach, president audience dispersed. Messrs. C. F. Merriam,
hearted, considerate and thoughtful for Qthers,
of the Improvement Society, who spoke
as
to
where
shall
trade.
you
briefly C. L. Wright, F. O. Whiting and A. T. Gay of
You
a staunch friend and a good citizen.
He was a stipulations
of its activies and aims. Prof. Briscoe said in the
are simply invited to come to Belfast and look
Camp had charge of the arrangements and
man of strong principles and convictions, and
that
is
the
our
conservation
of ; looked well after the comforts of all.
merchants have to offer and opening
Forestry
over what
*
always did his part in life. At the outbreak of
the
both
for
their
timber
will find them ready to show their goods
forests,
supply and
the Civil War he was living in Stockton and you
Seizures. It had been assumed by
Liquor
of
or not.
The following mer- the retention
moisture, and that the plantHe joined the whether you buy
was the first man to enlist.
some that Sheriff Carleton would make no
chants finance this proposition:
ing and care of shade trees is a different
Second Maine Regiment, which was the first
move against the rumsellers during the few
but might be considered a branch
proposition
CARLE & JONES
weeks of his term of office; but
to leave the State for the front. At thf battle
I JAMES H. HOWES of
After mention of the different remaining
forestry.
of Chancellorsville he was stunned and Iecame Dry Goods, Suits,Coats Dry Goods,Suits,Coats,
they reckoned without their host. He was
and
their
as shade trees he
trees
Small
adaptability
Waists,Crockery,
totally deaf but later partially recovered his Wares and Notions,Toy Waists, Rugs. Carpets, spoke of the methods of transplanting, of soil merely biding his time, and his official record
Draperies, Notions
will show few, if any, unsuccessful raids.
hearing. He was a member of Thomas H. Dolls, and Silver Ware.!
conditions, of pruning and of cement filling
Emboldened by the Democratic victory in this
Marshall Post and Circle, of the Waldo County
H. W, CLARK & CO.
for
cavities.
It
is
best
to
take
large
small
SPENCER, EATON &i
State, and anticipating no trouble from the inVeterans’ Association and of the New EngMen’s and Boys’ Fine trees for
CO.
when
and
possible they
transplanting,
land Order of Protection. His father was a
Clothing
should be moved with a ball of earth. The coming officials, the violators of law had enFurniture, Rugs and |
sea captain and Mr. Griffin began a seafaring
gaged in their illegal traffic, and were taken by
Carpets.
moving of large trees should not be attempted
D. P. PALMER
Dec. 7th, when
life, but soon gave it up for farming, which he
without the necessary appliances. In all cases surprise Wednesday evening,
HENRY STAPLES Men’s Furnishings,
simultaneous raids were made on the Phoenix
made his life work and in which he was very
Hats and Caps,
the roots should be kept moist. In digging for
ClothHouse and the Commercial House. Sheriff
successful. The funeral took place at his late Men's and Boys’
Christmas Goods
transplanting the hole should be large enough Carleton and
ing, Hats and Caps
Deputy Sheriff Littlefield called
home Wednesday afternoon, December 14th,
to
roots
to
out
the
permit
spread
dinsmore’F
naturally at the Phoenix, where
they secured a 10 gallon
FRED R. POOR
at 1 o’clock, Rev. David L. Wilson, pastor of
Dirt
should
not
be
around
the
£>iled up
trunk,
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers
keg of rum, 12 1-2 pints of bottled lager beer;
the North Congregational church, officiating. Pure Drugs, Christmas
but a mulch of dead leaves in the fall is bene33 pints of whiskey; 2 1-4 quarts of whiskey; a
Goods
A. A. HOWES & CO.
The interment was in the West Belfast cemeficial. Spring is the best time for transplantof three quarts of whisky; 1-3 quart of
terv.
Groceries
and
Drugs ing. In pruning the limbs should be cut off jug
BEN D. FIELD
gin; two quarts of sherry and 1-2 pint of port
Miss Nettie L. Haney, a Methodist EpiscoPlain and Fancy
CHARLES F. SWIFT close to the trunk and the cut made a little wine.
At the Commercial House deputy
Groceries
below the surface. If made with a saw it
pal deaconness, died December 6th in the
Plain and Fancy
sheriffs Hurd and Shute got 9 1-3 pints; of
smoothed
with
a chisel or knife and
be
should
Groceries
Methodist Episcopal Deaconness home in
WHITTEN BROS.
one quart of gin and three quarts of
then painted or coated with tar. This process whiskey;
Pittsburg, Pa., aged 35 years and 10 months. Plain and Fancy
in jugs. Homer B. Carter of the
SAMUEL ADAMS
whiskey
as
as
be
often
should
to
Groceries
She was on her way to the bathroom and was
repeated
necessary
Phoenix House and Chester Maddocks of the
and Silverware
Jewelry
and
the
admission
of water.
prevent cracking
suddenly stricken, an associate finding her
E. S. PITCHER
Commercial House were before the police
The method of cement filling was described in
D. F. STEFHENSON
there, lifeless, a few minutes later. The corcourt Thursday, and were each sentenced to
and
Pianos
Music
Miss
trees, the lecturer said,
oner reported death from heart disease.
Confectionery .Tobacco detail. Evergreen
pay a fine of $100 and costs and sixty days in
ko
+ko tnn
k.,4- 4-1_
and Cigars
of
was
born
in
the
Penobscot,
daughter
Haney
H. J. LCOKE & SON
jail. They appealed and gave bonds for their
are rarely used as shade trees in cities.
PrunHer
the late William S. and Sarah F. Haney.
MASON & HALL
Jewelry and Silverware
appearance at the January term of the Sube
done
where
encroach
trees
on
othfather died about 14 years ago and two years
ing may
preme Court. Taken by surprise on the first
Full ers and
Hardware,
Guns,
L.
S.
SHIRO
their
natural
later the family moved to Bangor. She is surgrowth. Trees visit of the officers
prevent
Line of Sportsmen's
they were evidently not
as
their
roots
well
as their
breathe through
vived by her mother and one brother, Herbert
Fruit, Confectionery
Supplies, Skates
a second call so soon, but Friday
expecting
and
Cigars
leaves, and in the case of paved streets an
S. E. H. Haney of this city is an uncle. The
afternoon Sheriff Carleton and Deputy LittleJ. W. FERGUSON &
deceased graduated ftom the East Maine Con- !
open space should be left around the trees. In field made another seizure at the Phoenix
CO.
FOGG & COOMBS
a city there should be concerted
beautifying
ference seminary, Bucksport, and later from
House, while at the Commercial Deputy Sheriff
First class Market— Dry and Fancy Goods
action under one head. Individual tree plantthe Shaw Business College, Bangor. She then j
Hurd and Constable Ellis caught Thomas Ken| Meats, Game, Poultry
W.
M.THAYER
was not a success.
is
necesUniformity
Washing
in
went to the deaconess training school
nedy in the act of serving a drink to a customL. H. FERGUSON Jewelry and Silverware sary and the best results are obtained by the
ington, D. C., and for the past three years had
er and secured some of the stock. Proprietors
for
of
one
a
selection
kind
of
tree
street
or
been engaged in deaconess work in Pittsburg
Carter and Maddocks were before the police
Millinery
MRS. B. F. WELLS
Trees
avenue.
are
usually too closely planted, court
and was very successful in her chosen profesSaturday morning and held as before on
Millinery
E. K. BRIER & CO.
which prevents their natural growth and dision.
Her remains were embalmed at the
a search and seizure and Thomas Kennedy on
minishes their beauty. At the close of the
N. H. HOPKINS
Deaconess home in Pittsburg, placed in a handMillinery
three counts, single sale, seizure, and having
lecture some fine views, loaned by the Forest
some casket, and accompanied by a deaconess
Successor to R. A.
W. A. SWIFT
liquor for sale on his person, On the first
Service of the U. S. Department of AgriculFrench & Co., Dry
were brought to Bangor, where the funeral
count he was fined $60 and costs and on each
and Fancy Goods
ture, were shown, Mr. E. R. Pierce furnishing of the other two cases he
services were held Friday afternoon at the Boots, Shoes, Rubbers
was fined $100 and1
the
lantern
and
the
slides.
There
Rev.
operating
home of her mother, 141 Ohio street.
E. F. BRAMHALL &
costs and 60 days in jail with 60 days in dewas
a
CO.
of
views, including the
great variety
Frederick Palladino officiated, and there were
He appealed and furnished1
fault of fine.
Sea Food
various stages of trees grown in nurseries; the
solos by Miss Curtis and Asa .Morton. The
Sheriff Carleton said Friday, “Everr
bail.
The first boat excursion took place yester- eucalyptus trees of California when used aa
bearers were John C. Bradeen, Charles W.
Hince 1 have been sheriff I have made itl
88 and wind-breaks for lemon groves and grown for
a point to furnish the county attorney, whatGale, Frank W. Foley and Stanley Palmer. day, the steamer Golden Rod bringing
fuel. This tree grows so rapidly that in six
the
64
to
the
Belle
steamer
Anna
augment
in
Interment was
Mt. Hope cemetery.
ever may have been his politics, with sufficient
years it produces cord wood, a hard wood, but
holiday shoppers in Belfast.
and acceptable evidence in the cases of the>
The remains of Mary R. Roix, who died in
The first railway excursion, with one and unfortunately it cannot be grown where the
violators of the liquor law whom I have prothe Insane hospital in Bangor December 11th. one-third fare for the round trip from all temperature goes to freezing. In the cloak
ceeded against; more evidence, in fact than hasJ
aged 53 years, were brought to Belfast last stations on the Belfast branch, is on for to- room a number of photographs, also from the
been generally used. I came into office with
Tuesday for interment in the family lot. She day, and Thursday, December 22nd, there will Forest Service, were shown. Prof. Briscoe
that intention and I am going to keep it up as
was born in Belfast, the daughter of the late
were
be another railroad excursion.
explained the pictures as they
thrown on
long as I am sheriff. The incoming DemoCapt. William R. and Lydia Dunbar Roix, and
Probably there will be another boat excur- the screen, thus adding much to the fund of cratic
county attorney will have as much andI
She
here.
was
her early, days were spent
sion, but we are unable to announce it this valuable information he had imparted to his as good evidence as the present Republican
twice married, first in Haverhill, Mass., to week.
interested audience.
county attorney has had."
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A special business meeting of the Women’
Aid will be held preceding the meet
ing of the sewing circle tomorrow, Friday, af
ternoon, at the hospital, to take account of th;
work done during the year and to conside:
methods for the coming season. Member;
are urged to attend.

Hospital
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memory of

early

arkable and he was the last
nnected the present genera{link
v iiistory of the town. He was
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.rust 10, 1818, on the farm of
pkRobe- m- urst settler of the town, and
oar; \:.\ wm*d that farm, selling it only
•year- hl : his nephew, A. B. Payson,
it *hicr
he had spent the summers
lbs,n. "•■aries H. Forbes, in Brooks, at
t
lied, and the winters in Waterih his daughter, Mrs. Frank
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s
Angeles, Calif., with his son,
k
I
Esq. He had intended goa
it this winter, but when the
decided to remain in Brooks.
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and his

■.*y of Hancock, Province of
had lived in two States and
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yet never had a legal resifarm where he was born. He
and voted in Brooks for 71
I his life been one of its most
led citizens. He had been
rasurer of the town and had
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he worked intelligently,
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Belfast Tues-

bth, that the

contest

over

postmaster for the city of !
settled by the selection of
ton by Congressman E.
•'
n;
recommendation for the
1
i« en filed wfth the Postoffice
;
Postmaster F. L. ;
rf;‘r' v. Washington.
pi re sometime this month.
the appointment has been !
t-:.1
;-r
months past. Postmaster1
T";/ ;v; a sistant to Hon. Arthur I.
■'wl by him for appointment
*
posiiioi >. en Mr. Brown resigned to
a.
n candidate for
secretary of
•tod Mr. 1
Id has served with apparent
ti0,: to the
of
the
office. He
patrgps
-candidate for reappointment, but the
lue1 -Vear
a
Pajd
salary of $2,400,
it,r Sl!!'
a

ere'j'
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Be too good a one to go withand several candidates in the

“yggle
or

have been mentioned.
j-fjf
fnade
active
in
for the place
Dr.
f^^ements
airman of the
to .re

an

canvass
was

t

Republican

weeks ago, following
F. Carleton, ho was the
^ ■; mate
for re-election as sheriff,
n the Commercial corre.r.ii
view of the controversy
:on
the recommendation of
'V
t,L Ini^Ht he made in the interest of
t-ot

some

s what has been done and
*,e inclined to criticise his ap1
'found that he is a comparagvrt
^ b.-ient of this city, the public
to accept the news
^'1 f disposed
e ection with favor,
was a resident of Winter''Mi
e received the nomination
it;r.
Bepublican county ticket.
vtcr
response to a demand for a
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be
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the county.

enforcing

His friends

up to their expectations
to Belfast to assume his
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r,‘i.uminated

January 1, 1905,

in 1906, 1908 and
to t*ie same office.
September last he was de-

t'iarJJ ,for rtJf,ection
May r'j ,e
i«V,; v,in Jenkins of Monroe, who suckt rlar eton on January 1st next.
^
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te

Belfast Mr. Carleton has
w*th the city and city affairs
friends
who will be pleas!?lar:y
*lis recommendation by Con-

j

•l ft Tlnm Elected
Representative.
bij D rj,
K „ ,nn‘. democrat, of Islesboro, was
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t ?entative at the BPec<al election
lass towns December 12th,
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a vote of 306 to 260.
A tie
ss'ne candidates was cast last
"e

^

light in all the
the only town returning

voting
was

ma;ority.

was

The detailed vote:
Trim, D. Ollkey, R.
71
102
15
. 21
57
31
■
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44
44
38

110

306

250
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Mr. Merrill Hatch of this city is
spending the
winter in North Grafton. Mass.
Mrs. L. H. Mudgett is
clerking in the Lothrop store for the holiday season.
Mr.

Hartwell L. Woodcock left
Tuesday for
Nassau, N. P., to spend the winter.
Orrin J. Dickey is
clerking in the City Drug
Store during the CbriBtmas season,
if i, Miss Lillian E. Foye of Knox is
spending the
week with Mrs. George E. Brackett.

Mrs. Edward R. Estabrooks has returned
A large and enthusiastic
meeting was held
by Sunrise Grange, WInterport, Saturday even- from a visit with friends in Bangor.
Mrs. B. H. Conant is employed in the J. W.
ing, December 10th, and officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows: Master, Ros- Ferguson store for the Christmas trade.
coe Littlefield;
Overseer, Carroll Young; LecMr. Frank M. Lancaster, aged 93
years, is
turer, Mrs. W. Bean; Chaplain, Lorenzo Hill;
seriously ill at his home on Church street,
Steward, Francis Littlefield; Asst. Steward,
Elon B. Gilchrest has entered the store of D.
Leighton Young; Seiretary, Mrs. Clara Cole; j
P. Palmer to assist during the
holiday season.
Pomona, Mrs. Lorenzo Hill; Flora, Maude
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Carleton of WinterYoung; Ceres, Ellen Conant; Lady Steward,
are guests of their
Grace Colson; Treasurer, Luther W.
son, Sheriff Amos F.
Frederick, port
: Carleton.
Gate Keeper, George Norris.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry White arrived last
from Masardis, where they have been
for Mr. White’s health,
stopping in a camp
near that village.
Mr. White was taken ill
with appendicitis and Saturday was
operated
on in the Waldo
County Hospital. Mrs. White
is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred S.
Hutchins.
They had been near the camps
where Mr. Fred W. Bailey and family were
located and report that they had returned to
Masardis, having had enough of roughing it
and would prol ably remain in that village this
winter.

Norman Read of Portland was the
guest
Sunday of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
T. Read.

Thursday

over

Miss Bertha I. Bird has returned from Ha-

verhill, Mass., where she had been

for several

months.
Miss Margaret Young of Canaan, spent the
past week with her father, Mr. Roy E.* Young,

Congress

street.

K. Fletcher has returned from Pittsfield, where she visited her daughter, Mrs.
Eugene Fletcher.
Mrs. A.

Mrs. Henry G. Curtis of Searsport was the
guest several days the past week of Air. and
Mrs. Robert P. Chase.

The sale of the Red Cross Christmas seals
under the direction of the Traveller’s Club is
well underway in Waldo county. The legally

Wilbur R. Blodgett, who is employed in the
appointed agents in the towns outside of the
city are as follows: Burnham, Mrs. H. B. Mc- City National Bank, is enjoying a vacation in
Kechnie; Freedom, Mrs. Mary H. Sibley; New York and Boston.
Brooks, W. S. Jones; Monroe, Geo. A. Palmer;
John G. Aborn and Charles H. Woods went
Liberty, Miss Mary Brown; Searsport, Frank to Portland last week to serve as
petit jurors
Monroe; Stockton Springs, J. H. Ward well; in the U. S. District Court.
Swanville, Nickerson & Damm; Islesboro, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Mahoney returned last
Inez Pendleton; Unity, Mrs. E. D. Chase!
Thursday from a ten weeks' visit with their
Thorndike, Peter Harmon; Frankfort, Mrs.
C. A. Mahoney, in Phillips.
Albert Pierce; Palermo, H. L. Pinkham. It is son,
Miss Essie Bicknell returned Monday to her
a square inch of good will for a cent and
every
letter and package should bear a Red Cross home in Rockland after a brief visit with Mi68
Bertha Wiley, Congress street
seal.
The Gentlemen’s Whist Party.

Francis Dow, who was recently operated
in the Waldo County Hospital left Monday afternoon for his home in Brooksville.

The first

military whist party ever given in the State
with gentlemen as captains will take place at
the Home for Aged Women this, Thursday*
evening under the direction of Miss Sue M.
Partridge, assisted by Misses Elizabeth A.
Quimby and Amy L. Wilson as lieutenants.
Following are the captai ns and players: Dr. E.
L. Stevens, captain, Mrs. E. L. Stevens, Miss
Annie L. Barr and Dr. D. P. Flanders; S. A.
Parker, captain, Miss Frances Howes, Mrs.
Parker and Herbert Foster; Mr. M. L. Slugg,
captain, Misses Katherine C. Quimby and Cora
S. Morison and Raymond Sherman; Mr. A. C.
Burgess, captain, Mrs. Geo. A. Quimby Mr. E. A.
Sherman and Mrs. Burgess; Ralph I. Morse,
captain, Misses Evelyn P. Morison and Florence M. Hill and Clyde Holmes; Mr. Ralph D.
Southworth, captain, Mr. and Mrs. George
Coombs and Mrs. Southworth; Mr. Arthur
Ritchie, captain, Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Vickery
and Mrs. Ritchie; Mr. Eugene R. Conner, captain, Mrs. J. C. Durham, Miss Louisa H. Ferguson and Mrs. Conner; Mr. Selwyn Thompson,
captain, Mrs. George T. Read, Mrs. F. G. Carter and Mrs. Thompson; Mr. Charles P. Hazeltine, captain, Mrs. Edward Sibley, Misse
Frances Chase and Annie^Bean; Mr. James H.
Howes, captain, Mrs. C. H. Walden, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Tyler; Mr. William M. Randall,
captain, Mrs. Chas. Bradbury and Mrs. Randall,
Mr. H. T. Field; Mr. Clement W. Wescott, captain, Mrs. R. P. Chase, Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Keene; Mr. Ralph H. Howes, captain. Misses

upon

Mr. Harry A. Blazo of Porter, Maine, is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Blazo. He
is gradually recovering fora critical illness.
Mr. Frank W. Burns of Fort Fairfield returned home Monday from a short visit with
the family of his daughter, Mrs. David L.
Wilson.
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Christmas suggestions.

of

holiday goods—too

He has

numerous
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All the buildings are thoroughly modern and
up-to-date.You will find many attractive
for Christmas gifts at the City Drug
things
*
Store, at 5, 10 and 25 cents, with $200 worth ol
leather goods at cost.Fogg & Coombs,
Howes’ block, are now booking orders for the
i Christmas dinner They will have chickens
from the Ferguson Poultry farm, weighing
from 5 to 7 pounds, native Waldo county geese,
turkeys and ducks, native pork, and Arl.ngton
goods of all kinds. Whitten Bros’, Opera

block, ask, “What is Christmas?” and
the question in their advertisement,
invite
orders from those who intend tc
They
House

i

answer

|

careful attention and deliver in any part
the city.Wanted, at Perry’s Market,
round hog, for which cash will be paid.
Holeproof hosiery for men, women and children at The Dinsmore Store. Every paii
guaranteed to last until next 4th of July without mending. Also a new genuine silk sock
for men, three pairs guaranteed for three
mo ths, $2 the box... .Chas. F. Swift, Masonic
Temple, has just received a line of cigars in
small boxes for the Christmas trade.... Annual

make

gifts

to the

poor,

to which

they

w’il!

give
of

meeting
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National bank at 10 a. m., January 20th-See
the business card of J. A. McKeen & Son, general trucking and piano moving, stevedoring,
grading and contracting-Annual meeting of
the Belfast Board of Trade at their rooms on
High street December 27th at 8 p. m.... Lost,
a gentleman’s black Bilk watch fob with gold
trimmings. Return to 68 Main street.
The

Shoe

Situation.

While there has been some improvement in
the shoe trade, business is still considerably
below normal for this season of the year,
Prices on footwear are not strong, but no concessions of consequence are reported, as values are already low, considering the co6t of
production. The leather trade continues dull
and prices on most varieties are easy.—Dun’s
Review, December 10th.

Mrs. A. T. Gay and

son

Elwcod have

gone to Morrill to spend six weeks, while Mr.
Gay is filling several contracts for house decoration in that

vicinity.

Charles E. Sherman will not leave Belfast as reported but will remain as an assistant to Mr. C. R. Coombs in the
undertaking
business for at least the next six months.
Mr.

Brothers arrived at Searsport
Baltimore with fertilizer for
the Hubbard Fertilizer Co. and ( apt. Jerry
Hayes spent Sunday at his home in Belfast.
Sch. Pendleton

last

Sunday

from

Miss Avis M. Morison will arrive next Sat-

urday from Springfield, Mass., where she is
attending a school for librarian training, to
spend ten days at her home on Court street.
Mr. John Colby left yesterday for Georgia.
His wife is now at Fort Screven, 7 miles from
Savannah, and he expects to join her there and

spend the winter, returning to Maine in the
spring.
Capt. A. F. Elwell of Northport is ill in Massachusetts. He recently underwent an operation, but contracted

operation
gaining.

a

cold which made

necessary.

a

second

He is at present

slowly

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker went to Rockland
Friday to attend a dinner party given by
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Burroughs in celebration
of the 20th anniversary of their
wedding. Mr.
Burroughs is a brother of Mrs. Parker.
last

fine

here—and has reduced the prices
on women’s, misses’ and children’s coats and
suits for clearance. Call at his well lighted
store and let his attentive clerks show you the
many attractive things he has for the holiday
trade... For china, cut glass, lamps, leathei
goods, toys, dolis, and lots of other things gc
to Carle & Jones. Edison Ponographs with IS
records, $2 down and $2 per month_Chase &
Doak, 25 Main street, have diamonds, rings, cut
glass,silverware, leather goods, cutlery,and lots
of other things- beautiful goods and low prices
Ira M. Cobe of Chicago offers for sale, at
less than one-half actual cost, his premises in
Northport, consisting of a modern summei
cottage, stable and garage, and servants’ hall,
to mention

Richards, teacher in the

Richards.

nave

display of pretty and
artistic holiday goods at Woodcock’s, and this
season they will find a more attractive line
than ever before, including pictures, China,
pottery and bric-a-brac, cut glass, (offered from
now until Christmas at one-third the regulai
price) books, Christmas stationery, calendars,
post cards, leather goods, etc. Every one is
invited to visit the store whether they buy oi
not....James H. Howes, Odd Fellows block,

come

Louise W.

Miss

Farmington Normal school, arrived home last
Friday to visit her mother, Airs. Annie- L.

Carrie E. Gilmore, Ada Marriner and Mrs.
Howes. The refreshments will be in charge
of the captains, with Mr. Ralph H. Howes,
chairman, and the menu will be provided without the assistance or knowledge of the ladies.
Dr. Elmer Small, Hon. R. F. Dunton, George
A. Quimby, Frank R. Wiggin, Orrin J. Dickey,
Fred T. Chase will serve. “Our George’s”
activities will be confined to the kitchen.
He said he “wouldn’t carry a waiter to saves
the necks of the whole party.” Special attention has been given to the decorations, and
the party will be of unusual interest to the
ladies.

|

OFFICE.

POST

personal!
Mr. Mark A. Wadlin is
clerking for Whitten

Brothers.

Official Bulletin No. 4 from the Wigwam o:
the Great Sachem, I. O. R. M., extends
holidaj
greetings to the people of Maine, and in closing makes this suggestion to members: “W«
suggest that each and every Tribe and Counci
of Maine request the good people to
join wit!
you in the splendid work of bringing smiles ol
joy to hearts in gloom and in making the children happy during this holiday season.”

«...

r.

if

Fred S. Jackson has returned from a
weeks’ visit with friends in Bangor. Her
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B.
Hatch of Morrill, who had also been in Bangor
Mrs.

I1

two

past week, accompanied her to Belfast.
Mudgett, for several years with the
Belfast Gas and Electric Company and later
with the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company,
left last Monday for Lewiston, where he has
employment with the Electric Light Company
for the

Orlo I).

of that
Miss
the

city.
Alice P. Poor,

one

of

the librarians in

Worcester, Mass., public library, will spend

Christmas with her parents Hon. and Mrs.
Clarence O. Poor. Miss Poor is in the children’s
department of the library, which is one of the
finest in Massachusetts.
Mrs. H. P. Barker and Miss Inez L. Barker
left by train Tue&day for Hamilton,
Ohio,
where they will spend the winter with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E. Barker. They spent
Wednesday
with relatives in Salem and will leave Boston

today, Thursday.
Mrs. M. A. Peavey and daughter
Evelyn L.
arrived home last Saturday from visits in Boston and vicinity of several weeks.
They have
hosts of friends in Boston, Brookline and the
Newtons and were royally entertained by
them. Mr. Ralph W. Peavey expects to reach.
Belfast

about December 20th.

15. uaraner. who tor
many years has
been the right hand man for Mr.
Eugene R.
Conner, will when the business is turned over
i.esue

to Norton &

employ

Pillsbury, January 1st,

enter the

Maine Central as an assistant to
Lewis J. Sanborn, the local station
agent. This
will make a strong team to handle the
of the

increasing business

rapidly

on

the Belfast branch.

The Journal recently mentioned the fact that
Ira M. Cobe of Chicago hoped to realize
*1,000 for the benefit of the Chicago Institute
Mrs.

for Crippled Children. In a
personal note Mrs,
Cobe says, “I was able, largely
through the

generosity of our friends, to swell the amount
to $1,650. Mrs. Cobe has been
spending two
weeks at The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Vir-

ginia.

Miss Dora Moody of Dorchester,
Mass., will
to Belfast soon and
directly after Christ-

come

mas will
accompany the little daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph E. Whitten to
Pioneervile,
Idaho. Mr. Whitten has been in Idaho sometime and last fall Mrs. Whitten with her son
Albert joined him there.
They are much
pleased with the country and their surroundings and will make it their permanent home.
Miss Moody will remain in Pioneerville for the
winter.

SOME CURIOUS

Up the Mississippi and Ohio.
NEW ORLEANS IN 1858-9.

My 'ast reported river trip was down
the Alabama river to Mobile and thence,
via Lake Ponchitrain, to New Orleans,
where the winter of 1858-9 was spent.
in the spring of 1859, it was north-

Then,

ward again, up the Mississippi and Ohio
to Cincinnati and thence across country
was
by rail. I do not recall that the trip
noteworthy in any way except in escaping a blow-up, which was not uncommon
in those days. We took passage on the
steamboat Princess, a crack Louisville
packet, with a reputation for speed to
maintain, and as a rival boat started at
the

same

time it meant

a

race

all the

As my stateroom was
directly over the boilers I did not know
when I “turned in” at night whether I
would be there in the morning, or food

way up the river.

for fishes,or scattered over the landscape;
but consoled myself with the thought
that my sister, whose stateroom was
well aft, might escape in the event of an
are
explosion. But in fact those who
not killed at once face death by burning
or drowning and there are few survivors.

Aside from the possible danger the boat
was

from the intense heat
aft it was almost

uncomfortable

and when the wind

was

the deck was hot to

unsupportable. and
a.

I.

-.4-

The river was lew and
below the

city

we

were

landed

g

I

The Latest Toys and Games
Dolls Dolls
Dolls

|

I
I

Books

Books

g

Christmas Postals and Booklets,

f--

Our 10c.

I

Department

a

and

pubcompiled from letters written
lished at the time and from personal recOf course everything was new and
strange to the visitors from the north,
household in
guests in a typical southern
southern home well out on Esa

the days when cotton freights to Livera
pool were a penny (two cents) pound,
and some of our Maine ships paid for

themselves

on

their first voyage.

Canal street,

the

principal

Douievaru

oi

a
city, is nearly 200 feet wide, with
feet wide in the center. It
25
plot
grass
surrounded
house
by

the
other trees and shrubs of
and in the garden roses

the

divides the old or French section of the
concity from the American, the latter
If
taining most of the business houses.
walked down Royal or Chartres

servants with baskets to bring home the
purchases. The French market was then,
as now, one of the “sights” of the city,

of

gas

globes

across

its

rudely

ber to have seen a refrigerator, but in
the paved court at the rear of the house
was a movable closet, the legs of which
stood in cans of oil

as a

company each season.
saw the elite of the

orna-

At the opera you
the ladies in

protection against sparkling

or

hats and

divided into
four each and at the rear was

roaches. I have seen a bottle of syrup
filled with the3e ants that had eaten
their way through the cork and some-

boxes with latticed fronts,ensuring comThe
plete privacy to their occupants.
New Opera house, then in its first sea-

the small red ants which are an even
plague than the numerous cock-

they found their way into the
sugar and you would have to skim them
off your cup of coffee. And speaking of
coffee, nowhere else have I seen such
times

roasted each
morning and then pulverized in a mortar,
not ground, and the decoction was so
strong that one or twro teaspoonfuls in
a cup of boiling milk made the beverage
as strong as most people would care to
The berries

were

drink.
New Orleans was then the negro paraThere were many free, well-to-do
negroes, with others from the plantation
dise.

bondage but who were hired
city. Wages were from $20
to $75 a month, cooks getting from $50 a
month up. On Sundays the colored people turned out in force, the men in
broadcloth suits, silk hats, and carrying
canes; the women in silks and satins,
many of both sexes wearing diamonds.
Sunday was the day for their funerals,
and the processions were most imposing.
The negroes generally belonged to burial
societies with high sounding names, such
as the Sons and Daughters of Galilee,
and there was a rivalry among the socistill held in

out in the

as

to which could turn out the most

carriages and

show the

greatest profu-

sion of flowers.

New Orleans was settled by the
French in 1717. The city is on the right
bank of the Mississippi as you ascend
and about one hundred miles from its
mouth. Its site is nearly level and during the spring and fall freshets the river
is from six to fourteen feet above the
The city is protected from
streets.
■overflow by a large dike, or levee, as it
is called, extending some 50 miles below
and 150 miles above the city. On the
river front wharves had been built extending for several miles, and at times
they were so covered with bales of cotton, hogsheads of molasses, sugar and
rice, tobacco, hams and sides, that
scarcely a plank would be visible. The
levee was, in fact, a city of itself, in-

a

row

of

vicinity

j but these sometimes work loose and in
stepping upon them a liquid black mud

meeting in Portland, De6th, of the board of directors ol
the Maine general hospital, Edward D.
Noyes, the treasurer, reported J.he total
receipts were $93,057 during the year.
Paying patients contributed $45,586 ot

|S|Sf
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ri-lfil

days,

mother, Mrs. Lydia Clements, will return home
j
with him... .Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Clement, W.
I may be spurted on you. These are apChase, Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett, S. Ritchie,
The
propriately called “dandy traps.
Weston Jewett, Mrs. Abbie Jewett, Mrs. Julia
j digging of graves is of course out of the White, Mrs. Susie White and Mr. and Mrs. G.
question and the interments are in tombs, H. York attended the meeting of North Waldo
! so that the cemeteries are veritable citieB Pomona in Monroe, December 7th_Mrs.
! of the dead.
Mary J. Haley has been in Belfast for the past
week, visiting friends... .G. H. York was drawn
It should be remembered that what is on the traverse jury for the January term of
written here is of New Orleans in the court... Miss Gertrude Conant is at home
past tense, and that many changes have from Bangor, where she has been employed in
taken place in the following fifty-two j the B. & A. office-Frank P. Clements and
Miss Glenice Littlefield, who are students at
years. It would require a volume to do 1
the Monroe High school, went to Swanville
C. a. p.
justice to the subject.
last Friday evening in
company with the Junior
class and presented the drama “Farmer
Tompkin's Hired Man”.. .Mr. and Mrs. Lewis White
FOR FLETCHER’S
who are spending the winter in
Morrill, are at
their home in West Winterport for the week-

j

husband, Stanley T. Pullen.
During the year two legacies

were re-

ceived of $1,000 each from Dr. Hiram H.
Hill of Augusta and Eleanor Whitman

of Woodstock.
Miss Harriet M. Hohenfeld, superintendent of nurses, reported 19 nurses received

[
j
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and have it
A
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ready. At all dealers.
Co., Boston, M—.

f
I
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We

nicely settled in our new quarlers wC ;
choice
line of mdse, for Xmas and New
very
Year’s Gifts: Brass goods in great variety. China
and Japanese Ware in beautiful designs, LeoriiC

o

U

are

Hand Bags, Wallets, Purses, Bill Folds, Card
Cases, Collar, Hdkfs. and Shirt Case, etc., Pictures for all, Christmas Cards, Booklets. Books

£
£

to

please the multitude, Calendars, everyth-,,

desirable in Men’s
Men and

Furnishings, Bathrobes

Cr

Women, also Hosiery—Everwear and
Interwoven—none better, Silk Hose for Men 50c
and $1.00, Gloves and Mittens, Fur Lined and
Dress, up-to-date Silk Umbrellas, an immense
line of Fine Neckwear, 25c. to $1.00, beauties,
Hathaway and S. & S. Shirts, $1.00 to $2.00,

p
£

I
i

Lanison & Hubbard Soft and Stiff Hats and
host of other things.

(|—
dwight
ij

Store

4
p.

palmer, **, j

formerly occupied by Fred

A. Johnson

[1 |q|[c51[^||ci=^oi±=51[al[ol^^i±±51ic51Eij

-^OUR

BIG*e-

Magazine Bargain
McCall’s Magazine, one year, regular price,
$ .50
Any McCall Pattern, regular price,.15
One year’s subscription for The Republican Journal. 2,01)

Total,.$2.65

Our Special Offer for the Above Only $2.1#
McCall’s

Infants-a complete range of the month’s fashions. McCall’s is also :
its practical information on every subject of interest to Women
Health, etc., Fancy Work, Cooking Recipes, Short Stories, Music, ct
This special offer is not only open to new subscribers but to a
friends who wish to extend their subscriptions for another
year for Tile
The only condition is that you must pay cash in advance.

Every person who accepts the abovebargain offer may select the
Pattern included in this offer from the first copy of McCall's
writing

Magazin

postal request direct to The McCall Company, New Y
McCall Patterns are noted for their style, fit and
simplicity.
a

“CLARION=

^HBC'

Stoves, Ranges-Furnaces

a

H^BIt
^Hmore
^Hmost
^■A

hagazine

Is The Fashion Magazine that is being used
by over one million H.nunai
their guide in All fashion matters. Each issue contains
illustrati ng 10
descriptions of the latest styles of garments for Ladies, Misses, Chiic

PLUMBING SUPPLIES

than^^M
!Hg:
e-.re^B

Galvanized

bB

Gutters, Conductors,

Iron and Tin

W. A.
JOURNAL

BUILDING,

Sheet

Rooffing.

--MY PRICES ARE

William Tel!
\ Flour J

RIGHT-

HALL,
BELFAST, M

1

v;

d

—

OF MAINE.
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Holiday Goods
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failure.
baking
^^B is
too—makes

ecently

....

~

diplomas.

economical,
Mr. H. M. Small was in Bangor a few days
bread to the sack
to see his daughter, Miss Ruth, who
flours.
street is St. Charles street, up which is
! 1 fas operated on for appendicitis at the Eastsack in your pantry takes
Charles
seen the white front of St.
* >ra Maine
Hospital a short time ago. Miss Hof
every
baking need.
one !
time
had
over
that
1
at
luth
has
which
friends
in
this
who
are
Hotel,
many
vicinity
thousand guests. Farther on are the
| ] •leased to learn that the operation was sucj < essful and that she is doing well.Mrs.
Amphitheatre and the St. Charles thea- j
* i *eter Harmon, who has been so ill with blood
next
The
a
museum
with
opposite.
tre,
] •oisoning, caused from the prick of a needle,
street back and parallel with St. Charles
i s now convalescent.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
street is Gravier street, where cotton
j ] 'atters on are happy over the birth of a little
factors (commission merchants,) buyers
born December 9th. Dr. Kilgore of
( laughter,
ind brokers congregate. Between Camp
1 {rooks was in attendance. Mrs. Fogg’of Brooks
md St. Charles streets is Lafayette
i 3 caring for Mrs. Patterson.... Mrs.. A. L. Ward
STATE
i 3 visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ray Ashford, in
square, with its shade trees, under which
1
! Vaterville.Dr. J. C. Whitney and wife of
ire comfortable seats for the weary.
1 Imbden are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Dn one side is city hall and on the other
PAArnkn
MIao T
t_1
Leene. Dr. Whitney practiced medicine here
the Odd Fellows building of Quincyl
i or several years, and has many friends here
with friends in Belfast.
granite, from which a Maine man, Hon. j days
/ho are sorry to learn that he is in very poor
In conformity with the provisions of secEdward Pilsbury, lifted a heavy debt FRANKFORT.
ealth.Dr. B. P. Hurd and wife are nearly 1 ion 36 to 39 of Chapter 32( of the Revised
Frank
W.
who
has
been
Master.
Reed,
superintendent 1
Itatutes
of Maine, and upon the petition of
luring his three terms as Grand
Mrs.
to
leave
town.
Hurd will pass the
eady
j ive or more citizens of the State, and deeming
In the French quarter, fronting on the of the Mt. Waldo Granite Works quarries for
/inter with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin j t for the best interest of the
several
State, the Comyears, has resigned and left for Boston
J land of Unity, and Dr. Hurd will enter a medilevee, is Jackson square, in which is a fine
nissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game, after
where he will purchase a full stock of mer*
lue
notice
to
all
interested
in the subpersons
iquestrian statue of the old hero. The chandise for the handsome new store he has al college for a few months. Mrs. Hurd is ect matter of said
petition, and public hearing
her friends here, and in
and
trees
filled
with
is
ery
among
popular
shrubbery
square
hereon in the locality to be affected, and deemrecently completed and which will be open for
ind is a favorite resort of the people of business the first of the year_Hon. Albert ( he 10 years of Dr. Hurd's practice here he has j ng it necessary and proper for the protection
« ,nd
} /on s large circle of friends who all
regret
preservation of the inland fish of the State,
the neighborhood.
Facing it is the Peirce has returned from a short business trip ( heir
lereby adopt the following hieedful Rules and
removal from us and wish them all sueFrench cathedral. Lower down, on to New York city_Mrs. T. G. Trundy has retegulations
relating to the titoes and places in
( ess wherever they may locate.
Dr. Morse , rhich and the circumstances under which
inEsplanade street, is the United States turned to Belfast after spending a few days at rill occupy Dr. Hurd's, residence here and take 1 snd fish may be taken in the waters of Levenmint, and just above is the French the home of Mrs. E. O. Parker_George | ip his practice.Mrs. Paris Dyer remains f eller pond, so-called, in the town of Lincoln1
Miners has leased the Miehml Donlin house for
'file. County of Waldo.
( •bout the same.Mr. H. M. Higgins was the
market, before mentioned.
the winter months, and will soon move his
on
The city is drained by open gutters
RULES AND REGULATIONS
fueat of J. D. Higgins Sunday noon....Misses
family here from Bucksport_L. J. Lqrd of ! dildred
each side of the streets, in which green
Bartlett, Gertrude Hogan, Helen PhilSec. 1. For a period of four years from
Winterport has moved his family onto the | trick and Master Carl Hogan have returned to ] fovember 1st, A. D. 1910, it shall be unlawful
and stagnant water is often seen. A
Seavey farm for the winter... .John Peirce of Pittsfield to resume their studies at the M. C. 1 or any person to fish for, take, catch or kill
heavy rain flushes these gutters and the New York city was a recent visitor in town....
ny kind of fish, at any time, in Levenseller
Mrs. Richard Higgins and Hr. Guy Patterlond, so-called, in the town of Lincolnville,
water finds its way into drainage canals F. L. Tyler and E. 0. Parker have purchased
< bounty of Waldo.
( on passed December 12th and 13th in Fairin the heart of the city which lead the George Peirce wood lot on the Monroe
Sec. 2.
It shall also be unlawful for any
leld, guests of Ur. and Mrs, A. L. Roundy_
to have in possession any fish taken in
through the swamps to Lake Ponchi- road and are preparing to do an extensive busi- Hiss Lizzie Gilchrsst is working for Ura. 1 >erson
iolation
of
the above regulations.
Charles Patterson.
train, an inland body of salt water in ness in fire and spool wood this winter;
Dated this 28th day of October, A. D. 1910.
rear of the city, where pumps worked
J. W. BRACKETT, Chairman,
WALDO STATION.
3t48
BLAINE S. VILES,
The ground is well covered with snow, but
by steam take it from the canal and disEDGAR E. RING,
, iommiasionera of Inland Fisheries and Game.
charge it into the lake. The streets are no sleighing about the Station....The Station Tom Stomach Thou eta »nd Comstifatioi*
i
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Years

23c and 5Oc bottles.

*5

tfughM
Cake ■

At

j
j

I

The sole reliance for generations.
Has
cured countless thousands of hurts and ail-

Buy it

IKH!

F/&W

years.

nunnuiKt..

the annual meeting, Dec. 6th, of Lone
Star Chapter, No. 33, O. E. S., the following
officers were elected: Mrs. Sarah M. Pendleton. Worthy Matron; Mr. J. A. Sprague, Worthy
Patron; Miss Nellie Coombs, Associate Matron;
Mrs. Florence Hall, Treasurer; Mrs. Livona
Williams, Secretary; Mrs. Laura B. Keller,
Conductress; Mrs. Emma Boardman, Associate
Conductress. The other officers are to be
appointed later-Mr. Cilley of Brooks visited relatives in town last week_Miss Marion
Coombs left Dec. 10th for North Castine to
resume her duties as teacher in that place_
Mr. George Willey has arrived from Tenants
Harbor for a short visit with his
Miss Meda Pendleton of Dark Harbor is spending a few weeks with her friend, Miss Olive

jog

EmBB

-ILP^^=51|aop|[ol[c=30c=5irc^:: J

Tilden Thomas died very suddenly Novem23d, at Togus, at the advanced age of 87
The remains were taken to Rockland,
where funeral services were held at the home
of his dsughter, Mrs. F. S. Kalloch, Mechanic
street. The interment was in Sea View cemeMr. Thomas was born in Northport,
tery.
June 3, 1823, and spent his early manhood
mwi
there. A soldier of the Civil War, he enlisted
in the 26th Maine regiment, was in several
APPLETON.
battles and was wounded in one. He served
Charles
Newbert
a
deer
one
captured
SWANVILLE.
day until the end of the war, after which he moved
It
was
shot
near
Alex
recently.
C.
R.
Mr.
Nickerson has received a new
Harding’s bis family to Rockland. He followed the sea
j
For a few years. He was twice Democratic
large boiler for his steam-mill and the work of j place on the Ridge. Several deer have have councilman
from Ward. 2. Mr. Thomas margetting it in position is now absorbing the • been seen in this vicinity recently.... Benj. ried Miss Mary M. Herrick of Northport, who
attention of the crew. We hope soon to hear Arnold of Chehalis, Washington, has been lied about 17 years ago, since which time he
the familiar whistle again.... Mrs. H. P. White, alected county treasurer on the Republican bad lived at the Soldiers’ Home at Togus.
rhere were three children by this union, all of
who is gaining rapidly, received a shower of ticket. Ben. has many friends in this vicinity
whom survive, Mrs. E. S. Hodgdon of Southwho will be glad to hear of his success. He
90 postcards packets, booklets, etc., recently....
west Harbor, Mrs. F. S. Kalloch and Clarence
VI. Thomas of Rockland. Mr. Thomas was a
Mrs. Albert Damm, who has been ill for several went from Appleton when a boy and has been
assistant treasurer several years of the tiiid and devoted husband and father, always
weeks, is now able to sit up.
chehalis office....Miss Mildred Wentworth, I Peasant and cheerful, with a fund of stories
)f war and of the sea which delighted his lisLIBERTY.
who has been teaching in North Searsmont, is
teners.
Miss Evie Twitchell has been confined to her
her
vacation
with her mother here,
spending
bed by illness the past week... Mrs. C. M. !
ifter which she will resume her studies at
Ayer was called to Palermo last week by the \
Farmington Normal school.Mrs. Carrie
serious illness of her uncle, Samuel Marden. j
jushee Page of Brownville, has been the guest
He was slightly improved at this writing-j
lince Thanksgiving, of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Wyman had an operation for j
ilrs. Albert Gushee-Some of our hunters
appendicitis last week. The surgeons were j lave been
very reckless while in pursuit of
Dr’s. Tapley and Pearson, assisted by Dr. C. B. I
leer. One sent a bullet through a barn in
Hoit-Mr. C. B. McKenzie of Morrill preach- J
vhich two men were working. The same day,
ed a very interesting sermon at the Baptist
ind but a few rods from the same spot, a shot
church last Sunday-Walter D. Rudwick has
vas fired which came near
hitting a young
been elected Master of Georges River Grange j
ady and gentleman who were passing_Miss
for the coming year.
)live Gushee has returned to Albion to teach,
SEARSMONT.
; ifter a two weeks’ vacation
spent with her
Mr.
B. Cooper of Newport was the guesti )arents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gushee_Albert
of Mr. and Mrs. C. Q. Brown last week... .Mr. ;
Jprowl is in Belfast, where he has employment.
Ernest Marden left Monday for Boston, where
...Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Simmons of Linhe has employment for the winter_Mr. and
:olnville were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Irvin Hills were msde happy by the ar- j J. O. Keller... .Our
village school began Dec.
rival of a ten-pound girl December 9th_Miss ! •th under the instruction of Mrs. Annie
Lovisa Fuller of Providence, R. I., has given to
Yllliams, who teaches the grammar school,
the Methodist Episcopal church one of the ; ind Miss Agnes Taylor in the
primary depart—bread that makes
best windows as a memorial to her mother,
nent-The thermometer was at zero and a
a pleasure—
eating
1
Mrs. Margaret Fuller—Cards have been re- : ew degrees below on the morning of Dec.
pastry that “Hakes”— Ht
ceived from Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Severance of ! •th, 6th and 7th... .Clarence Fish is
teaching
depend on the flour
Big Timber, Montana, announcing the mar- j i n the Hall district in Hope....Miss Grace
that goes into them.
<
of
their
Eva
to
lushee
Mr. J
is teaching in Hope... .Mrs. Julia Bills
riage
Mabel,
daughter,
Wise cooks use William
Daniel K. Shipton of Big Timber.
3 teacMng the Gurney school.
SB Tell Flour and never have B
NORTH ISLESBORO.

leading from Canal

Inwardly

Use

in

ber

Cry

IffilrHB

[EtMr

for Colds, Sore
Cramps, Bowel Disorders,
Cholera Morbus, Baby Pains. Re*» quick and sure.

lo&m

this.
Dr. Charles M. Smith, superintendent,
reported that 566 free patients were
treated. Dr. Smith spoke of an advance
in the cost of provisions and a decrease
in the cost of water, fuel and light.
The extent of the free service increased
and the institution, he said, “more nearly approached the ideal of what a general hospital should be than ever before.” He spoke of the interest taken !
in the hospital by Mrs. C. M. Raymond
and Mrs. Pullen. The former is providing extensive refurnishing of the Raymond room and the latter has fitted up a
handsome suite of rooms and provided
for their maintenance in memory of her

j

me

Opposite Royal

I • '|l B

At the annual

j ^^^B

drama,
and the Amphitheatre, chiefly patronized
by the juveniles, while on Gravier street
was the Varieties, devoted to the legitimate, and in which appeared all the
and

•

H

home of the blood and thunder

axtioLo ui

IB
It
IL *E H

I
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*Mad

cember

■

section.
son, was also in the French
Above Canal street, on St. Charles
Btreet was the St. Charles theatre, the

uuieu

JH

|

\

jewels. The gallery was
little compartments seating

with

worse

in

For Lameness,
Rheumatism,
Wounds, Sprains, Cuts, Swellings, 1
Stiff Joints and all Injuries
In- I
valuable In emergencies.

ij

ing purposes; e. g., canning, catsup, jelly, etc., since they are not watery, and

passing over one of these paved
streets would noticeably-depress the surface, which would slowly return to its fast loaded apples from this station last week;
former level after the dray had passed. also Berwin and Johnson of Waterville_
The drama “Bar Haven,’’given by the students
The old story of turning a flat boat upfrom Freedom academy at Ritchie Grange
side down and building a three-story
hall last Thursday evening, was well attended
I building on it is not such an exaggera- and was a decided success. The dance which
tion as might be supposed. The custom- followed was as usual well patronized
by the
house, of Quincy granite, was built upon younger portion of the people.
piles driven to a great depth and the WINTERPORT.
blocks of granite were bolted together.
A. L. Blaisdell and daughter Catherine have
It settled so perceptibly, however, that gone to New York. Miss Catherine will rean upper story
was omitted from the main until after the holidays-R. L. Clements
original
plan. The sidewalks are made went to Kennebunkport Saturday to visit his
|
of large flat stones, cemented together, uncle, Henry Rand. From there he will go to
|
Boston and
for a few
and his
dray

L/A//M£rjvr%
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County Correspondence.

city,

full dress without bonnets

ture to ride over. So loose and waterthe soil that a heavily laden

l,L

ANODYNE

CASTO R I A

mented front. Urder one portion of the
front is the Cafe d’ Orleans, where the
chorus singers meet to drink
and you could buy there not only fish, bearded
wines and play domiflesh and fowl, but boots and shoes, cloth- eau sucre or light
much noes. The theatre is not large and seen
in
all
fact,
of
kinds;
pretty
ing
and unattractive
of everything from a hair pin to a piano. in daylight was dingy
filled at night the
Poultry was bought alive and taken home looking, but when
For many
one.
to be killed and dressed. Crabs, which scene was a brilliant
in the
in the south take the place of lobsters, years this was the only place
maintained an opera
were also bought alive. I do not remem- United States that

eties

78 Main St.

Boaked is

Children

that latitude,
bloomed every month in the year. This
you
was in the days of slavery, and of many
to
street, which are at right angles
servants, men and women, the latter
imagine
easily
might
Canal
street,
you
wearing gay colored turbans. The old
in Paris. Down Chartres street,
“Mammy” was much in evidence and yourself and
cafes
very Frenchy groceries—
had
She
past
household.
an autocrat in the
one storied, green shuttered buildings
cared for the mistress in infancy and in
with roofs of red tiles—past the little
childhood, was now caring for her chilcathechara
garden in rear of the dingy brown
privileged
dren, and was always
down Orthe
left
to
a
few
paces
dral,
acter.
the
leans street and you stand before
In the morning the mistress went to
a two storied buildd’
Orleans,
Theatre
the French market to get the supplies
reddish brown stucco, with a row
for the day, attended by two or more ing of

H

Bargains.

t/oz/A/so/iTsA

contain few seeds.
They are admirable for eating raw,
since they lack the acid taste of
ordinary
tomatoes, and are remarkably mild.
Also they retain their juice after being
ut. They ship well. In short, so far
as known, these artsuperior to any tomatoes in existence.
school, taught by Sadie Cummings, and the
The gardener believes that he has sucSheldon school, by Flora Johnson, began Nov. ceeded in
introducing the blood of egg27th. The Paul school, taught by Edith Har- plants into tomatoes, and thinks that the
is
mon, the Whitcomb school by W. P. Hussey eggplant
responsible for the greal
began Dec. 5th_Fred Littlefield loaded two size of the new fruits, their mild flavor,
solid
flesh
and
deep red color.
cars with potatoes last week at 38 l-2c.
Young
and Cox of Brooks bought several carloads two
Maine General Hospital.
weeks ago for 35c-G. B. Marsano of Bel-

paved with large cobble stones, arid when
depressions occur they are filled with
loose stones, making a road that it is tor-

numerable negroes and mules its population. Small flags of every known coloi

der of their days.
and
I un- sometimes three or four abreast,
days anterior to the Civil War that
above the steamboat landing were more
is
follows
what
and
dertook to write,
were
ships, come to load cotton. Those
and

coffee.

Christmas Tree Deooratlons.

Is Crowded with

LOTHROP’S,

imaginable shape designated the difwith some
be of interest to supplemect it
Side by side
ferent lots of freight.
recollections of the New Orleans of fifty with their bows against the levee wert
years ago.
steamboats unloading or loading for the
Mississippi, the Ohio, Missouri,
New Orleans was then a French city, upper
Red and Ouachita rivers, and for the
it
that
like
and
city
as French as Paris,
numerous streams and bayous about the
had its American quarter, which was
The ringing of bells, the
was lower river.
that
below
All
street.
Canal
above
of
whistles, the calliope oi
customs
and
sounding
French, so far as the people
choruses of the colorec
the
steam
piano,
the architecture
were concerned, while
deck hands, the rattling of drays and the
This
the
of
type.
was mainly
Spanish
de- braying of mules were among the babel
was the New Orleans so admirably
broke upon the ear.
W. Cable’s “Creole of sounds that
in
George
picted
the usual hour for departure,
At
5
m.,
contrast
p.
in
striking
Days.” and it was
I have seen at least fifty boats leave the
to the stirring American city of today.
levee for their different destinations.
Civil
the
was
by
inaugurated
The change
Below the landing was a landing for
War. The fortunes and families of many
out in small craft from the lower coast, lugof the dominant race were wiped
sur- gers, manned by Portuguese, Italians,
who
those
of
and
that great conflict
etc., in picturesque costumes
vived and retained their property a num- Greeks,
laden with fruit, fish and produce of
and
remainthe
to
France
to
spend
ber went
Then came the ships, moored
But it is rather of the all kinds.

typical
planade street,
orange, fig and

Books

of Louisville and from

steamer, Telegraph 2nd, a
stern wheel craft, to Cincinnati. That
makes rather a short story and it may
there took

I

Choice Selection of China,
Everything in Leather Goods,
Everything in Glass Ware,
Useful Aluminum Articles,
Fancy Christmas Stationery.

CRAFTS.

Large and Prolific Result of Union of
Tomato and Eggplant.
A Michigan gardener has been grafting tomatoes on to eggplants-and red
peppers. He began his experiments in
1898, and named his first achievement—
Crimson Cushion tomato grafted on to
an eggplant—the Kaiser.
He then went
further, and grafted a Trophy tomato on
to an eggplant, naming the resulting tomato the Roosevelt.
The ihgenious gardener, however,
made a mistake in using that name so
early in the game. For soon another inspiration came to him, and he grafted
tne Kaiser tomato on to a red pepper.
Here, indeed, was a combination vegetable really worthy the name of Roosevelt. But, owing to his unfortunate precipitation in the use of that cognomen, he
was obliged to fall back on the feeble
substitute, Triple Alliance.
Both the Kaiser and the Roosevelt tomatoes
responded with alacrity to this
particular form of graft. The Kaiser
often produces fruit weighing one and a
half to two pounds, and will yield a
bushel to the plant on suitable soil. The
Roosevelt yields quite as heavily.
Both are pleasing in
shape and color,
have a fine flavor and solid flesh, and
even
in
the
u»
largest specimens there is no
waste. They are excellent for all cook-

j
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GIRLS WANTED

^

THE ESTABROOK’S SHIRT MANUFACTURED

<(l

?

MAXWELL, OVERLAND, BUICK, REGAL
12 to 40 H. P„ $600 to $2250.

Body Styles to Suit; from Runabout to the New Torpedo Type
-call on-

READ GARAGE & MACHINE
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
beenduly appointed administratrix of theestate of

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

MARTHA C. BLACK, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands agaiust the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
dayment immediately.
EMMA B. EAMES.
Stockton Springs, November 8,1910.—3w47

COMPANY^

Special Notio
This is to notify all parties
previous to September 1st, that
settled accounts will be left for
6w41
January 1,1911,
BELFAST FUEL A
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hite, who recently underwent
^.“fn
Si**gaining rapidly....Th<

f Deration, is
"o<fn pegan Monday morning witl
fitf'-.! teachera: District* 1 and 2, Mr
lit'"1'0* In- No, 3, Mrs. L. H. Averill; No,
Mr. W. S. NickHsr’tshom: No. 8.Holmes
...Swan
*1-

P0BP,
was

jn

Belfast last Monday

f;eo. O’Dea is making quite ex>n his house opposite Fort

ttr5r’e

Harriman is doing the work....
visited relatives here
ute 0f Bangor
week_School began in this
;v.
Monday, Miss Alice Dockham,
^rs. Mary A. Harriman had quite
week, but at this writing is
is attended by Dr. J. A.

^

Pe'

,iint_School began at Mt.
Miss Hazel Waldon

;.

Monday,

|

o'l'ea of

!

is

paper the cottage of his
Miss Jennie Clifford of

i
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Salem, Mass.,

ea

r.cnds
days
id of Stonington, who has
ster, Mrs. W. C. Harding,
k>, has returned to his home.
here several

:
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I

ester

and two

last

little daugh-

Milford, N. H., to work for
Joseph Jackson is visiting
Mrs. Julia Taylor has been
Mrs. Bragdon and Miss Iva
'-eek
George Choate spent
Sunday at J. O. Bartlett’s.
sited his old comrade, M. E.
-uav ...Mrs. Maude Nelson
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GIFT.

Call and See What I Have to Offer
in the Furniture Line.

|

£

£
.j§

Desks, Card and Center
Tables, Mission Furniture,
Rockers, Easy Chairs,
Lounges, Sideboards and

Ju
>

China Closets,
Etc.

Bookcases,

4
«

Jl
5*

2*
J»
5*
&
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h. e.

McDonald,

70 Main

Street,

has announced

Belfast.

ON

The Widow’s Mite.

f

jp

PENOBSCOT RIVER.

tims, Too.
One day last week a procession oi
heavily veiled widows filed into the Federal building in New York all day, begging the post office inspectors to get back

improvereport upon
ment of rivers and harbors in the Port-

land, Me., district, made by George A.
Zinn, Lieut.-Col., Corps of Engineers,
U. S. A., in charge of the work, con-

the money they sent to the Burr Bros.,
late of the Flatiron building, but now of
the Tombs, for investment in oil and min-

tains considerable data in relation to the

half miles of the river at and below
Bangor. Before improvement this part
of the river was obstructed by ledge,
bowlders, and mill waste to such extent
as to afford a safe available depth of
only about six feet at extreme low tide.
“The first project was approved August 22, 1870, and called for a depth
of 12 feet at lowest tides for a width of
150 feet over three and one-half miles of
river at and below Bangor. There was

with handsome dividends in the mean
time. With tears streaming down their
faces, they implored the inspectors to
take their money from the imprisoned

brokers.
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WANT

You’ll

NEW

suits the
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majority of

better

women

Lenox Soap—
“Just fits
the hand”
.|
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE1

18571

They will tell you to

use

THE

COE-MORTIMER

he said, are the poorest on
when brought into comparison
with the system in vogue and results obtained in other countries. He urged the
State board of trade to use its influence
in having the legislature appoint a commission that will investigate the matter
scientifically and make needed recom-

We have almost everything you would call for in the
dry
and fancy goods line.
We have some carefully selected
goods and intend to make it for your interest to trade
with us. We have remnants and odds and ends that we
sell very cheap.

Fewer Children in Mills.

“The custom of employing Greeks in
the cotton .mills has reduced somewhat
the number of children hired by these
corporations,” says George E. Morrison
of Saco, State inspector of factories, in
his annual report.
“The law passed at

a

the last legislature requiring minors to
pass a educational test has also done
much to reduce the number employed,”
he continues. Inspector Morrison says
that in the matter of fortnightly payment of wages there have been many
complaints. Most of the trouble was in
locations where there were no banking
privileges, inability to get the money
appearing to be the principal excuse.

and bladder.

They

correct

Sold by all druggists.

Suesine Silk reduced to

39c.

Genuine Himalaya Cloth,

29c.

Ask for what you want and see if
reasonable price. Call and see at

furnish it at

we cannot

Dow’s Corner, Brooks, flame

i

==^
BELFAST
BURNHAM
On and after October 1C, 1910, trains connectat Burnham and Waterville with
through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

ing

irregulari-

FROM

BELFAST.
A.M.

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

I

ouwn

to

HERALD
ART SECTION
CHARMING PICTURES
(Suitable for frx tiling?)
IN COLOR AND HALF TONE BY
W. H. LOO Alls.

with this point in view—to

give

the utmost satisfaction to

our

Bangor.
Waterville.
Portland.
Boston.
|

TO

COMIC

Citypoint.

Benton.

Clinton.
Burnham, depart.
Unity...,.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
Belfast, arrive.

FOR YOUR

Fancy Groceries

JOHNNY QUACK,
LITTLE NEMO,
THE TINY TADS

CHARLES F.
MASONIC

A
COPY
WITHOUT DELAY
EITHER FRO.VI YOUR NEWSDEALKE
OR THE ^HERALD.

Remedy6

CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’s
is quickly
absorbed.

Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Ke- 11A V FFMFB
■ bvbll
•
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drugor by mail.
In
liquid form, 75 cents.
gists
jEIv Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbinj
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad
vance; and when payment is made it should kx
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It ii
also necessary to say that none of these publi
cations are mailed with The Journal or fron
this office. We have to pay for these publics
tions one year in advance, and they are thei
sent from their respective offices to our sub
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as followi
for one year's subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.0 •
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.2.2
The Journal and McCall's Magasine....... 2.1 I
The Journal and New Idea Magasine.2.1
The publications included in our clubbing of
fers may be sent to different addresses.

SWIFT,

REDUCED

|

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the City National Bank of Belfast for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their banking rooms on
Tuesday, January 10, 1911, at 10 o'clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, December 7,1910.—5w49
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FARE,

BELFAST

STEAMSHIP BELFAST

and

Saturday

7 80

a.

m

arrival of steamer from Boston.

Leave Boston, Tuesday and Friday 5.00 p. m.
Leave Rockland Wednesday and
Saturday
5.15 a.m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

Ur. W. U.

|
|

LIBdLY,

DENTIST,
92

A SPECIALTY

THE CITY NATIONAUIANK, BELFAST

12 3

RETURNING

PROPRIETOR.

PRINTING

7 00

7 15
9 50
3 15
7 CO-12.26

BOSTON, $2.25.

Bangor, Wednesday
or on

Successor to George W. Burgess,

COMMERCIAL

A.M.
9 00

Belfast 2.00 p. m., Monday and
Thursday for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and

M. BURGESS.

JOB PRINTING.

13
35
20
30
15
40
15
20

Leave

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK. BELFAST.

| ELIZABETH

3
3
5
5
5
5
8
11

Oludllldllip bll.

TURBINE STEEL

PRINTINGOFFICE
I

H 1..

WINTER

AND

TEMPLE.

BURGESS

ORDER

PC,

LdMulll

GO TO

JACK LONDON and
MOLLY ELLIOT SE A WELL.

3-05

station.

r

Canned Goods

Christmas Stories by

36
2 47
(2 59

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
Agent, Belfast.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger AgeDt.
j
I MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

-ANI>-

and the other favorites.

to
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UNCLE MEN,
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Sibley Co.
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BELFAST

ple of discernment. Good clean
coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, Here, assuredly.

Swan ft
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1
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Boston.
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ADHKKN Y,
FREDERICK B KULZ and
JOUK NEUMA1EK.
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Clinton.
Benton.

customers and to all

DEC. 18, 1910.

I

offer you uncoal. Coal that

has been carefullv selected—

NEW YORK

K. V.

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.

now.

we can

usually good

OF THE

NOW

buy COAL is

because

j

p.

Belfast, depart. 7
Citypoint. t7

THE MAGNIFICENT
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DRY AND FANCY GOODS

Worse than an alarm of fire at night is the
metallic cough of croup, bringing dread to the
household. Careful mothers keep Foley's
Honey and Tar in the house and give it at the
first sign of danger. It contains no opiates.
Sold by all druggists.

kidneys

|

]Jg|

COMPANY, NEW YORK.

flARCELLUS J. DOW

encour-

ties.

g

|l

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

earth

lature to pass such laws as will
age the sardine industry.

f

mo

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the
Country at Belfast, Maine.

§

auuui

■

very

than any other soap.

legislation.

|

_a...

it.

little trouble
keeping things clean after you’ve
bought Lenox Soap.
In price, size, shape, quality, it

FISH LAWS.

“‘Foley Kidney Pills are tonic in action, quick
in results, and restore the natural action of the

1

^

'have

fishermen,

Kut

Iuing

Nearly every grocer sells

Seiners and weirmen representing
four coast counties engaged in the sardine industry attended a meeting of the
Rockland board of trade December 6th,
when the initiative was taken in the
matter of securing radical changes in

..

|
j

Soap.

Lnu^lw^

corn.

j

1

I

\|cuUtaw
KUJ^CaviU
jWox

improvements made on the Penobscot
river, including the work that is being mendations.
The v. lue of sardine importations last
done in the harbor at Bangor. The reyear was $2,219,000, said Mr. Lawrence.
port follows:
“Every cent of this might have been
“Except the dredging of a sawdust saved to this country if modern methods
of
bar opposite High Head, near Bucksport,
catching and packing had been used.
A resolution was passed asking other
Me., the improvements have been confined to a stretch of about three and one- boards of trade to memorialize the legis-

ing companies.
Many told Inspectors Kincaid and
Reddy they had lost every cent they had
in the world through the Burrs and their
associates. Some related that they had
invested through Burr Bros, every dollar received from their husband's life
insurance on the promise of having these
sums doubled and tripled in a short time,

j

the list of the prize winwho were awarded the varioui
prizes at the New England Corn Show
as offered by the Coe-Mortimer
Company
of New York. Besides these prizes, Hon.
Theodore C. Bates of Worcester was
awarded a special gold medal for excellency of crop and general display, all
of his com being raised with this line of
fertilizer. Those who visited the exposition will recall the grand cone and
pyramid near the entrance and visitors
can hardly fail to have been
impressed
with the excellence of this display, the
material for which was all raised with
the Coe-Mortimer products.
Class A, First Prize, E. S. Fulton,
Amherst, Mass. $50 for best ten ears of
Dent com, Second Prize: Edmund Mortimer, Grafton, Mass. $15 for second best
ten ears of Dent com, Third
prize: C. C.
Porter, Middleboro, Mass. $5 for third
best ten ears of Dent com.
Class B, First Prize: Elliott & H.
Ward Moore, Worcester, Mass. $50 for
the best ten ears of eight-rowed Flint
corn. Second Prize: Fred L. Chamberlain, Worcester, Mass. $15 for second
best ten ears of eight-rowed Flint corn.
Third Prize: Edmund Mortimer, Grafton, Mass. $5 for the third best ten ears
of eight-rowed Flint com.
Class C, First Prize: Elliott & H.
Ward Moore, Worcester, Mass.
$50 for
best ten ears of twelve-rowed Flint com,
Second Prize: A. J. Guptill, Berwick,
Me.
$15 for second best ten ears of
tweive-rowed Flint corn. Third prize:
R. G. Bigelow, Skowhegan, Me. $5 for
third best ten ears of twelve-rowed Flint,

fish

When inspectors drove up to the Flatiron building, followed by a dray to cart
away the firm’s books, they found a line
of men and women who had been waiting
there all day, hoping against hope that
some one would come in and get them
expended $198,300.
their money back.
“In 1884 a project was adopted for
Mrs. Lavinia Lawrence of Philadelphia
told Inspector Kinciid she had hurried widening the channel at Bangor and for
certain improvements in the river below,
over to the city as soon as she heard of
near Crosby’s Narrows.
An addition
Bangor....
Monday’s raid. She wore a heavy black was afterwards
Prescott
of
shot
a
or
Everett
deer
made providing for a
lace have affiliated with
Liberty
crepe veil, saying her husband had died
22-foot
between
November
M.
C
30th-Mrs.
[ North
depth
Bucksport and
Searsport, and Ayer’s ridge,
only a few weeks ago. His life insurAfter a survey, ordered by
Morning Light Grange of Gordon is slowly gaining-Chester H. Thomp- ance amounted to $4,000, and this was Winterport.
all he had left her for her support. She the act of September 19, 1890, the project
i
son went to Lewiston Monday to the Centra!
iig Sun at Cole’s Corner....
was modified and extended, so that it inreturned on Thursday from Maine Hospital for an operation for appendici- had seen the advertisements of Burt cluded a
depth of 11 feet at extreme low
tis_Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Perry moved frorr Bros., telling how a small investment tide for a width of 360 feet in
--andypoint.
Bangor
would soon grow to an enormous sum,
the Kingdom to Granville Thompson’s Saturday
to
widen, straighten and deepen
and had sent them every cent she had to harbor;
has
moved
into
the
F.
E.
J
the
channel
near
.W.
Tobey
'f Haverhill, Mass., was in
Crosby’s Narrows and
invest.
Hatch house and will drive I. D Cram’s team
he funeral of her brother,
Mrs. David Crabb of East Ninety-third near Sterns’ mill to a depth of 12 feet at
extreme
low
ana to secure a chantide;
street said she was a very poor woman,
h .ch occurred Sunday at the this winter_F. A. Luce was m Belfast last
depth of 22 feet at mean low tide bewith a large family to support.
By !■ nel
Tucker officiating_W. S. week, loading cars with apples for Berwin <£
Bucksport and Winterport. The
stinting herself and working very hard, ! tween
Yi nday morning for Milli- Johnson of Boston... Mrs. A. D. Baker anc
she had been able to keep her family to- estimated cost of the entire work was
Miss Helen Baker visited Mr. and Mrs. Johr
as employment driving a
and to scrape together a small , placed at $440,000. March 3, 1899, the
Saturday. Miss gether
Mrs. M. W. Stevens Mayhew in Searsmont,
She said Burr Bros, told her if I project was again extended by providing
| sum.
of
Miss
Luce
was
the
Judith
BanGracia
guest
Monday... Laura Hunt re
! she would put this money in their oil for removal of ledge in front of the Bos! ton and Bangor Steamship Co.’s wharf
Y in Pittsfield
Monday_ ton over Sunday-Miss Mamie Bennett is ill mines, she would not work much longer.
_Penson A. Clement will serve as traverse She believed them, and bought 5,000 ; at Bangor and for deepening the basin
a student at M. C. I., is
Inspector Kin- ! of Kcnduskeag stream at the junction
n with her parents, Mr. i juror from this town at the January term 01 | shares of their oil stock.
Qnnroma .TiiHipial P.nnrf in Ralfnat
caid thinks she said she paid 50 cents a | with the Penobscot and $28,000 was ap.Iras..
School began Monpropriated for the work. The results
: share for it, or $2,500, all the money she
with the following teachaimed at by the project of 1884 and the
had.
WINDOW
THE
WISHERS.
!
;<kell;grammar, Miss Hughes
subsequent additions are regarded as
*cijr uiu numuii,
ary, Miss Sibley of Freesaid she, too, had spent her all in practically accomplished and the cost has
The little window wishers, with their tendei hair,
rv
Miss Bertha Lampher of
the Burr’s oil stock, 11,000 shares of it been $169,500, a total expenditure down
of
blue,
eyes
to this time of $367,800.
Y Miss Linnie
Lampher of Standing there before the toy shops, don’t at 50 cents a share.
“By the act of March 2, 1907, Conthey touch the heart of you?
“They told me,” she said, I ‘‘would
Mrs. Frank Smith of this
gress adopted a further project for an
Don’t you almost shiver with them, as theii
double my money in no time.
as received here
Thursday of
tattered clothes you see,
Several preachers reported that they additional width at Bangor, varying from
race Mitchell in Haverhill,
The ragged little urchins, with the patches or had invested
heavily in the various un- 100 to 300 feet, for a length of nearly
was formerly of this town.
each knee?
listed and wholly worthless stockB offer- 2000 feet, the depth to be 11 feet at exsee -them longing, yearning in sweet
Can
you
1
Massachusetts, and one
ed from the handsome suite of offices in treme low tide (14 feet at mean low
childhood’s wistful way
water). The estimated cost of this work
rge Reynolds, of this town. And
forget them in your planning for a mferrj the Flatiron building.
Frederick Gundelman of Brooklyn said is $130,000. The'amount expended on the
Christmas Day?
brought to Unity for burhe had bought 1,000 shares of oil stock, work of the existing project to June 30,
er Bagley returned recent! Oh, the little window wishers, baby hearts anc
and John Emerson, a bricklayer, inform- 1910, is $3,552.38, all for new work. Extrip, eucu uniigbaby eyes,
ed Chief Inspector Dickson that he had cept when suspended during winter, work
faith
in
With
their
Santa
there
trusting
gazing
|
$2,000 of hard earned money into has been in progress throughout the year
in glad surprise
fevada mining stock.
Somehow, he just ended, under a contract covering all
I At the dollies and the soldiers and the Teddj
;
reading took place in the i
said, the Burrs got his name and began the work included within the project. A
Bears, believingj|
That they will not be forgotten. Can you see to flood him with mining literature, considerable area was worked over and
jrch Monday evening, Dec.
4,000 cubic yards, scow measurethem without grieving?
promising all sorts of things. He got no about of
furnished by the orchestra.
I Can you think of them on Christmas when the
loosened material removed, but
ment,
as he had been led to believe
dividends,
merry morning starts
he would. On one of the shares of min- no considerable area has been completed
i Disillusioned, waking up to empty stockingsto the full depth, so that it is impractiing stock, he told Mr. Dickson, was a cable
broken hearts.
picture of Gov. Sparks cf Nevada, as work to give a definite statement of the
accomplished.
the president of the company. Emerson
Whittier Oh, the little window wishers, looking longing
Up to June 30, 1910, about 21 per cent
Belle Banton
said he wrote to the Governor, and in a
ly today
the
of
entire area had been worked over,
i At the wonders in the toy shops in swee
short time received a letter apparently
Depew
u es W hitcomb
childhood’s wistful way,
from Gov. Sparks saying the stock was and some of the material taken up, but
Selected Dreaming dreams of Christmas stockings fill
not been secured.
all right.
During
Subsequently, Emerson de- Jrade had the
ufe.'.ce Edna
ed with candies and with toys;
Simpson
contractors added to the
gune, 1910,
was
Music
| Just as full of faith and fancy as your owi clared, he learned that the Governor
in
the
of seworking
plant
'f
expectation
dead
the
time
he
wrote.
at
('‘ant,
girls anel your boys.
Depew
iVl cnre
The bricklayer said he had invested in curing more rapid progress.
| When you see their big eyes glisten as these
Dudley Clark
The least depth over the area now bethe British-American Goldfield & Coppei
splendid things they view,
Cary
inrme Luetta
j Can you rush by and forget them, don’t the] Company, buying 5,000 shares in this ing excavated is about 9 feet at mean
Cunningham
touch the heart of you?
low
Selected
tide, but the prevailing channel
company at 15 cents a share, and in the
15
Eugene Bellows, excused
—Detroit Free Press.
depth at Bangor is 14 feet. Elsewhere
&
Goldfield
Mining,
Milling
Smelting
Music
the depth is greater. While
Company, buying 2,000 shares also at 15 in the river
neper's Story,
Selected
Bangor, where there is a dam within a
THE POTATO SITUATION IN AROOS
cents a share.
Fannie Ida Murch
Emerson showed Inspector Dickson s lock, is the head of navigation, the river
'"’rdon.
TOOK.
Swift
ercy Evans Nickless
letter signed E. H. Burr, dated February above is extensively used for floating
i!
Dickens
that the logs down from the upper waters.
L,1:mbey,
Potatoes remain at about the same ok 10, 1910, in which he was told
stie Louise Knowlton
mean range of tide is 13.1 feet.
mining stock was worthl ;ss and advising The‘The
I 90 cents. Only a few are coming, for ir
head of navigation is at Bangor,
him to get oil stock in its place. The
the
fact
addition to the lowness of price
izes were given this
from thence to the head of the bay is 27
year, one foi
letter says, in part.
that the roads have much snow in th<
T"
fur gentlemen. The
miles.
mm juu, wc
xv vc xiaim
judges
|
and
the
t<
none
in
village helps
“The tonnage for calendar year 190£
for ladies to Wilhelminc country
as
with the mining business
keep the traffic small. There seems ti ; as discouraged
is given as. 650,497 short tons, of which
‘"
gham and the prize for gentle- be
you are, and we decided to discontinue
very little prospect of higher price! i all
tons were coal, and 241,600 tons
Evans Nickless-The Tuesdaj before New Year’s. Even if some kinds
mining operations and direct our ener- 281,191
lumber and cooperage. The value of retoward the financing and develop
fu met
with Mrs. Small Tuesdaj Green Mountains for instance, are ti | gies
and
ceipts
shipments is estimated at
ment of California oil properties.
‘1
<lth. The program was ir
bring a fair price before winter is gone
about $6,914,610.
like to change upon a rea“Would
you
of
<<T+
ic
tknt
irx*. -•
wisdon
it would seem to be the part
11 an
and the subject, “The
sonable basis the stock you hold in the
to keep working off a few potatoes right [
u
resulted
rates
has
from
the
iarge map of the Unitec
present imMines
Smelt&
; British-American Copper
along. There is a fear if the potatoei
,unK on the wall and the path o:
provement, which provides for an en
for stock in one of our acare held to a great extent until alonj | ing Company
Was followed in their
largement of the harbor space, but Ban
tive successful oil companies? Front
successive I in the winter, and then rushed in, no
gor secures the usual advantage in rai
Aaid
A sketch of the life o:
your standpoint such an exchange woulc
cars enough could be obtained to handli
L V a*
seem very advantageous, as your Brit | rates due to its being a water point.”
£iven and the map used
them promptly and well. It would" be [
as it now stands, it
ish-American
followed into the then un great calamity if enough of our farmer; of little or nostock,
value and the exchange
1 >
held back their crops right along so tha
1 he question
A tax reform league was formed ir
was, “Did i
we speak of would perhapi
the crop could not be moved to market ii | proposition
'"'irv
courage for Daniel Boone tc
be the only way of saving the money yoi ! Rockland, Dec. 6th, with William S
\
th<
thus
the
winter
or
White of Rockland, Pres., C. M. Callus 1
compelling
now known as
spring,
in British Americai
Kentucky (ther grinding of many potatoes for starch have invested
of Skowhegan, Sec., and Kingsbury B
!' lhan
for a timid little child o:
stock.”
Then again most of our farmers haw
Piper of Waterville, Asst. Treas. Th<
a ‘fark
room?” Considering : bills to pay which certainly ought to, b
|‘Lo
purpose is to awaken the people to favoi
•conditions of life, the mother o: 1
ALWAYS.
GET THE GENUINE
certain forms of taxation as suggestet
paid and which they must sell potatoe
’i!,iren B^id most emphatically in order to pay. It is not quite safe o
in part by the tax commission under thi
A substitute is a dangerous makeshift es
11 fe of
the
to
or
farmer
s
pecially in medicine. The genuine Foley’; administration of Gov. Cobb. Separa
Davy Crockett was con fair to those owed,
tion of site values from improvemen
same way. Mrs. Burton
themselves, for these farmers to kee] > Honey and Tar cures coughs and colds quickl;
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a yellow package.
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propert; and is in Sold
long,
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speculate
all Druggists.
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The organization of
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Remember that when your kidneys are al
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read from our absen t can pay your bills pretty
meeting
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i fected your life is in danger. M. Mayer, Roch
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Dodge, who is in Vine doing so, and can get along all right, eve i
ester, N. Y., says: “My trouble started with
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much
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do
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you
you
practically
sharp shooting pain over my back which gret r
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the nation
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of
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j worse daily. I felt sluggish and tired, my kid
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view.
ney action was irregular and infrequent, t
organizer.
to attend.
started using Foley Kidney Pills. Each dos *
\--Don’t let the baby suffer from eczema, sore s seemed to put new life and strength into m<
moigestioa. or any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointmei t and now I am completely cured and feel bette r
»
* .Relieves sour
stomach.
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectl 1 and stronger than for years.”—Sold by a 1
safe for children. All druggists sell it.
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wlpitauan of the heart Dieeso wnatyouest
.•

Following is

ners

E. M. Lawrence of North Lubec said
What the Government is Doing in Improvthe cry of herring extermination is an
the
Waterway.
ing
old one. The herring do not need any
protection, he declared. Maine herring
The annual
the

Some Lost all Their Insurance in Schemes
Promoted by Burr Bros. Preachers Vic-

_

rani'

CHRISTMAS

%
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ACCEPTABLE AS

Chiffoniers,

that
he is a candidate for the office of Warden oi
the State Prison. Mr. Thompson is one of the
H
.^unday, returning Monday most prominent citizens of our town and has
s mother, who will spend the
for many terms held the office of selectman tc
W. B. Jaquith and wife of
the entire satisfaction of the people. He has
•heir sister, Mrs. Tenney, last
many times been called upon to settle estates
F.:a .V r. and Mrs. M. E. Busher attend- and has done so acceptably to all parties. He
it; Freedom last Saturday....
is a good, reliable business man, having hac
r
any pretty fads of late years years of experience in the manufacture anc
to do so much good as the
If a competent business
sale of errriages.
post card showers. Many a man is what is required Mr. Thompson will be
istor.
aged one, has been cheered equal to the place. [From what we know ol
hours made lighter by these Mr. Thompson we can fully endorse what oui
^
^ "f love and goodwill.
Long correspondent says of him. Ed. Journal...,
juci. n.-." 'k
card.
Miss Viola Carter went to Castine Monday
re the post
and will enter the Normal school... Mr. Wal
i.
05T WlNTtKWJK
ter Thompson visited his brother-in-law, Mr
\rey has a fancy sales table
jir. \t;r.n:John I. Watts of Waterville, last week. Mr
W harf’s store in the village,
i},er;
Watts has been been sick for a long time anc
here are invited to visit it bejjj,j* fnc-i
is now in a serious condition... .The thermomristmas purchases. She has on
(reriiK'
eter Monday morning was at zero, for the firsl
ties, doilies, fancy bags, burnt
ilthenon.
time this winter.... Miss Mary Bennett, eldesl
other
and
and
beautiful
r.ovt
many
^
•;
'.f home handiwork, at prices daughter of Everett Bennett, was very ill wit!
It bronchial trouble, last week, the result of
e than the trade can offer.
m
receive the patronage merit- severe case of whooping cough. Dr. Pearsor
hope-:
attended her every day. At present she is immas Lang was at home for
1... Mr
itfering with an injured knee. proving. The whooping cough is very genera!
in this vicinity and the Supt., Dr. Ramsay, has
eo i-.y Dr. William Ellingwood.
?¥,as u'
.rden is in the employ of D. been obliged to defer the opening of the schools
\.r
It is neither sleighing nor for another week.... Mr. Frank Mayhew lost £
irde>
horse recently valued at $100-Mr. and Mrs
'i‘. this writing and business is
igomrig
E. O Clement returned to Pittsfield Saturday
Mrs. Chester S. Curtis is
Eleven Mr. Clement shot a deer while here.
itertai ••mis from
Mr.

and DURABLE l

IS ALWAYS

4
4

;

...

i.

*vt

I

%

|

SOMETHING

1t USEFUL

Miss Laura
pver last Saturday night-Mis«
who was poorly all summer,
1#
Mrs. H. F. M. Philips, whe
pursing for the pist twe
jjjipn"-,lW 3
neen
at home.

^5P£CT

THE COE-MORTIMER CORN PRIZES

Mr. Charles Addison Hayes, a well know
I resident of this town, passed away Novembc
29th, aged 86 years. He had been an invali
for a long time, but was confined to the hous
but a few weeks. Mr. Hayes will be missec
not only in his own neighborhood but in th
village, where he had many friends. He i
survived by his wife and an only daughtei
Mrs. Emma Larrabee, who has lived wit
hem for the past two years. The funeral was t
held at his home, Thursday afternoon...
Another aged and respected citizen, Mr. An
drew Goodnow died very suddenly, Novembe
28th at the home of his son with whom he liv
ed, aged 87 years. The immediate cause of hi 1
death was acute indigestion. Besides his son
George P. Goodnow, he is survived by a grand
The funeral wa
son, Philip W. Goodnow.
held at the Catholic church Tuesday morning
.Walter Atwood has returned home to spent
the winter with his father... .Lemuel Lord ha
moved to the Seavey farm in Frankfort.... Dr
Edward Mansfield and wife returned Frida]
from New York, where they had spent a fev
weeks... .Mrs. Mary Haley has returned fron
a visit to Hartford, and Mr. and Mrs. James
Freeman have returned from Belfast, whert
: they
had been for several weeks_The
! Methodist Circle had a very large attendance
a fine entertainment, and a good time generally Tuesday evening at the vestry. Mrs. Rose
Fogg and Miss E. M. Hall were the matrons
_Mr. George H. Fisher, who has been suffering from an abscess on the eye, is no better
and it is feared he will have to submit to ar
operation... .The George Knowles house or
Cushing street, has been sold to Mr. George
West of Frankfort, who will occupy it soon_
The merchants are busy decorating theii
stores for the holidays and there will be some
very fine displays as well as several private
sales.

from last week.]

[Deferred

fTuiiuirvni.
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MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

TELEPHONE

223-2

One of the finest residences in Belfast—conHot and cold
Excellent closet
and storage accommodations. Fine stable connected. For other particulars apply to.

tainin g 12 rooms and a bath.
water in six sleeping rooms.

WANTED!
A young
a

girl

to assist in housework in

small family.

Apply

at

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

WANTED
A girl or woman as an asaiatant at the Horn*
for Aged Women. Apply at
THE HOME, 22 Cedar Street.

THE REPUBLICAN JOUKNAL
BELFAST. THURSDAY. DECEMBER 15. 1910
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

BY

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURT,

Business Manager

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
anti 25 cr-nts for each subsequent insertion.
year;

Where's them thick wool mittens?—
Boston Globe.
And the comforters grandma used to
knit, that you wound around your neck,
with the ends hanging down in front over
your

jacket?

The Churches.

Services at the Universalist church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor.
Rev. A, A. Smith. Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
There will be services in the chapel at East
Northport December 18th at 10.45 a. m., conducted by the pastor. Rev. G. G. Winslow, and
followed by the Sunday school.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.

Sunday school at Brainard schoolhouse at
10.30 a. m.; preaching services at Wood schoolhouse at 2 i. m. and at the Brainard schoolhouse 7 p. m.
Wednesday night meetings at
Hills schoolhouse.

from the

dent now

holding

apology

for

that office.’’

a

presi-

There

now!
In the last few lines of his message
the President summed up the spirit and

Bible Students’ Association.
Classes for independent Bible study are
held every Sunday at 11 a. m. and Thursday at
7.30 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Eliza Jefferds,
All interested in the study
3 Charles street.
of the Scriptures are cordially invited to atInternational

IC11U.
purpose of the document:
The services at the North church will be as
I believe it to be in the interest of all
the people of the country that for the follows: Junior C. E. Thursday at 3.30 p. m.;
of
time being the activities
government, prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.; K. O. K. A., Friin addition to enforcing the existing law,
day, at 7 p. m.; morning worship Sunday, at
be directed toward the economy of ad10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E.
ministration and the enlargement of opat 6.30 p. m.; evening worship,
portunities for foreign trade, the building prayer meeting
m.
up of home industries, and the strength- at 7.30p.
ening of confidence of capital in domestic
The services for the week at the Methodist

investment.

■

1

The trustees of the Waldo A Penobscot Agricultural Society held an all-day meeting with
a picnic dinner in the town hall at Monroe,
Ways and means to
Saturday, December 10t'
make the fair to be held in 1911 the most interesting and the most profitable were discussed. A great deal of interest was shown
by the members present and the discussion

least,

numerous friends. My desire to openly
so vigorously exthank my
many friends who
erted themselves in my behalf is the main reaI hope to
son for this
public communication.
be able in some substantial manner to show
my gratitude in particular to Belfast and its
Ira M. Cobe.
inhabitants.

my

Sarsaparilla

There will be services in the Citypoint chapel
evening at 7 o’clock, with sermon
Vaughan. All are invited.

every Sunday
by Rev. J. W.

President Taft’s message has been
generally, commended by public men,
There will be services next Sunday at Mabusiness men and the press, regardless
son’s Mills at 10.30 a. m. and at Trinity Reformof their politicial affiliations, but the
ed Church at 2.30 p. ro., with sermons by Rev.
Fairfield Journal says: “The message is William
Vaughan, followed by Sunday school.
about the weakest thing as well as the
Prayer meeting at Trinity Church this, Thursto
be
is
what
is
but
simply
longest yet
day, evening at 7.30 o’clock.

expected

Hood’s

Service
First Parish (Unitarian) church.
Sunday at 10.45 a. m., 'with sermon
by the pastor, Rev. Adolph Rossbach
next

WALDO & PENOBSCOT AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

as a
th« prayer of the
petition, hr my doings
visitor of long standing, are such as
made at the
to justify the
harsh statements
hearing. These statements do not concern
of
me in the
and need not disturb any

summer

Cures all blood humors, all
eruptions, clears the complexion, creates an appetite, aids
digestion, relieves that tired
feeling, gives vigor and vim.

was

It

MEETING OF NORTH WALDO
POMONA.

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called S&rs&t&bSa

Pomona Grange met with
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, December 7,
1910. Worthy Master G. H. York presided and
the meeting was opened in regular form.
Upon the roll call of officers six failed to reNorth Waldo

A STATEMENT FROM MR. CORE.

To the Editor of The Journal: So much
interest has been displayed concerning the
proposed change in the road location adjoining
my Northport property that it ia perhaps
worth while to restate the case from my stand*

1

:

**>-

plan

lock and then,—well

will offer

as a

Hon. W. R.

a

certain

gentleman

compromise, the name
Pattangall, and he will

of
be

elected.”
Mention was made last week of the
alleged Democratic program for enforc-

ing State wide prohibition with a view
to making the law so odious that the
people would turn to license for relief.

S. C. E. at 6:30; union service at the Methodist
church at 7:30, under the auspices of the W. C.
T. U.
At the annual meeting of the Baptist church,
December 8th, the following officers and committees were elected: Clerk, Miss Maude E.
Mathews; treasurer, Mr. Charles H. Twombly;
missionary treasurer, Mrs. Willis B. Fletcher;
auditor, Mr. Willis B. Fletcher; assessors,
Messrs. O. E. Frost, Edwin S. Perkins, Charles
H. Twombly, W7arren L. Nichols, Byron B.

decided to hold

a

society meeting

!

greater in amount than those of any other
non-resident; we admit that you annually expend a large sum in our community and that
you take nothing away; nevertheless we will
not submit to any inconvenience whatsoever

are

in aid of your plans.
This being the attitude

of

a

major part

j

[

of

the inhabitants what remains for me to do in
the premises? But one answer is possible. Inasmuch as the premises in their present condition

are

shall

remove

not

satisfactory to me, I must
to some locality where the

and

Itvvoo

Lilt

h

This

as follows: this, Thursday, eventVio
travel vnnlH iming the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45, morn- torwlorl
gian^c
Iiavill^ CA^ltCU
The Rumford Falls Times has a ‘story” ing worship with sermon by the pastor; Sun- pose any hardship worth considering upon sembled
in the fifth degree and several busiis
to the effect that W. R. Pattangall
day school at 12 m.; Junior League at 3.30 p. users of the highway.
ness matters were brought before the grange,
My statement to the inhabitants of North- discussed and
after the United States Senatorship and m., evening service at 7.30 p. m.; Tuesday at
disposed of. It was voted to pay
port was approximately as follows: “I wish to the
that his candidacy for the Attorney Gen- 7.30 p. m., the Epworth League meeting.
expenses of Worthy Master York and wife
and
This
will
enlarge
beautify
my property.
The services for the week at the Baptist
to the State Grange. Remarks by Isaiah Croweralship is merely a blind. After menadd to its taxable value, and may attract other
ell, J. M. Page and B. W. McKeen.
tion of the preliminary moves The Times church will be as follows: this, Thursday,
considerable
Are
improvements.
you willing,
the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10:45,
The Lecturer presented the following prosays: “The rest of the plot will be work- evening,
on your part, to submit to a possible slight inwith sermon by the pastor,
gram: Music by Henry and Harold Clements,
ed out in the Legislature. There is to be morning worship
followed by the Sacrament of Baptism; Sunday convenience.” The answer as I understand it Mrs. Cora Goodwin, in an address filled with
a hot contest between Johnson and Gardschool at noon; meeting for men at 3:30; Y. P. is this: “We will accept your taxes, which cordial words of greeting and fine sentiments,
make
a
deadis to
ner: in fact the

church will be

was

spond and the temporary appointments
as follows:
Lecturer, D. M. Kimball; Secretary,
Bertha Nealley; Steward, Isaac Cook; Flora, j
Nancy Gilbert; Lady Assistant Steward, Maude
Dow. After the records of the previous meetpoint.
ing were read the reports of subordinate
The meander line of the county road after it
granges were called for and six granges were
leaves the Campground and until it reaches
reported in their nasal condition. Waldo PoNorthport is such that the shore lots have a mona was also represented by Isaiah Croweli
depth of only one hundred feet from the bluff and wife of Brooks grange. A special comone to begin to plan to go, and to begin to plan
to the road line. In order to find room for my mittee
reported on the exhibit of farm prodexhibit in the way of
buildings I have purchased land on both aides ucts to be made at the State Grange, and the about w’hat he or she will
fancy work, bread, pickles, butter, honey, preof the road. The situation is such that the
grange voted that the Pomona pay expenses
serves, fruit, vegetables, grains, cattle, sheep,
land with an area of about 4 acres ia divided on the
swine, fowls, chickens, horses, that fancy colt,
products, if such an exhibit is made.
into three separate parcels by the roads, with
Several bills were presented for payment, or that pair of trained steer*, for all of which
are offered.
one or more buildings on each.
and disposed of in the proper manner, and the things good premiumsto
Now is tiie time
plan where the crops
Desiring to further improve the property by names of Rudolph Nealley, Maude Nealley, shall be
planted and what kind of cultivation
additions to the buildings, and with flower beds,
is also the time to
Now
shall
be
them.!
Arand
Charles
given
Melroy Dolloff, John Munroe
shrubbery and walks, it became necessary that buckle were presented for membership. After begin to feed and care for the stock and so
make it a little better than any other. Begin
the land be in a solid parcel. This sould have the candidates
were duly balloted for and
to plan for it, take a day for recreation, go to
been accomplished without serious disadvant- elected
they were introduced and received the Monroe fair, exhibit something good, and carry
the
road
line
to
the
to
age
anybody by moving
instructions of the fifth degree, which was home a good fat premium to pay you for your
time and trouble.
west boundary of my property.
conferred in full form. Upon the close of this
It is true that such removal would lengthen
Walker
Mcthe
B.
led
ceremony
by
patrons,
the road line one hundred feet. Taking into
Keen, the guest of the day, and Bertha Nealm
^
account the fact that at an ordinary walk this
ley, Past Pomona, marched to the dining hall
distance is covered in twenty seconds, together
below, where they partook of a bounteous dinwith the further fact that the new road was to ner
served by the iadies of Morning Light
be macadamized, it cannot be seriously conGrange.
were

is the trademark which
is found on
every bottle

Itoo-

voiced the welcome of the host grange, and
Mrs. Julia White pleasingly responded. B. W,
McKeen was then called upon and delivered 2
brief address in his usual happy manner. Mr,
McKeen has the pleasing attribute of interesting and holding the attention of his audience on whatever subject he is talking.
The
question, Does a silo pay? was opened by W.
O., C. C. Clements, followed by Mr. McKeen
and several others. Some questions were asked Mr. Clements and were ably answered by
him, as he recently built and filled a silo. As

CHRISTMAS

I

of the

■

(around
I

We offer a fresh line of Candies from 10c to 60c a
pound,
Oranges, Grape Fruit, Bananas, Tangerines, Grapes, Nuts of all
kinds, Canberraes, Celery, Lettuce, Home-made Jelly, Poultry Seasoning. Table Sauce, Citron, Currants, Glace, Assorted Fruits.
Figs, Dates, Prunes, Evaporated Peaches and Apricots, and all
kinds of Vegetables, etc., etc.

>

*

If you want the finest Peas put up try
melting.

world.

®

With compliments of the season

S

I

^B.

^B
^B

sifted sweet

^Hl
^B

are,

Respectfully,

WHITTEN

I

BROS,
*v

___
~
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Jlfolfe
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I J.L.SLEEPER&CO.I
We wish

everybody

Edison

1

B

to know that we are agents for

I

Phonographs

Records!I
E

such CAN and WILL duplicate any offer
to make.
We can give you a free trial.
We can give you their exchange proposition.
We can give you the four minute attachment.
In fact, we want a share ot your patronage
will give you EVERY ADVANTAGE the compan
will allow any agent to give. Our stock of Machines
and Records is complete. We are also agents for the %
any

£

(1

as

ft

agent is allowed

ft
ft

ft

ft

B

ft

I

I

Victor Talking Machine

it to build up the weak
and wasted bodies of
young and old.

are

we

Yours

£

Nothing equals

our

^Bk

If you are contemplating making a present to any of the
poor please give us your order. It will have our careful attention
and be delivered to any part of the city.

i)

(1

the standard Cod Liver
Oik preparation of the

^B

We can supply you with the goodies for the children's stockings and with dainties for your Christmas table.

o

|

party

the dinner table?

And

genuine

^^E
^^E
^B

To the little folks without the fun of exploring the contents of
a
good fat stocking? To the “grown-ups” without the family

-and

perGreenlaw; superintendent of Sunday school,
manent inhabitants believe that summer resiCharles H. Twombly; assistant superintendent
the hour was near for closing the question was
dents are entitled to be treated with reasonof Sunday school, Ernest L. Milton; membership
considered closed and Worthy Master York exliquor sellers who believed a Democratic committee, Mrs. W. B. Fletcher, Mrs. George able consideration. The summer of 1911 will pressed thanks, in behalf of North Waldo PoFOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
victory would lead to open rum shops, H. Robertson, Miss Maude E. Mathews, Mrs. be our last in Northnort. The premises are mona, to Mr. McKeen for his presence anc
for
and
to
and while the hotels are included in this Fannie
sale,
find
a
address.
failing
purchaser at a
Hopkins, Mr. Charles E. Rhoades; visitSend 10c.t name of paper and this ad. for
A rising vote of thanks was given Morning
“dry” movement they are said to have ing committee, Mrs. W. B Fletcher, Mrs. W. satisfactory price, an unlikely procedure in
our beautiful Savings Bank and Child’s
been assured that they will be permitted L. Nichols, Mrs. M. W. Rich, Mrs. W. E. Marsh* view of the attitude of the town, the huildincm Light Grange for hospitalities and a very
Sketch-Book. Each bank contains a
to sell. This would help the beer and J Mrs. Arthur G. Roberts; benevolent committee, will be razed to the ground for the material
Good Luck Penny.
with the usual ceremonies.—c. D. Y.
Mrs. Benjamin Robertson, Miss Edith L. Bur- they contain.
liquor dealers outside the State, who are
SCOTT St BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., N. Y.
Mrs. Sarah Sherwood, Mrs. Annie Davis,
Northport has no sewerage system, no adesaid to contribute liberally to Democratic gess,
Rising Sun lodge, F. & A. M., held their anquate
Miss
no
Lulu
Mrs.
Elmer
Gerpolice
electric
force,
at their hall in Orland DeSmalley,
Hall, Mrs.
I
current, no nual
campaign funds, and whose money will ald W. Howard; social committee, Mrs. O. E lighted streets, and not a foot of macadam cembermeeting
6th and the following officers were
be used in behalf of resubmission as the
to serve during the ensuing year: W
elected
road.
under
these
Why,
Frost, Mrs. L. F Gannon, Miss Frances A.
circumstances, its cit- M., A. B. Hutchins; S.
W., George A. Wardfirst step against prohibition and in favor
Sargent, Miss Isabel Ginn, Mr. Edwin S. Per- izens take a stand that is bound to greatly well; J. W., Rufus P. Factian; secretary, Sett
oi license.
k ns; music committee, Mr. George H. Robert- delay and perhaps forever prevent the bring- R. Hutchings; treasurer, A. L. Saunders; S. D.,
ing into being of taxable property, with the Irvin Saunders; J. D., R. P. Factian.
son, Miss Ethola W. Frost, Mr. Gerald W.
Mention was made last week of the Howard.
ultimate result of furnishing funds for town
Are You Deaf?
election of Frank S. Forbes, Esq., forimprovements, is wholly beyond my compreMRS. EDDY'S FUNERAL.
hension.
merly of Brooks, as one of the city judges
It is a
of municipal insanity not Catarrh is Probably the Cause. Get Ri<
of Los Angeles, Calif. Mr. Forbes is an
Very Simple Services Preceded the without species
precedent both in its general characof the Cause.
original Lincoln-Roosevelt Republican.
of
Taking
Body to Cemetery.
ter and in the result that will in all
For years the fight in California has
probability
If you have catarrh and have constant ring
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy,
flow out of it.
ing noises in your ears look into the matter a
been between the Southern Pacific R. R. discoverer and founder of Christian Science,
To sum up. Northport will be out the taxes once.
took place Thursday morning, December 8th,
of
both
Repolitical machine, composed
at her late home on Chestnut Hill, Boston.
It’s a pretty sure sign that catarrh is spread
I pay on my buildings and the
improvements I
The furniture had been removed from the
and is making its way through the Eusta
publicans and Democrats, and the Lin- room
contemplated; it will be out the taxes on the ing
where the coffin was placed. The old
chian tubes that lead from the nose to the ears
coln-Roosevelts or anti-machine Repub- rose
improvements
land
which
harmonized
with the wall decoWhen catarrh gets to the ears partial deaf
upon
two of my
draperies
Ligh t, solid lenses—smooth, unlicans. This year the Lincoln-Roosevelt rations, and the soft light of day illuminated friends were to make next summer, and more ness follows. If you have ringing noises ii
the surroundings.
your ears go to A. A.s Howes & Co. today ant I broken surfaces—no
than all, it will be deprived of the
Republicans won at the primary election
conspicuous
impetus it get a HYOMEI outfit and drive out catarrh.
The scriptural selections included verses
and in November carried the State by an from the 91st Psalm beginning, “He that would have received as a summer resort of
To cure catarrh HYOMEI should bebreathec
done away with
lines—cementing
dwelleth in the secret places of the Most High
importance by reason of these improvements; through the Hyomei inhaler for a few minoverwhelming majority. In Los Angeles shall
—no clouding—and no lodging
abide under the shadow of the Almighty.”
it will be out its proportion of the ten thou- utes, four or five times a day. Just pour a fev
county every Republican candidate was Other selections were: John XIII, 34-35 and sand
drops into the hard rubber inhaler and breathe
for dust and dirt.
dollars
which
places
*
represent
annual
summy
j it.
elected by large majorities, and in Los John XIV, 15 to 27.
It kills the germs; soothes the irritation
Passages from “Science and Health” were mer expenditure in the town and vicinity. I
the
ticket
on
which Mr. Forbes followed by silent prayer and the
Angeles
repetition of will be out the use of my buildings. This I heals the inflammation; stops hawking, spitLord’s Prayer by all present.
was placed was elected
ting and snuffling.
by over ten thou- theThe
can stand if Northport can.
Mrs. Eddy, “Mother’s Evening
HYOMEI keeps the throat free from mucus
by
poem
sand majority.
Inasmuch
as
the thinking portion of the com- and prevents crusts in nose.
i Prayer,” was then read by Mrs. Carol
Hoyt
second
reader
of
the
The
Mother church: munity, the press, the business and
Powers,
complete HYOMEI outfit, which includes
profes- the little
fMT SPECIALIST
The December number of Current Litindestructible hard rubber inhaler, a
sional men, were practically a unit in the
0, gentle presence, peace and joy and power;
sup- bottle of HYOMEI and simple instructions for
erature contains a review of the fall O, life divine, that owns each waiting hour.
port of my petition, I cannot think that either use, costs $1.00.
Room No. 1, Odd Fellows’ Block
elections and a digest of opinions on the Thou love that guards the nestling’s faltering
flight,
causes of the Republican defeat.
The Keep thou my child on upward wing tonight.
preponderance of opinion seems to be Love is our refuge; only with mine eye
Ilf
that the high cost of living was the most Can I behold the snare, the pit, the fall;
His habitation high is here and nigh,
potent factor, while sentiment is divided His arm encircles
men, and mine, and all.
as to the effect of ex-President RooseO, make me glad for every scalding tear.
velt s activity in the
campaign, some For hope deferred, ingratitude, disdain,
that
but
for him there would Wait, and love more for every hate, and fear
maintaining
God is good, and loss is gain.
have been an even worse defeat, while No ill—since
Is in full swing, and the
Beneath the shadow of his mighty wing;
popular verdict is that never before have we shown so large or
others contend that he was the

This announcement has been made, we
told, to shut off the many would-be

B

lively and hopeful.

February 11, 1911, to see what action the society will take to provide funds to pay the indebtedness which comes due in April, 1911.
It seemed to be the expression of all present
that as any debt incumbent upon the society is
a hindrance to its prosperity and a menace to
its existence, the best way out is for every
member of the society to subscribe about $10
and thus wipe out the debt,
It was voted to offer a purse of $100 for the
best grange parade. It was also voted to offer
a purse of $100 in the sweepstake class for
draft horses, and the same for draft oxen.
The people of Monroe are alive, and the society is alive, and they are going to try for as
big a fair in 1911 as Mor.roe has ever held.
Get ready for it. It is not too early for every

j
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and have a fine assortment of Machines and Records
We want you to hear both machines, the “EDISON
and the “VICTOR.” W^hich ever one you like best
is the one we want to sell you.
We have them both. Give us a chance to show you.
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HOME MADE CANDY
PURE AND FRESH, AT

CITY

THE
-Also

All

Kinds

BAKERY.

of

Fancy Pastry.-

,^1^mm*

SPENCER-EATON COMPANY
UNDERTAKERS,
&'")
Licensed Embalmers. State License No. 226

I

A full line of Caskets, Rbbes and Furnishing Goods always in stock,
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone connect

|

ESTABROOK’S SHIRT MANUFACTURING COM!
WANT STITCHERS---—

———

I

i
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Christmas at Woodcock’

principal

In that sweet secret of the

narrow

way,

well selected

One fact seems to have been Seeking and finding, with the angels sing;
I am with you always,”—watch and pray.
overlooked, and that is that Wall street, “Lo,
No snare, no fowler, pestilence or pain;
or the
was
this
money power,
year on No night drops down upon the troubled
breast,
the Democratic side, working in New When heaven’s aftersmile earth’s
teardrops
gain,
York in harmony with Tammany; and
cause.

Our

road, immediately adjoining the Herald
building, at a cost of $l,997.58-only
$2.42 less than $2,000—which is nearly
$4 a foot and about $20,000 per mile.
For the cost of a mile cf State road at
that rate twenty miles of underdrained
and gravelled road could be built. Street

long

It is

Reward

$100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mu< ous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’s family Pills for constipation.

we

know what

good

Our

HOLIDAY LINE
assurance

0ur Iine of Pictures is the largest of any, and we do
get in the swell city art stores, minus the swell

as you

affords for the
over.

Masonic

GHAS. F. SWIFT.

Temple

OPERA HOUSE

goes

PHOTO
The B. O.

H

PLAYS
Orchestra

TUESDAY. THURSDAY and SATURDAY

Christmas Candies.

just such framing
price.

Best Line of FANCY BOXES and HIGH
GRADE CHOCOLATES we ever had.
Call and se; them at

China, Pottery, and Bric=a=Brac

CHAS. F. SWIFT’S,
Masonic Temple.

is each

piece a gem in itself, and needs only the judgment of competent
critics to be appreciated.

Cui

VUl

All stomach misery will go in five minutes if
will put your faith in HI-O-NA stomach
tablets which A. A. Howes & Co. think so well
of that they guarantee them to cure any
stomach ailment, or money back.
After using MI-O-NA for one short day you
will rejoice and be sincerely thankful that at
last you have found a prescription that acts
quicklr and beneficially on the stomach.
Just as soon as you start to take MI-O-NA
stomach tablets fermentation of food will be a
thing of the past. Waterbrash, pain in the
stomach, belching of gas and heartburn will
disappear, and in a few days danger of disziness, biliousness, nervousness and sick headache will vaniah.
Large box for 60 cants at A. A. Howes & Co.'s
and druggists everywhere.

If you

Estabrook Shirt

Christmas, offer

Anything
thing is:

we

have

Assorted Kisses, Etc.,
At CHARLES F. SWIFT’S. Masonio Temple

only conveys an imperfect idea, and the most satisfactory
IN-which we earnestly ask.

we can

COME

BOOKS,

say

M. P. WOODCOCK & SON
1

Mfg Co.’s.

MIXED NUTS and
BROKEN CANDY

them, together with XMAS STATIONERV, CALENDARS, POST CARDS, LEATHER GOODS, and in fact a thousand and
one things such as go to make up a stock like ours.
interested in

are

Plumbing
-AND

Wanted for shirt work at the

fi1ocCo-As stimulus to this line, we shall from now until
VJia&S
Cut Glass at one-third from the regular price.
a

We Have Every Facility |
for Doing

uinuo

you

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will elect
its officers Saturday afternoon, December 17th.
It is hoped that as many members aa can will
be present.

CITRON

Christmas Dinner.
Give me a call and look it

desire that everybody see what we are doing before making their
Christmas purchases, and to that end we extend a most cordial invitation to all to visit
our store whether a purchase is contemplated or not.

Boston, December 9. The will of Mrs. Mary
F. Wilson built 1,076
Baker Eddy, the founder of the Christian Scifeet of State road, with a V drain in the ence, will not be filed for
probate for several
center and well gravelled, for $607, a days, but it was authoritatively stated Friday
that the fortune amounted to $1,500,000 and
better road for this climate than the that after some bequests are
paid to members
household, the bulk of the property is
more expensive State road built
since, of her to
the Christian Science church for
given
more durable and freer from mud.
The Christian Science usages.
principal object of the section of State
road built this year seems to have been
Only 50 Cents
the betterment of property in which the
mayor is interested, while it is danger- That’s all it Costs to Get Rid of Indious to travel over and ends in mud.
gestion.

CURRANTS

Everything the'market

our earnest

Pirtllfp<s
i iwim ta.

NEW RAISINS

PRUNES, ETC.
in business has demonstrated the fact that

Whatever you get from us bears the stamp of good taste, and the
with it that you have received your full money’s worth.

This concluded the services and the coffin
was then carried out of the door to the
porte
cochere where the hearse was waiting and the
journey to Mt. Auburn cemetery was begun.
All that was mortal of Mrs. Eddy now rests
in the receiving vault at Mt. Auburn cemetery,
Cambridge. Guarded night and day by special
watchmen in the vault, where a telephone has
been installed, perhaps the only one ever used
in such connection, the remains of the famous
woman will be kept until it is
definitely decided where her mausoleum or tomb shall be
erected.

Commissioner J.

$100

career

is, and have the knack of assembling a
distinctive in itself, and yet not prohibitive in price.

was

The mayor has built 580 feet of State

stock.

stuff

Ana momer nnas ner nome ana neav
niy rest. |
taken through hostility
(Copyright, 1910, by Mary Baker Eddy. All
to Roosevelt because of his aggressiverights reserved.)

this stand

a

SUPPLIES.
I have a full line of all kinds of

I

The grand concert, drill and ball, given by
and under the auspices of Riverview Rebekah
lodge of Bucksport was a success in all respects. The sketch, Western Land, under the
direction of Harold Moon of Bangor, introducing ten Bangor young men, opened the carnival of music and fun, which was very much
enjoyed. Every number was encored. The
Fancy Drill given by eight couple of uniformed Odd Fellows and Rebekahs was simply perfect and was very enjoyable. Monaghan’s orchestra furnished music for the drill and dancing. The fair in the afternoon was well attended and the ladies netted a goodly sum.

Heating
Promptly

and at Reasonable Price' i

or small, I
is given our best attention
and most careful icork \

Every job, large

|

manship.

C.L. WRIGHT.
Plumbing

and

Heating

Contractor,
OPERA

HOUSE

BLOCK,

Belfast, Maine.
Telephone 69-2

I
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A meeting of the Belfast Gun
at 7 o’clock,
held tomorrow,
Friday, evening

the Head

of the Baptist
Ladies' Union
after the holi„„et again until
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and Robert Gross returned
day's hunting trip in the
,, h with a buck and a doe.
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iar received by The Jourthe Searsport National
institution has our thanks.
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11.30 a. m.
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The Bank Tax. Announcement was made
of the
Assessors
State
the
Friday by
Board of
commitment to the treasurer of State of the
semi-annual taxes assessed against the savings
banks, trust and banking companies and loan
and building associations doing business in
Maine, the same being the semi-annual taxes
for tlie six months ending the last Saturday in
October, 1910. The total amount assessed
gor at

representing that
ition. The Maine Register,
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at WOrk CVery

.if Warren,
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impany has selected Frifor their annual
,H given in the Belfast Opera

P
V

against the savings banks is $235,173.08 against
at the last assessment, a gain of
$1,318.83; the total amount assessed against
the trust and banking companies is $50,349.34
against $50,156.78 at the last assessment, a
gain of $192.56; the total assessment against
the loan and building associations is $305.45
against $331.27 at the last assessment, a de-

$233,854.25
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of the Belfast Musical
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last week and
made. One fisherday and on another

ings bank. $4,621.17; Searsport Savings bank,

A Deserved Tribute. The Belfast correspondent of the Bangor Commercial pays the
following well-merited tribute to the Republican county officials whose terms expire at the

table and sent it to the
a’

returned to Belfast and
<hop in the Masonic Temd by his father, the late

[
(
i

wi

<’nea in

Augusta

uecem-

v-eniber term. Following
ustices for Waldo coun-

7

April
rc

ones, many of whom have for years courteously and efficiently performed their duties. One
of the oldest in point of service is Clerk of
Courts Tileston Wadlin, who has served the
county for nearly 25 consecutive years. Mr.
Wadlin announced some time before politics
became the all-absorbing topic that he would
not be a candidate for re-election, and so would
not have been clerk of courts another term had
the Republicans won instead of the Democrats.
In retiring he will take with him the kindest
wishes of all who have known and been associated with him in his public life. Mrs. Wadlin
will also be missed, she having ably assisted
him during his term of office. Sheriff Amos F.
Carleton, who has held that office for six years,
will give way to Edwin Jenkins of Monroe,
while Mr. Carleton will be Belfast’s nevv postmaster. Mr. Carleton was always quiet and
courteous in the courtroom and always ready
to answer questions or be of assistance to
anyone. Deputies Hurd, Littlefield, Mortland,

Savage; Septem-

uu rade ball at Silver
Waldo, December 24th.
the most comical cosand gentleman. Guryirnish music.
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meet at the home of
Church street, this,
2.30 o’clock. A paper
-earch will be read by
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early spring,
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Frank J. Starrett
Fall River Holiday Mes-

-nts of

Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. John Stephenson, Union street, this,
:n which Mr. Starrett is i
Thursday afternoon.
Messenger is an eight-page j
Mrs. Thomas Gannon, Cedar Street, will be
-crated and carrying
to collect any books or magazines that
pleased
-nny’s holiday specialties.
j
may be given for the benefit of the Corson
o

r
■/

gfr

adver-j

«r_ r,.

up
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ice in the Passagassaaking fast the bellbuoy on
unningham and Gardiner
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The

R. A. Whirr Co. of Fail
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Mission at Cape Jellison. Mrs. Gannon is
the committee of the Belfast W.
C. T. U. that has charge of the matter.

I chairman of
I

I

iaken up for the winter.
has hauled his one gun

tag.
ft in.w

At the log cabin of Horace Chenery at Tilden’s Pond is a veranda settee made of 96 vaHf:
|
rieties of trees, the entire settee constructed
{the pii
-yt Perkins and Rankin, are i
of the natural wood in the bark and no two
joying.it..:-r ceded rest,
pieces alike. It is a very handsome piece of
Miss Cora Ella, daughter of
; c
fie
work and was done by Mr. Orff, who is employ-nnk Jellison and Clarence Wes,tc M
ed at The Pastures.
Set- *. k place at the home of the bride’s
The B. B. Vocal Club, Mrs. Clarence E. Read,
last evening, December
tel- r. Bang
for a musicale to be
Miss Jellison is a niece of director, is preparing
iv
church soon after the
ini Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker of given in the Methodist
k:
will be solos, duetts and trios,
ften visited them here, mak- holidays. There
icy v
The
treat may be expected
Mrs. Jellison and daughter and a musical
|:
are Harry Coombs, Leroy Matu.
wker went to Bangor to at- Club members
comber and George Langill.
#
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giedingle. up for the winter
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of Thomas H. Marshall
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A. K.

('lark; officer of the
W. Nash;
Gannon;

patriotic

delegates to National
utnam and A. R. Fletcher;
Uunton and Nathaniel
ius its meetings on the
y of each month.
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Sale. The
young ladies of the
held in the church vestry
\i.

Union

’.he

successful,
for the church treasury.
Roberts, Misses Minnie E.
Wilson had charge of the
-heir dainty and pretty stock
arranged and readily sold.
wa;. in charge of Mrs. Annie
Merrithewand Miss Edna
noon, was
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very

supply of good thing “went
The delicious home-made
>ut early by Misses Edna Hopir r.ie Morris.
The apron table, in
^
Flora Rich and Mrs. Emma
..

ll,r‘al81
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a

good

business.

Women’s Alliance of
Parish (Unitarian) church held a
the church parlors last ThursThe

k.

?t

a] it

ti

an

at

2

was liberally patronized.
o’clock, and by 4 o’clock

ables

were

cleared.

The sale

ting array of food, home-made
an i
fancy articles suitable for
Miss E. Maude Barker had
;ancy table, assisted by Mrs.
Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and Mrs.

^

'■? of the apron

v

^
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The stores will be open
Christmas week.

evenings during

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
post office for the week ending December 13th:
Lewis Bryant, Gershom L. Burgess, H. M. Curtis, C. M. Freeman, Frank Johnson, E. D. Roberts, F. R. Smith, Louis S. Stevens, G. W.
Townsend.
The Journal:
We wish to extend
thanks to the Coe-Mortimer Co. for their
honorable dealings, with us the past summer,
To

in

moving

ness

buildings, and for other kindand interest shown. May they ever be
our

successful and prosperous.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.

C. R. Stevens.
Geo. O. Frisbee

“Frances Raymond’s Investment” is the
title of the story to be read next Sunday evening at 7.30 p. m. by Mrs. S. A. Parker at a union
service to be held under the auspices of the
W. C. T. U. in the Methodiat church. The
music is in charge of Miss Edith Burgess and
songs will be given at intervals during the
reading. The story was written by Mrs. S. M.
! Henry, one of the earlier W. C. T. U. workers, author of various booka and hymns, and is

The Young-Adams Co. will open a three
nights engagement at the Belfast Opera House
Monday evening, December 19th, and the plays extremely interesting.

will be the latest New York sue
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
with specialties and vaudeville far
CirHe will be with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4
al>ove the ordinary introduced between the l’ark
street, Monday afternoon, December
The opening play will be “Under the 19th. The
acts
lesson will be a study of chapters
will wear j
Adams
Miss
in
which
Bears Paw,"
one, two and three of the C. L. S. C. book, “Sodresses.
most
Special cial Ideals in
costly
gome of her
English Letters,” and the magaladies’ tickets Monday night.
zine topic, “Democratic England,” No. III.
The iceboating season has
Iceboating.
Program: Book review, “Looking Backward;”
on the
opened auspicuously, with glare ice
paper, “How the Stuarts came to the English
boats
send
the
to
breezes
brisk
ponds and
Throne;” character sketch, Wycliffe; comparion
along. There have been several parties
son, Langland and Dante; paper, The ComMarriner
Ada
Miss
Pitcher’s and Tilden ponds,
monwealth; reading from Gulliver’s Travels.
entertaining a party of 17 at the latter pond. Roll-call, events in the
reign of Charles I.
Mr. Chenery’s racer Mink, built last season by
The Penobscot Closed.
The Penobscot
Charles Brown, is showing up well this season
river at Bangor was practically sealed
up tight
and is the queen of the fleet on Tilden s. Mr.
ice last Sunday night, which makes the date
with a by
Chenery is expected next Saturday
of the closing for 1910, December 11th. The
at
party of Boston men to spend the week-end
average date of closing since 1816 has been
his camps and enjoy the ice boating.
December 10th. That was the exact date in
A meeting of committees from the compa- 1908. In 1909 the
closing date was December
nies composing the fire department was held 23rd.
In 1907 the river remained open during
the time
decide
to
upon
last Tuesday evening
December, and it was not until January 4th
and place for the annual firemen’s supper. that the final sealing bv ice came. O:: course
the
Last yea*- the. supper was provided by
there is a probability that a soft spell, and the
Pythian Sisters; but not wishing to show any much needed rain, may open the river, but it
partiality the names of the different orders would be but temporary. Monday morning
I were written on slips of paper and placed in a the river
waq sealed from Bangor to the Narhat. The first name drawn was that of the rows. Sunday the schooners Ida B. Gibson,
will be Izetta and
the
and
Sisterhood,
supper
Pythian
George E. Walcott were towed out,
served in K. of P. hall the first week in Janua- j passing down through two or three inches of
the supper,
will
follow
An
entertainment
ry.
ice. The Walcott arrived with coal for the
and there will be card playing and other,
amusements.
_] Orono Pulp & Paper Co., Saturday, and made
close to record time in discharging. The Gibson is bound for
BEAUTIFUL HAIR.
Norwalk, Conn., and the
Izetta for Boston. The schooner James Young,
1 Wm. O. Poor & Son Sell the Greatest Hair the only craft left in port, was taking on a
Beautifier in the World.
deck load at Sterns mill and the tug boat WalParisian Sage, the grand and efficient hair ter Ross was busy keeping a channel open to
restorer, is guaranteed to permanently remove tow her out Tuesday. Many young people
dandruff in two weeks, or your money back.
were skating on the river and
Kenduskeag
Parisian Sage stops falling hair—it prevents
stream Sunday afternoon and all along the
the hair from fading.
as
it
ladies’
of
hair,
water
front
best
beautifier
there
was
It is the
every sign that winter
makes harsh, lusterless hair fluffy, soft and had at last brought to Bangor the annual icebeautiful. It is a most refreshing and daintily hnnnd nnrt

presented

jrgeon, John
mas

j

table; Misses
Belle Keating of the candy
ge A. Gilchrest, Mrs. George
Mrs. Charles H. Walden and Mrs.
;iandall of the food table; Misi

perfumed dressing, not sticky or greasy.
grab bag, and the
Parisian Sage is sold and rigidly guaranteed
A Successful Social. The musicale and so’'ssbach of the book table, where by Wm. O. Poor & Son. Price 60 cents a large cial
;
given last Friday evening at the home of
hair is on
Auburn
the
with
The
bottle.
American
the
published
girl
by
j!
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Achorn in East Belfast
ation, suitable for Christmas every package.
i!nes Howes poured tea at a
“In the time I have used Parisian Sage I have was attended by fully 150 people.
The house
kp;.to?, table, and Misses Frances found it very satisfactory both as a grower and
Ht, !■
was attractively decorated for the occasion
ft*; &l“erine C. and Elizabeth A. Quimby dandruff cure.”—Miss Ada M. Bratt, Hoosick, with
flags, bunting, Christmas bells and everN. Y., March 23,1910.
greens and in the living room there was an
'-'""nan of the

arch of green over the mantel with the words
Brower Circle in white letters. A musical

I Are

CARLE & JONES
Giving January Prices on
Coats & Suits
These Goods
Youn

If you want
price on them.

must go.

^t let us give you

a

“

|I

“

Undermuslin,

“

Umbrellas,

“

Silk

*'

Stockings.

Dress

Patterhs,

“
Silkwaist
Leather Goods,

“

Hosiery,

Bags and Belts,

Stationery,
Shirtwaists,
Silk Petticoats.

HOLIDAY

{

GLOVES,
Table Linen, Tray Cloths, Lunch Cloths, Doylies.

I

|

Holiday Blankets,

I Couch Covers,

Carpet Sweepers, 1

Rugs,

{ Women’s, Misses, and Children’s Coats and Suits
I PRICES REOUCED FOR CLEARANCE

j
f

_

H.~HOWEs!

JAMES

{

a

All
Gar-

truly,

CARLE & JONES-

“r'*'"

—■—--1

Shipping Items. The bark Matanzas, with a
cargo of railroad ties arrived at Philadelphia
Dec. 8th, 47 days from Brunswick, Ga., a voyage which under normal conditions should not
have required more than 10 days. Eight times
the bark approached the Delaware breakwater
and each tire e was blown far out to sea by
adverse winds. The vessel was not damaged
in its encounter with the elements.
The
Matanzas was formerly in the Cuban sugar
trade, under the command of Capt. B. F. Rice
of Stockton Springs, since deceased-Pendle-

FORSALE
Premises in

Northport,

g

ing of about 4 1-2
land, together with

program was given, consisting of vocal selections by Miss Katherine Chase Quimby, selections by the boys’ trio, Harry CoombB, first
tenor, Roy Macomber, second tenor, and
George Langill, base, and Miss Anne M. Kittredge read two selections, Just ’Fore Christmas by Eugene Field, and an excerpt from the
Real Diary of a Real Boy by Judge Shute.
All the numbers were well received and the
boys sang for an hour after the entertainment
proper. Mrs. Cleora Haney Read was accompanist. Ice cream and cake was sold, and a
huge cake was divided between Victor Larrabee and Richard Brown, who made the same
guess (412) as to the number of beans in a
bottle. The cake was frosted and bore the
words Brower Circle in white letters. Tne
Belfast party made the trip by automobiles
and people were there from the entire countryside. The sum of $84.66 was netted for the
Mason a Mills'chapel fund.

ton Bro’s.

are

shipping

the

gear they
E. Clark in

wrecking

IRA M.
The

New

RINGS,
CUT GLASS,

room, five

board.

The 23rd Anniversary.

DIAMONDS,

Consisting of kitchen, dining

Eng-

JEWELRY.

Garage

Servants Hall

on

1910

CHASE & DOAK

of

acres

Modern Summer Cottage

Stable and

the Baroness

1826.

consist-

room, hall, living
bedrooms with four baths. Modern
used on the wreck of sch. Alice
the eastern bay, and which had been stored in | plumbing, with porcelain fixtures throughout.
this city, to Knights Key, Florida, to be used
in floating the schooner Edward T. Stotesbury,
wrecked there with a cargo of phosphate rock.
The Pendleton’s bought the schooner as she
Built in 1910. Cement floors throughout. Room
lies and expect to float her and save part of
for two autos. Bowsen storage tank with 300
her cargo-The harbor master at Bangor
Stable contains box stall and
finds that the coal receipts at that port, reck- gallons capacity.
four ordinary stalls, hot and cold water, modem
or
more
tons
to
will
come,
15,000
oning 10,000
and plumbing. Six rooms
fall short about 45,000 tons from last year sanitary drainage
and two baths above for servants.
when about 280,000 tons came up the Penobscot. This shortage is easily accosated for by
the diverting of considerable coal for Northern
Maine points to Mack’s Point, Searsport, where
it is loaded directly on Bangor & Aroostook Consisting of kitchen,
dining room, lnundry
rails... .The barge Baroness,the stern barge of with porcelain set tubs and
heating plant.
a tow being taken from Lamberts Point, Va.,
to Providence by the Searsport steamer Bay
1
Port, was run down and sunk oif Fire Island All the buildings thoroughly modem and
lightship by a square rigged vessel, supposed to
up-to-date. Large acetylene plant. Will
have been the French bark Elizabeth, New
1
sell either for cash or on time at less
York for Glasgow. It was feared the bark
than one-half actual cost.
2t50
have
sunk
but
Dec.
9th
she
arrived
also,
might

cesses,

>

Handkerchiefs,

Z

S

“

taken a part in the work of the courthouse,will
take with them the best wishes of all. The

I

the site
to be occupied by the
fa.-tory and the work of
piers and grading will
ive the foundation ready
at

cen

{“
2

“

HOLIDAY

Ribbons,
Neckwear,

Messenger Ellis, Crier Adams,and all who have

|

T.A-:

jcm.

me

When the January term of the Supreme Judicial court convenes in this city on the first
Tuesday of January, there will be an entirely
new set of officials in the positions of the old

fid

j

HOLIDAY

•

$644.37; Waldo Trust Co., $885.27; Stockton A
Springs Trust Co., $47.02; Belfast Loan and
Building association, $3.91.

Unity, a recent patient
Hospital, solicited the

f

v,

of $25.82. The assessments against
local institutions are as follows: Belfast Sav-

crease

good

were

-s

I

Tuesday evening,

rehearsal of the Festival

a

Garage.

The steamer Belfast left Winterport for
Boston last Monday at noon, although her time
of sailing from there during the winter will
be 10.20 a. m. She left Bucksport on the
arrival of the steamer train which leaves Ban-

with the Swan &

one

11''

had live
...

at

Fine Stock of Leather Goods.
lc=io»=>i

Everything

in Silver Ware.

Biggest Stock of Cutlery in the cityLots of other things, too.
BEAUTIFUL GOODS.

LARGE STOCK.

LOW PRICES.

25 Ham Street.

COBE,

1

J

■

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

of Protection observed their 23rd
anniversary at the lodge rooms in Odd Fellows
land Order

Monday evening with a large attendincluding many invited guests. Shortly
si^f o’clock a sumptuous supper was
served in the banquet room. The tables were
decorated with carnation pinks, whic later
block last

ance,
after

were
menu
were

distributed among the
and the serving by the
all that

With 12

guests, and the

lady

CHEER

waitresses

could be desired.

After supper
to the lodge room. It

adjourned
night, but the officers were in their
respective positions and wore their badges.
John W. Knight,Warden,conducted the literary
exercises. The special guests of the evening,
Supreme Secretary D. M. Frye of Boston, and
the company

was

open

Grand Warden of Maine James W. Jones of
Gardiner were introduced and received a most
cordial welcome. Mr. Frye spoke at some
length for the good of the order and expressed
a special interest in the Belfast lodge,which he
visited officially twenty years ago and had always -considered one of the best in New
England. Mr. Frye is a Maine man and instituted the first lodge in Maine, and still retains
his interest in it, the T. B. Boylon Lodge, No.
15, of Springvale. Mr. Edward F. Littlefield
of this city was also a member of that lodge.
Mr. Frye has been Supreme Secretary of the
order for 16 years and has seen it grow until it
now numbers 68,000 representative citizens in
the six New England States. The Belfast
lodge was instituted with 112 charter members, many of whom were present, and today
has a membership of 139. Warden Jones followed with brief remarks, closing with an
earnest invitation for the guests to become
members and add to the influence of a lodge
specially designed for the protection of the
dearest place on earth—the home. Then followed a vocal solo by Mr. A. T. Gay, a pianc
solo by Miss A. Louise Dennett, a soprano sole
by Mrs. C. E. Read, a recitation by little Mis£
Edna White and a tenor solo by Arthur JohnMiss Dennett was the accompanist, and
son.
each number on the program was encored. At
the close of the program ice cream and cake
were served, and a short social enjoyed, aftei
which the company dispersed with expressions
of pleasure and wishes that the order may continue to prosper. The supper committee, wit!
Mr. Charles E. Sherman and Mr. John L. Dow
in charge,wish to thank all who so liberally responded to the soliciting committee.

WANTED
Hog

$2.00 down and
$2.00 per month
Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES.

j

FURS!
We have everything you can desire In
the

way

of

Staple

and

Fancy

Groceries.

Fresh,

Canned and

lies and

Dried Fruits, Jel-

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EM3UMER.

of Furs for Christmas. Sale will
begin December 15th. Call and
see

CORONER FOR
WALDO COUNTY

them.

I. V.

A full line of Candles and Nuts.
Christmas

On my return from New York
and Boston I will open a fine line

Preserves.Cheese, Pickles,

Sauces.

MILLER,

MAIN STREET

Playing Cards, Perfumery,

and Toilet Articles of all kinds.

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

BELFAST, MAINE

CASKETS AND
BURIAL SUITS

CARLE!ON DOAK

Home telephone 48-3
Office

A. A. HOWES & CO.,
GROCERIES, DRUGS

Attorneys Counsellor at Law
flASONIC

48-4

72 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST

TEAPLE, BELFAST, MAINE.

Telephone

228-4

Deeds, wills, leases and all legal pai>ers given
3m80
careful attention.

AND MEDICINES.

BELFAST OPERA
3 Bays,

HOUSE,

Starting

Monday, December 19,

i:

I
China, Cut Glass,
Lamps, Leather Goods, i!
Toys and Dolls.

<!
_

Our stock of the above goods is complete, and in
some ways better than ever before.

MONDAY, Under the Bear’s Pew,
TUESDAY, Tbe Frozen Trail,
WEDNESDAY MAT., St. Elmo,
WED. NIGHT, Beyond Pardon.

;;
;;
«•

WILL PAY CASH FOR

Round

Records,

We would be pleased to have
“Walk in and
< ►

Look

you

Around.”

Yours very truly,

JJ

-AT-

CARLE & JONES,

Perry’s Market.

Prices,

;;
<

I
In

or near

Memorial Hall about two weeks

ago a gentleman’s black silk watch fob with
gold trimmings. The finder will please return
»t to
68 MAIN STREET.
m

\

15c.

LOST!

4

j;

25 and 35c.

CHILDREN,

The President’s

Message.

Temporary

No Tariff Revision Now. Should be One
Schedule at a Time When Undertaken.
Congress Asked not to Cut the Estimates,
Which Total $630,449,013 a $52,964,Self Sustaining P. O.
887 Decrease.
Dept. Expected. Canal to be Finished
on

Heal

the moose call.

t|uiciuy

THart l. Woodcock in Maine Woods.]
It was the harvest moon, bi and glow
tag, and the pines, trunk and branch,
drew beautiful and fantastic traceries
across it as it stole silently up into sight
from amid the tangle of spruce and hemlock along the shore and sent a glorious
across the dark waters of the

Did you ever stop to think of the many ways in which a
oil heater is of value ? If you want to sleep with your window open in winter, you can get sufficient heat from an oil heater
while you undress at night, and then turn it off. Apply a match
in the morning, when you get out of
bed, and you have heat while you dress.
Those who have to*eat an early
breakfast before the stove is radiating
heat can get Immediate warmth from
an oil heater, and then turn it off.
The girl who practice8 on the piano
In a cold room in the morning can
have warmth from an oil heater while
she plays, and then turn it off.
The member of the family who
has to walk the floor on a cold winter’s night with a restless baby can get
temporary heat with an oil heater, and
then turn it off. The

perfect

Time at Estimated Cost.

[Boston Transcript’s Summary.]
President Taft’s message to Congress
is a painstaking effort to present to
the national Legislature every detail
of the work of the executive branch oi
the Government. Its tremendous length
and lack of vigor in expression will make
it difficult reading. The President begins with a discussion of foreign affairs.
Peace among the nations, he says, has
been advanced by the liberal use made
during the year of The Hague Tribunal.
Most notable among the cases were the
Fisheries and Orinoco cases submitted
by the United States, the former ending
a
century of diplomatic squabbling.
Foreign Governments are accepting the
proposition of the United States to vitalize the International Prize Court by
separate treaties providing for an appeal

pathway

Have* you

ever experienced it—the
solitude of night in the woods?
he stillness is appalling, inspiring. The
coolness settles down about you deliciously. The air is damp and heavy, rich
with the fragrance of the woods. All
sound is in
perfect harmony with the
surroundings, softly heard and distant,
as if in fear of
harshly disturbing the
sacred silence of the night. Have you
ever experienced a condition like this?
Have you ever been upon a lake deep in
the Maine woods in the hours of silence
and darkness? An inland lake? By this
I mean a place, maybe, nestled lovingly
amid the hills, deep in the wilderness.
Not in the country where you get
flashes of light from farm house windows, hear the tinkle of bells on the

¥rand

FECTION
Smokeless
^

proposed court from the decisions
They also are
of national tribunals.
smokeless and odorless
showing favor to America's efforts tc
have the said court endowed with the
heat.
is invaluable in its capacity of quickly giving
Apply a match and it is Imfunction of an Arbitral Court of JusIt will burn for nine hours without refilling. It is safe,
at work.
mediately
the
door
and
tice. The open
preservasmokeless and odorless. It has a damper top and a cool handle. An indicator
tion of the integrity of China are the
always shows the amount of oil in the lorn.
cardinal points of United States diploIt has an automatic-locking ilamc spreader which prevents the
has a
macy in the Far East. America
wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop
sort of [ aternal interest in Latin-Amerback so that the wick can be cleaned in an instant.
ica which was exerted in several ways
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be quickly
during the year, most notably in NicaraFinished in japan or nickel, strong, durable, wellunscrewed for rewicking.
dictator
the
gua when it virtually drove
built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
made,
President
the
Zelava from
country.
Dealers Everywhere. If r.ot at yours, u/rite for descriptive circular
Taft” believes that the maximum-minito the nearest aeency of the
law has been a powerful
mum tariff
factor in securing fa\orable treatment
of our commerce by foreign nations.
MW
f
(Incorporated)
Attention is called to the negotiations
with Canada, but no prediction is made
as to their outcome.
Congress is urged
to support the good work done by the
State Department in securing equal the cheapening of the cost of litigation,
A Conservative
opportunities for American enterprise not only in the Federal but in State
abroad. Ir. connection with the effort to courts. He asks Congress to empowei
increase foreign trade the President the Supreme Court to improve judicia It is Called Thorough and Business-Like.
asks for a ship subsidy for the purpose procedure through the medium of “the
[Washington Special to Boston Globe.]if2
of strengthening our merchant marine rules of the court,” as has been done ir
N
o President’s message has ever'been
as
a
and creating a seafaring population
England. The President thinks that nc known
to give universal satisfaction or
preliminary to taking our share of the man should have as a matter of right a I to
meet the approval of every man on
carrying trade of the world. A Federal review of his case by the Supreme Court, both
sides of the house, but President
law to protect aliens and thereby fulfil which should devote itself to expoundTaft’s message comes very near to doing
our treaty obligations is again advocating the law, especially the fundamenta so.
The
strongest criticism that has
ed. A further extension of the Civil Ser- law—the Constitution—thus furnishing
been heard against it is that it might
vice rules to the diplomatic and consular precedents for inferior courts. In othei
have been shorter without having lost
service is favored, the excellent result words, no case not involving a constitu
any of its force. With that exception
attending a partial extension of its rules tional question should go to the Supreme the
general opinion is that the message
to the service being cited as an argument Court.
A self-sustaining Post Office
in favor of such action, and once more Department is in sight.
Under the is a straightforward business document
and is a thorough resume of the affairs
the plain business advantage of Govern- management of Mr. Hitchcock and with
of the government.
ment ownership of embassy and legation the cooperation of thousands of postIt is very much the sort of report, said
buildings is pointed out. Congress is in- masters, the economies have been sc | one member
of congress, that the Presiformed that the departmental estimates great that $11,500,000 were saved out oi
dent of a great corporation makes to the
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1812, the $17,500,000 appropriated for the estiare cut to the bone and that any further mated deficiency.
Next year is is hopec shareholders at the annual meeting. It
into the details that the shareholdreduction would embarrass the executive that the department will be self-sustain- goes
These esti- ing. It is proposed to raise the rates or ers have a right to know, so that they can
branch of the Government
tell whether their property is being
$52,964,- second-class matter, and it is suggestec
mates total $630,494,013.12
and ecomomically administered
S87.36 less than was appropriated for the that the advertising parts of the maga wisely
and for the best interests of the persons
fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, and $16, j zines be charged a different rate from the
to whom it belongs.
883,153.44 less than the estimates submit- reading matter. One startling proposiVery much in this spirit the President
ted to Congress for the same year. The tion is to classify the first, second anc
talks to the shareholders of that great
estimated receipts are $680,000,000. Im- third-class postmasters, doing away wit!
corporation known as the United States.
portant reforms are being instituted in the senatorial consent for appointments. He deals
largely With business. Foreign
the Treasury Department, resulting in I This would take the post office out of
affairs he views through the
of a
greater economy and efficiency. Anti- politics. The President recommends the business man and the State eyes
audepartment
in
the
restriction
of
the
methods,
particularly
franking
privilege,
quated
to him is not a place where diplomats
diting branch, are being discarded. The and the adoption of the parcels post foi
and talk in whispers and scheme for
subordination of the surveyor of the all rural delivery routes—eleven pounds plot
some other nation’s undoing, but where !
port to the collector and the abolition of being the limit. Greater military effi- businessmen, contrive
how to expand the
Also ciency is claimed for the Navy Departthe Naval officer is advocated.
commerce of the United States for the
ment than ever before. The different
benefit
not
of
the
United States
only
customs officers, and fewer mints are branches have been co-ordinated, with
but also for other States.
needed. Methods of authorizing and resultant economy. Two battleships and
The
efforts
of
American
business
constructing public buildings are criticis- some auxiliaries are asked for, and an and financiers to obtain a share of men
the
ed, and a settled policy is urged whereby appropriation to create a naval base at recent loans made
by China to build
public structures suitable to the needs of ; Guantanamo. At the same time the railways in that country
is to be viewed
the place of location will be possible. President calls attention to the proposifrom a business standpoint and not as
In regard to the tariff, the President tion to abandon certain navy yards and
a diplomatic achievement.
savs that the Payne law is the best inconcentrate the work at those best sit“The policy of this government in
come producer ever enacted, but certain
uated. Congress is urged to reward
these matters,” the President says, “has
schedules are open to criticism because Peary for his discovery of the North
been directed by a desire to make use of
of "undue discrimination.” The solu- Pole. ADDeal in land cases from the
American capital in the development of
tion of the whole tariff question lies in a Land Office to the Court of Appeals of
China as an instrument in the promotion
non-political revision, one schedule at a the District of Columbia is recommend- of China’s welfare and material
prostime, action to be based on data furnish- ed. A message on reclamation is promwithout prejudice to her legitied by the Tariff Board. He will recom- ised within a few days. In the line of perity
as
mate
an independent political
rights
mend no tariff legislation at the coming conservation the President renews his
session of Congress as the Tariff Board recommendations made at St. Paul, but power.”
In
the
same
way the President talks
is not ready to report. In regard to the corrected to Nov. 15th last. He would
about the Canadian reciprocity negotiarmy, the President’s chief concern is have:
(1) The restrictions forbidding ations.
Even in time the reserving of forest lands repealed;
over the lack of officers.
The Argentine battleship contracts,
of peace the number of officers is far (2) that coal lands be leased after bids,
the President says, “were secured for
needs.
Though there 2,500 acres to be the limit to any one our
below the actual
manufacturers largely through the
are enough to command the. troops now
lessee; (3) leasing of phosphate lands;
offices of the department of State,”
enlisted, many competent men are need- (4) leasing of oil or gas lands; (5) leas- good
and
so were the contracts for the Ared for special and staff duties, and with ing of water-power sites. In all cases
railway equipment and the
the virtual nationalization of the militia proper restrictions are imposed to pre- gentine
Cuban government vessels.
others should be loaned to the different vent monopoly and to insure proper use.
Evidently the President regards the
States to help harmonize the service. Congress also is asked to provide for
ideal department of State as a manuPresident Taft’s idea is to provide a fighting forest fires. In advocating the
facturers’ bureau on a
scale and
skeleton
organization so generously leasing of coal lands the President states the more contracts thelarge
State departofficered that it could be quickly expand- that he differs with Secretary Ballinger,
ment
can
secure
for
American
manufaced in time of war. The President ur- who sees objections to this system. He
turers the better it is fulfilling its fnnngently asks Congress to pass the Volun- declares it is time to stop legislating tions.
teer billnow before it and to establish a with reference to regulation of corporaThe business-like view that the Presicommission to determine a policy for the tions and to witness the effect of a vigdent takes of the government is confined
organization, mobilization and adminis- orous execution of the laws already on not alone to the State
department. He
tration of the regular army, the militia the statute books. The exact limitation
of the plan creating
and volunteer forces in case of war. upon business methods imposed by law approves highly
commissions
composed of experts so that
Peace and prosperity exist in the Philip- will doubtless be made clearer by pendcongress can be advised by experts inpine Islands, and also in Porto Rico. ing decisions ol' the Supreme Court. stead of
to act on insufficient
Dealing with the -Panama Canal tne Just at this time, the President says, he evidence. having
President says that the waterway will believes the activities of the GovernThe President’s recommendation in
be cat ipleted on time—Jan. 1, 1915—and ment, in addition to the enforcement of
favor of revision of the tariff schedule
within the estimated cost—$375,000,000. the laws, should be directed toward
schedule after the tariff commission
The land slides, while making more economy of administration, the enlarge- by
has reported and has told congress what
work, will not delay the work on the lock ment of opportunities for foreign trade, schedules
should be revised, does not
canal very much, but would have been a the building up of home industry and
meet with the approval of congress as a
serious and costly handicap to a sea level the strengthening of confidence of capiwhole.
waterway, because of the greater depth. tal in domestic investment. There iust
Congress has never taken kindly to the
As one of the chief purposes of the be no more ‘‘pork barrel” methods in
tariff commission, because it does not beCanal is military, the President insists river and harbor bills. Strong reprelieve that any outside body should have
that it should be strongly fortified, and sentations are made for the establisha right to tell congress what it should do
urges Congress to take early action to ment of a new banking and currency about the tariff.
this end. The canal tolls should not be system. The stupendous value of the
To the stand-patters in congress, and
fixed to insure a full return on the in- agricultural products, amounting to $8,the recent election there are still
vestment but, rather, to induce the 926,000,000 this year, indicates a good despite
some of them left to whom the very sugworld’s trade to use it freely. Mr. Taft prospect for business throughout the
gestion of a tariff revision is odious,
urges that the President be given au- country. The present census promises while some of the
insurgents want a
thority to fix rates at what seems to be to be the best ever taken, but is not per- wholesale revision rather
than a pieceHe further fect. The census
the commercial necessity.
are to be
padders
meal effort.
proposes that the Government operate a vigorously prosecuted. A national bureau
The
Democrats
are not prepared to
drydock, repair shop facilities, and sell of health should be established. The say whether
they approve the Presicoal, oil and ship supplies on the Isth- Southern Pacific Railroad should be re- dent’s
as the policy of
recommendation,
mus; this to prevent the granting of imbursed for its expenditures in fighting
the party on the proper way to revise
special privilege of monopoly, and to the flood in the Imperial Valley of Cali- the tariff
is still to be formulated.
avoid cluttering up the terminal with fornia several years ago. Heavier fines
It is conceded that not much is likely \
competing firms. The President,further, should be imposed against steamship to come of the various recommendations
would prevent by law interstate com- companies for violating the immigration
made by the President because of the
merce railroads from controlling ships
laws. Eilis Island, New York, should shortness
of the session. Ship
trade
the
Canal.
in
In.
through
not
be so improved as to induce steam- the fortification of the Panama subsidy, i
engaged
canal and
the matter of administering justice, the ship companies to concentrate their imand the passage of the appropriation bills
President makes some important, sug- migrant business at one port. Immiwill furnish work enough for this session.
gestions. The crying need, he says, is grants are needed in the rural districts.
Some provisions should be made for reCanners Moving Westward.
tiring superannuated Government clerks.
The only amendments suggested in the
The sardine packing business seems to
interstate commerce law are an appropriation to enable the Interstate Com- be stretching out along the coast and
merce
Commission to ascertain the next year will probably see several new
valuation of railroads and fixing the re- factorms on the west shore of Maine.
sponsibilities of public carriers in the It has been settled that the Lubec Sardine Co. will operate at Belfast; the
issuance of bills of lading.
Sunset Packing Co. of Pembroke has'SeYou must read thin if you wi.nt the benefit cured three buildings which can be made
into a modern plant, well adapted to the
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suffered with a
is just the same now as
users, also at Belfast; it is stated that
severe case of lumbago. “The pains were so
sixty years ago. Use the
intense 1 was forced to hypodermic injections the Seacoast Canning Co. has an option
remedy that brought
for relief. These attacks started with a pain on a location at Stonington, Me.; and
good results at that
in the small of my back which gradually be- i Lawrence Bros, also have an option on a
time for there is nothing better. Above
came fairly paralyzing.
My attention was at- place in the same town; it is also semiall, keep strong and well. When the
tracted to Foley’s Kidney Remedy and I am
I officially reported that the Gorton-Pew
to
after
liver, stomach and bowels fail in theirfuncthis
wonderful medi- Co. of Gloucester will another
glad
say
using
**
year opercine I am no longer bothered in any way by
L.F.
tions, the whole system demands
ate a sardine factory at some point
my old enemy lumbago.’’ Sold by all druggists.
Atwood's Medicine.
to

the

Absolutely

j

Standard Oil Company

Message.
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Hartland. Me.
“i am t akin ft the sixth bottle of your ‘L. F.'
Atwood's Medicine and am entirely cured of
those fearful sick headaches." —M. J. BROOKS.
Look for the big red letters “L. F.” on the
label. At all Dealers, 35 cents for a large bottle.

Write for liberal sample to
THE “L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Mo.
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Placing this

bark,

Belfast Free

canoe.

to his

lips as he stood up in
the bow of the boat, he waved it slowly

of the valuable timber of
berlost. 1904.
Waller, Mary Ella.
Flam.ted Quarries. \

Library.

NEW BOOKS, NOVEMBER, 1910.

brush un the mountain’s side.
Now the lily pads are caressing the
side of the boat with a soft and gentle

touch.

ho-hoo-wa-ho-o-c
o-ho-h-o-o-wa-ho-o-oo! It is a big gray
owl. You hear him but faintly over back
in the high land, but he is coming nearei
now, and soon his dismal call sounds out
over the water from just above.
You
answer and he calls in return, repeating

Again

you

listen

—

many times till it becomes monotonous
and you paddle on.
The stars shine peacefully above and
their reflections rock and waver over the
limpid surface to your very hands as you
drag them idly through the cool water.
And the air, oh! such air, can its equal
be found elsewhere on earth? So cool,
bracing and fragrant, scented as it is
with spruce and balsam.
It is a grand experience, certainly, of
which it seems one can never tire. At
least so thought the inmates of a large
canoe which was slowly making its way
through the night over a beautiful little
lake lying deep in the wood close under
Moxie. Saturated with the beauty of it
all, they paddled on—God’s own country.
God’s own it surely was, and they fully
realized it.
“Listen,” said Wescott, rising and
shading his eyes with his hand to secure
a clearer view
of the distant shore.
“There goes another,” he cried, as a
mighty splashing sounded ahead under
the bank and a deer went snorting and
plunging out of the water into the woods.
“Gee!” he exclaimed, “But they have
put them in thick in this side of the pond.
W'hat do you say, Bill, to coming over
here in the morning? This chance certainly looks good to me.”
“Sure thing.” replied his companion,
“But I give you this tip, we must be in
here by daybreak; they will be feeding
along here then.”
“What do you say, girlie, want to come
too?” Wescott added, addressing a young
woman sitting in the center of the canoe.
“Now hear that man talk,” laughed
the girl.
“The idea! Of course, I do,
but I think I see you giving me the
chance.”
“Whv?”
‘Too many skirts in the way—too
slow,’ you will say when the time comes.
It will be in camp a-getting breakfast
for me, I guess.”
A week before the party had packed
into this region and appropriated some
abandoned lumbering camps near the
lake and, being most comfortably located
therein, were having the time of their
young lives, doing their cooking and depending largely upon their skill as hunters and fishermen for the wherewithal to
eat.
They were all good sportsmen.
Even Mrs. Wescott was a crack shot
with the rifle, an accomplishment of
which she was duly proud.
Owing to the extremely dry weather,
it was hard hunting, and until now they
had met with poor success. In fact, the
securing of but one small doe had so far
rewarded their efforts. The ground was
thickly covered with fallen leaves and
twigs, which rustled and snapped under
foot, making it almost impossible to steal
onto a deer.
There was game enough
about. Absolutely fresh signs were to
be seen at almost every step, and to secure it they needed only damp weather
to soften things up a bit, and so stop the
exasperating noise.
‘‘It is like hunting with a drum corp3
attachment,” grumbled Bill, “And any
deer in its senses would never think of
allowing a hunter within shooting distance.”
Nevertheless, the men kept on going
all the time, coming in each night tired,
a little cross and a good deal hungry,
always telling discouraging tales of
jumping deer, giving them but a fleeting
glimpse of the white flag as they disappeared. And to make a bad matter
worse, the doe was almost gone, and
they needed more meat badly.
“Oh, for some rain,” they grumbled.
“Oh, for some rain,” laughed the woman, “If that would keep you better
natured.” But the perfect evening in
question gave scant promise of anything
but continued pleasant weather for the
—

morrow.

Continuing slowly

on

up the

a

diverging pencilings of reflected light
stretching out behind him.
As they listened, a new and unusual

BBS.
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miles*,

answering call in reply.

aut„mo^ ^B,(
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PITTSFIELD^

B

Wednesday shopping.
Miss Anna F. Page has
her home in Northport

tChesterton, Gilbert Keith.

point.
Till

the

now

several weeks with her
R. Hunnewell and Mrs.

Throughout the tragedy she had sat
convulsively clutching the rails of the
canoe without sound or motion; but now,
realizing all was over, the feminine nature asserted itself, and with a scream
of horror she slid fainting to the bottom
of the canoe.

1910.

DONATIONS.

After the list of donations to the Waldo County General hospital was in type

last week the following list of additional
contributions received during donation

| week
over

received,

was

but had to be

held

until this issue:

Searsmont. Mrs. Aaron Ripley, vegetables; Fanny Hanson, pickles, towels;
Mrs. Irving Hills, 1 pair bath towels;
Mrs. John Paine, $1; Mrs. C. S. Townsend, horseradish, pickles; Miss J. E.
McFarland, old linen; (Solicited by Angie

village."
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“My little girl had a se\ *
almost continuously. My sisu
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her relieved the inflammation
after using only one bottU.
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Since then I always keep a
Honey and Tar in the house.
stitutes. Sold by all Druggist.--
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The case of Miller vs. S:
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berland County, decided
Court last week in favor
ant, is of local interest in
test case

people.

involving
This

the

was

V
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B
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rigr
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cas.

stockholders of a defunct (
to contribute to the debts
There were stockholders in
ties of Maine, as well as in

■

B

B
B

States of the union and the V
were sued both
equity, the cases having be
for five or six years. The a<
ion is final as to the Mainand in their favor.
ReuEsq., was counsel for the
fendants who are Emma [•.
Dr. A. F. Miller and est;

holders
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Castine’s
B 93-18
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Fish,;

A pioneer in the Penobscot
H. D. Crie, formerly of Wash
who is now located in Castine.
that he has made a considera! i.
during the past year by catchiing the diminutive fish. The n,
proved to he a bonanza for younj.
out in a small way by themselvtof Castine one day about a nv

B
B
B

is

G 631

K 29-4

Munn, Charles Clark.
The castle builders. “The chief"
castle-builder is a young man of
brains, who dreams of a city
where the story finds but a sleepy
coast

.,

Lewis.—Camden Herald.

Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic phywest. 1910.
sics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and don’t
cure. Doan’s Reguletn act gently and cure conKelly, Myra.
stipation. 25 cents. Ask your druggist.
New faces. Short stories. 1910....
HOSPITAL

..

ArV.

Mrs. Chas. C. Coombs 1, it

B 655

Burnham, Clara Louise.
Clever Betsy. The adventures of a
shrewd yet lovable spinster travelling from the Yellowstone Park
to the Maine coast. 1910.
Goodwin, Wilder.
The upgrade. A story of the South-

iHc,

c.

morning for Mt. Verm,,-.,
Mr. Coombs, who has rec,

Austria.
History of the
treacherous nature of the siren song
vols. 943.6 C 8
which had allured him on to destruction,
and also his danger, for, like a flash, it •Staley, Edgcumbe.
whirled to retreat, but too late. Both
The dogaressas of Venice. 1910- 945.3 St
rifles spoke together and the noble beast
FICTION.
went down with a crash; but instantly it
was up again and, mad with pain and Barclay, Florence L.
furious with anger, it turned and came
The mistress of Shenatone. Renews
charging over the bank on its enemies.
acquaintance with characters inAgain the rifles rang out, and at the retroduced in the “Rosary" by the
ports the big animal wilted and plunged
B 232 2
same author. 1910.
headlong down the incline, its inertia
Kate Langley.
sending it, a quivering bulk, sprawling Bosher,
Mary Cary, “Frequently Martha."
on the beach.
A story of an orphan asylum.
The woman certainly had nerve.

from his
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made weir 3c*
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dines, which he soid at f»b
Shoveled is the word, too, fo<
est and
amount
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thing that makes the busin
present i3 the rise in price, for
ket quotation the first of N>
cents a bushel, it is now $1
amount.—Bangor Commerciai.

Porter, Gene Stratton.
Freckles. How an Irish waif rose
to fortune by his faithful watch

A

practical way of hand in
that they are now

■
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Millet): Mrs. James Robbins, quince,
peach preserves, squash; Mrs. 0. E. Robbins, preserves, squash; Mrs. W. G.
Wood, 1 bushel potatoes; Mrs. D. G.
Sweetland, preserves, jelly; Mrs. Mary

Packard,

preserves, dried

apples; Lucy

Bean, 1 bushel apples; Miss Hattie Burgess, 3 quarts pickles; Mrs. S. P. Andrews, 2 quarts pickles; Mrs. F. L.
Black, cabbage; Mrs. D. G. Sweetland,
] apples, carrots, old cotton; Mrs. Mary
Bean, pickles; Charles Newbert, 1 bushel
(Solicited by Mrs. George
j vegetables;
Luce): Mrs. Cyprian Bryant, 1 pair towj els; Rev. Cyprian Bryant, carrots; Mrs.
W. U. Marriner, 1 jar beans and pickles;
Mrs. Eben Cobb, $1; (Solicited by Fannie

for
Castoria is

Infants

Children.

and

harmless substitute lor Castor Oil, It
gorie, Drops aud Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nan
substance. It destroys Worms and allays Feverisln
It cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colie. It" relieves T
ing Trembles and cures Constipation. It regulate'
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sit
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Hanson.)

Belfast.
J. F. Sheldon, $1; H. H.
Wentworth, $]; Jackson & Hall, 25 lbs.

a

The Kind You Have

Always

sugar.
Morrill.

Bon.

J. F. Vickery, 2 bushels of
potatoes; Mrs. J. F. Vickery, 4 gallon
of
jars
preserves and pickles; Mrs. R. F.
Gurney, potatoes and pickles; Mr. W. E.
Jones, cabbage and beets.
Other Donors: Leo. Jackson, Edgar
Smith.
.LSUIIclLlUUS

IU

U1C

uuring

en

pillow slips.

September.

Mrs. Selwyn Thompson,
magazines and papers; Woman’s Hospi-

Aid, 1 dozen
magazines.
tal

roller

towels;

Miss

In Use For Over 30 Years.

/\u-

gust, September, October and November,
up to donation week:
August. A Friend, Quaker bath cabinet; Mrs. Robert Logan, ice bag and old
linen; Woman’s Hospital Aid, 8 sheets, 2
dozen towels, cot bed, 2 mattresses, 10
pairs of towels, 4 pairs of ether towels,
1 dozen tumblers, 5 mixing spoons. 1 doz-

Blake,

October. Mrs. Margaret White, magazines; Mrs. J. W. Frederick, magazines;
Mrs. Gilkey, Searsport, old linen; Mrs.
Henry Parsons, Thorndike, 1 quilt; Mrs.
Page, apples; Woman’s Hospital Aid,
table cloth,
dish drainer, 6 window
shades, 1 waste can, 1 dust brush, 1-2
dozen dish towels, 2 mattresses.
November. -The Aid Sewing Circle, 1
carpet sweeper; J. E. Staples, 1 large
squash; Liberty Sunday school, 13 bags
and barrel of apples and vegetables;
Woman’s Hospital Aid, 4 pairs blankets,
3 spreads, 4 operating gowns, 8 sheets,
12 tumblers, 6 plates, 6 sandwiches, 6
oatmeal dishes, 6 cups, 1 coffee pot, 1
kettle, 1 saucepan, 1 agate basin, 2 large
spoons, 8 dish towels, 28 draw sheets; A
Friend, old cotton.

lake, they

ahead extended miles on miles of low
country, immense swamps lying about
the inlet, dark and almost impenetrable
with tangles of wind-falls, where furious
gales had sent the trees down like card
houses, one upon another, interspersed
with quaking bog holes and snarls of
cedars and alders. A cold white mist
was hanging low over all, and the woman
shivered as she drew her wraps closer
about her.
A young fox barked back in the hardwood, and a flock of waterfowls fussed
and quacked out in the pond. As they
neared the land a startled mink swam
rapidly in to the shore, leaving long

Llr“-

story of
v
circular motion and sent an
ite quarries eighteen
RELIGION.
It was wonderthe mouth of the
ful to hear him. He had caught the tHall, Thomas Cuming.
Pen,,!,^
plaintive, seductive notes to perfection.
History of ethics within organized
Williamson. Charles Norris
There
t to hi
jSB
270 H
Christianity. 1910.
The motor maid. An
ence o
delibei
Rapa port, Samuel.
sound.
Tales and maxims from the Talmud.
Again came the answering challenge,
•Hooks purchased from ti,e i„,
1910
296.2 R
nearer now it seemed, and showing slight
tBooks purchased from is
^^RL°
traces of excitement and deBire.
And
All others purchased from
SOCIOLOGY.
again the answer. Then they ran the tHart, Albert Bushnell.
canoe ahead till it grounded lightly on
The southern South. 1910. 326 H 2
PERS0\Als
the beach.
Dr. E. A. Porter was j,
Now the signals sounded at Regular tWells, Herbert George.
: til
New worlds for old. An account of
Wednesday evening t„,„..
intervals, sometimes being but a series
"
of mellow grunts. At times the sound
335 W 4 meeting.
socialism. 1908
Mrs. M. A. Huff is passim,
approached rapidly, then apparently was
FINE ARTS.
,
at a standstill, as though a false note in
in Burnham with her i,a, .;
William.
'Roberts,
the response had aroused suspicion in the
Mrs. G. E. Stevens.
:K
Sir William Beechey, R. A. 1907... 759.2 B4
mind of the timid animal. In fierce exMrs. O. B. McKeehnie
citement the men grasped their rifles, all
LITERATURE.
Dorothy of Burnham *,.r.‘
fkoil* aonooa c t co innrl tn fko kvaal/inn
about with

What’s wrong with the world. 1910..824 C 42-2
lordly animal had advanced silently with great caution, and tMaeterlinck, Maurice.
Mary Magdalene, a play in three
they were wild with fear that he might
detect the imposition they were practicacts. 1910.839.3 M-6
cattle as they slowly plod homeward ing and make off into the swamp. Once ■fPaston letters 1422-1509 A. D. 4 vols. 826.2 P
convinced
he
was
the
all
hear
being deceived,
through the gloaming,
barking
hope tRostand, Edmond.
of dogs and the calls of men, but a lake of securing him would end, for on becomChantecler. A play in four acts.
way, way back, amid the protecting re- ing thoroughly alarmed he would put
1910. 842 R 73
flections of overhanging mountains, miles behind him before morning.
Since the last response there had been
where you drift, drift, drift over the
TRAVEL.
black, silky waters, and the only sounds so long an interval of silence that they tBurroughs, John.
of
almost
heard are those of nature in her wild and
another answer.
despaired
747 B 9
In the Catskills. 1910
natural state.
Where the forest, dark With each heart-beat thumping in their
and solemn, fearsome, almost, in its si- ears, they waited until at last, in des- •Levetus, A. S.
Imperial Vienna; an account of its
lence, comes sweeping down to the wat- peration, the man put the moose horn
er’s edge with the grand bulk of the again to his lips and, throwing all his
history, traditions and arts. 1905..T 43.61 L 5
skill into the effort, sent the plaintive, 'Roosevelt, Theodore.
mountains towering above.
Now your canoe glides through a amorous call out into the stillness. The
African game trails; an account of
growth of reeds, and they give a soft, answer was startling and dramatic. Evithe African wanderings of an
the
animal
had
been advancbig
swishing sound as they rub along the dently
American hunter-naturalist. 1910. T 67 R 6
all
the
for
sides of the canvas boat.
while,
ing
immediately, amid Viaud, Julien. Pierre Loti, Pseud.
the
of
off
in
the
underbrush,
crashing
lordly
Hark—intently you listen—way
Egypt. 1910. T 62 V
the gloom and darkness of the forest monarch, magnificent in his ugliness,
BIOGRAPHY.
you hear a sharp gushing whistle—it is plunged into view on the bank above, his
repeated. You have startled a big buck huge form and branching antlers clearly •Cuthell Edith E.
and he is sounding his alarm. By nature outlined against the sky. Then, throwWilhelmina, margravine of Baireuth.
he is curious, so possibly is now tremb- ing his muzzle high in air, he sent his last
2 vols.B3W 65
out
over
the water.
lingly watching you glide by. The fall challenge booming
HISTORY.
As it looked below and saw the canoe,
of a paddle or a movement may send him
in alarm crashing through the under- the cautious beast realized instantly the •Coxe, William.
4
house of

sound forced itself upon their startled
senses.
First a long sustained guttural
tone, ending with a pronounced gruf. It
either on the Maine or Massachusetts was almost musical, mellowed and sofNever can tell when you’ll mash a finger or coast; Islesboro, Me., also expects a sar- tened as it was by distance. Instantly
suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be prepared. dine plant built there another season.
the men stopped all motion with Daddies
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil instantly relieves the Eastport Sentinel.
in air, intently listening.
suspended
pain—quickly cures the wound.
Again came the wild, mysterious cry,
from
out the darkness far
“Bad dyspepsia or indigestion for years. No sounding
appetite, and what I did eat distressed me ter- ahead in the swamp.
"A moose, by all that’s holy,” whisj rfbly. Burdock Blood Bitten cured me.”—J.
Backache Kiqmew ah» Bkobm
| B. Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.
pered the guide, as he reached for a long
—

cone of birch
megaphone-shaped
which was in tne bottom of the
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Directions with each Vial in Five Lanaruneps.

English, German, Spanish, Portuguese
No.
1.
2.

3*

and French.

FOR
Price
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Dysentery, Gripings, Bilious Colic.....25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.2J
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
Sait Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
Plies, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 25
Ophthalmia, Weak or Inflamed Eyes.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.25

4.
ft.
7.
8.
9.
10.
13.
14.
lft.
10*
17.
18.
10.
20. Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough'..25
21. Asthma.Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
27. Kidney Disease. Gravel, Calculi.25
28. Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
29. 6ore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker.25
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria..35
35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches..Eft

77. Grippe* Hay Fever aid Simmer Colds....25
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comer
William and Ann Streets. New York.

STREET.

NEW YORK CIT Y.

PRESTON’S

;]
<

& Transient Stab?

*

Is situated on Washington street, just off Main street. I have single
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your pal;
1 y2*
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
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f

f

W. G. PRESTON, Propriet
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Gentlemen

CHAPMAN DETACHABLE RUBBER HEf
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on^e other side
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thereby keeping the bodyperil
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\
“These heels are not
shape.
nailed ott butfastenedbyapositin
lock making them a perfect cushicn
an& can ho changed oy a child
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Chapman Detachable Rubber Heel C?
BOSTON,MASS.
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YORK FADS.

NEW

f'fEI

things,
ties in small
BELTS

new

jewelry,

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and

fans, .footwear.

Children.

AND WATCHES.

little Rob Roy on

[Correspondence of Tne Journal.]
12. Christmas 'gifts should be easy to select this year
,V0RKi December
#*• are full of alluring novelties that appeal to all sorts of tastes.
THE LATEST LORGNETTE

day

Drops his work and
to play.

watch ribbons with jewelled slides are very fashionable not only
>;1. and
jewelry but the imitations that are so artistically gotten up that
them on occasion.
Fashions are so fleeting that many
wears
r mu
P' /j,l)Ssess fortunes in real stones hesitate to have them reset for passing
use the pretty rhinestones and other successful imitations for their
P; ^
^ |rv iixings. Sets ofslides f rom’two to five, or even more, come in simple or
t
in combinations of
... in diamonds, pearls, rubies and emeralds, and
r
imitations. Long chains for the lorgnette or vanity outfit are being

e'^rt'.,

is

;

Literary News and Notes.

Give your laying hens comfortable quarters aud proper winter
food, aud you will have plenty of
eggs to sell at big prices.

T

P

FAMOUS

....

direct.

Houghton Mifflin Co., publishers of
the works of the late Julia Ward Wowe,
that a biography of Mrs. Howe
is in preparation by her daughters, Mrs.
Laura F. Richards and Mrs. Maud Howe
Elliott. In order that nothing may be
lost from the record of Mrs. Howe’s activities of many years, the authors request the loan of letters and characteristic notes that may be useful for ^he
purposes of the biography. Communications may be addressed to Mrs. Laura F.
Richards, Gardiner, Maine. All material
sent will be promptly copied and returned to the owners. The authors will also
be grateful for any personal anecdotes
or reminiscences of Mrs. Hov/e.
announce

Bread from Rob Roy Flour
is fine.”

Bone Meal
Bone and Meat Meal
can be bought from your local
us

for libraries to be sent to the remote
school districts of the State. This sum
will pay for sending out ten libraries.
The State now has 175 of these libraries,
of which 125 are at present in circulation.

Good food and exercise
for mine;

Cracked Bone
Meat Scraps

dealer or from

received

And think a little of
our health.

N

PORTLAND
POULTRY FUNDS

Ij"

State Librarian Prince of Augusta lias
a check of $25, handed him
by
State Superintendent of Schools Smith
from the Colonial Dames of Maine to pay

“Let’s drop,” says he, “this
race for wealth

mer.

j

the

v

£££«<&#&!&£

goes

basket Full in winter as in sum-

girls, with occasional ovals, oblongs or squares of finely
Z,ds. Dog collars of a similar sort of from three to six strands of pearls,
P
are easily made by any amateur and can be arranged to
go with
,r steci
^
ffns if desired.
THE BIG PLAQUE.
round plaques with various stones set in filagree or cut gold, silver
1
work, are taking the place of the long popular la valliere, though the
i

|

>

«

CHAINS.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

pleasant

a

Don’t

accept substitutes, which

are genstale and unwholesome.
Portland Poultry Foods

erally
Try

at once.

PORTLAND RENDERING

CO.,

Portland Maine.
ilsST
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The Wide World has a long and varied
table of contents, the initial paper being
“The Fire-Dog of Asu,” by Lewis R.
Freeman. Among the others we notice
“An Unknown Land —II,” by Mrs. L.
M. Fagan; “A Honeymoon on the Zambesi—II,” by Mrs. H. E. A. Scott; “The
Mystery of the Blue Hope Diamond,”
by John G. Rowe; “The Adventures of a
i ‘Cow Girl,’
by Elsie Salisbury; “To
Bokhara and Beyond,” by Douglas Carruthers; “A Naturalist in New Guinea—
II,” by A. E. Pratt; "Man-Hunting in
the West,” by P. H. Newberry et al.
The number is profusely illustrated.

i»ll ^H Ijaji
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10c. and 15c.
ARE

FOR

SALE

IN

BELFAST

BY

CARLE & JONES,
Who

by special arrangement

I^aySsmSTI

have ail the

patterns all the time.

J^=NO WAITING TO SEND.=C2

Children

m pills

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley’s Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.

Cry

Hi

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

=to

m

the

-i

Prepare

For

Winter

Eggs.

[E.

■'

It is almost

Belfast in

BAG FANCIES.

with very long cords and tassels, and those of satin handsomely
carrried for dress occasions, harmonizing well with the velvet and
‘bat is worn extensively on the street as well as indoors.
Brocade

New

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PAPER

York

beyond

belief that there

fj^The
S

preparation for winter eggs until about
the time the eggs are wanted. According to their ideas it is plenty of time to
begin feeding for eggs when the pullets
get old enough to lay. These men allow
the chicks to range the fields until well
up to Thanksgiving time and pick up
what they can. With what they can get
on their foraging trips and a light feed
of corn or oats they are expected to grow
and develop.

NEW FANS.

sticks and decorations, in Bilk, paper, parchment and feathers.

the

Farmer.]

many men yet who seem to think
it is not necessary to make any special

It? fan that graduates from quite a wide' width at one end to a few inches
5
sticks at the other is the latest novelty in these articles and comes in a
!

Dow of

are so

Ball watches set with small pearls or other stones,
any means.
welled chains, are captivating the fancy of the girls just now, and
ap watches, though not novel, are still very popular.
>

fi-

C.

Tribune

;'he above designs are by »The McCall
Company.
New fork. Designers and Maners of McCall
Patterns.

I

gs

m

9h

They do, after a fashion—they grow
the color scheme of the coat dr costume are similarly made up old and thin and develop an appetite that
that look very much like those everyone is familiar with as work will have to be satisfied before they will
be in condition to even think about layarried quite a bit for afternoon affairs as well as for
i ing. When pullets are treated in this
opera use.
JEWELS IN THE “GLITTERING HORSESHOE.”
; manner it takes from six to eight weeks
overcome the effects of the
is
neglect
decidedly less ornate and artificial looking this year, and the [; to
from which they have suffered, and the
is notable at the
the
Metropolitan, yet
“Glittering Horseshoe” owner loses money from the start.
.after a different fashion. Bandeau and
cap effects, oddcabuchons There is only one sure way of getting
mint and picturesque ornaments are worn that are
winter eggs, and that is to prepare for
decidedly more
discarded crowns, ’lhe soft draping of the hair to cover most them in advance of winter. This does
; not mean that there is
only one correct
aide revival that goes perfectly with the
long pearl earrings that method of housing or feeding, for there
.art.ly worn. Sleeves continue to be short even for blouses worr are several such methods, each of which
and bracelets of all sorts are more than ever a
gives good results. But it does mean
prize number of that the
pullets must have some kind of
Flexible styles in wrought gold that suggest one’s
grandmother’s comfortable housing and an abundance
uked and plaques set with precious or
semi-precious stones are of some kind of good food that will prohe la valliers that have been so
mote
growth, create a reasonable
long popular.
amount of fat and develop eggs.
It
VEILS AND THEIR DRAPING.
takes more than frozen grass and the
dh in the regular chantilly
pattern and in nets with spidei gleanings from some grain field to do all
are most seen on the fashionable
crowd, but very many womer that; yet all that has got to be done be:t effect over the
face, even when they allow the ends of the veil t( fore the eggs will be forthcoming in
1

York Tribune Farmer

fNew

The Flock Must Not Be Neglected in the
Fall, Either in Feed or Care.

Republican

|

I

k.

Black and white rather than colors to match the hat are th«
and bordered effects, even of Marabout and
have

m

fur,

considers

Vpnnw*

OF MRS. MARY BAKER

Pi

,dv
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EDDY’S LIFE.

lason Baker born at Bow, N. H., July 16.

spirit voices calling her name.
Congregational Church at Tilton, N. H., July 26
11 r'lton to
George Washington Glover of Wilmington. N. C
ned in May. Her son was born
September 11
1 1
rough poverty, to surrender her son.
anbornton, N. H., to Daniel Patterson, June 21

r-

I
Dec 12

Christian Science.
Dr. Patterson, who eloped May 15.
She received her first pupi
F H
science of metaphysical
healing.
her first book, “Science of Man.”
orce from Dr. Patterson at
Salem, in November
'rom church at Tilton and “recommended
to any
churcl
June 13. Published “Science and Health.
ian Science association
formed, July 4, in Boston
i)r- Asa Gilbert Eddy of Boston at
Lynn, January 1
camze a church, without a
creed, April 19; charter issued in June
in
Boston
with 26 members; Mrs.
igamzed
called a:
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profitable quantities.
Among the many things that are likely
to be neglected at this season of the
year there is one of vital importance
that is neglected most of all. Some will
provide everything else but this, and
then wonder why the pullets do not lay.
They get them into winter quarters in
good season, feed and care for them
well, with the exceptiqn of supplying

green food.
Last November this remarklwas made
to me:
Of course, you don t feed the
hens any cabbage at this time of the
year.” That illustrates the idea held by
many that hens do not need green food
supplied them as long as the ground remains bare. But “of course” I was
feeding it in November, and had been
using it every day since October 1st, and
I began this season to feed cabbage from
1 the field to my 250 hens and pullets the
I first day of October.
Experience has convinced me that it
pays to begin feeding the winter ration
! of green food as soon as the frost injures
! or checks the growth of the grass.
Frosted grass does the hens little good,
| indeed, it is likely to do them harm if
! eaten too freely.
Cabbage is relished in
October and November as well as, oi
I better than, in winter.
It is a great appetizer and fills a wan1
that needs to be filled if the pullets are
to develop in season for laying Thanksgiving eggs. Just what place it fills it
the hen’s life is difficult to say, but
good supply of green food that is relish
ed seems to bring the autumn condition!
in close resemblance to those of earlj

jP
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FOR ONLY $2.25.
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The Tribune Farmer
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thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
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TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

|

1

j|§

Me.

J

Davies, Brewer; land in Northport.
Charles B. Hustus, Unity, to Walter J. Bean,
Montville; land in Montville.

S. W. Johnson, M.D,

Minnie] M. Foster, Stockton Springs, to
Simeon B. Merrithew, do.; land in Stockton
Springs.

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Lome T. Slipp, Burnham, to Harry McFarlane, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
Elias P. Dearborn, Brooks, to Fred H. Brown,
do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Joseph F. Wight, Belfast, and Sarah W.
Peterson, Rockland, Mass to Arthur Ritchie,
Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Horace E. Robbins, Searsport, to Charles M.
Closson; land and buildings in Searsport.
Fred S. and Nathaniel S. Wood, East Holden,
to Fred A. Abbott, Orono; land in Northport.
Charles Morrison, Searsmont, to A. L. Morrison, Palermo; land in Freedom.
Charles A. French, Stockton Springs, to Fred
F. Perkins, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Edwin J. Grant, Stockton Springs, to Fred F.
Perkins, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Hattie A. Wentworth, Waldo, to Emily Perkins, Lewiston; land and buildings in Waldo.
Ralph I. Morse, Belfast, to Hugh J. Tallant,
Concord, N. H., and Edward N. Eames, Wilmington, Mass.; land in Belfast.

Ton Stomach Trouble and Constipation

ed with a courage proof against the devil himself, and what is lacking in breadth
is made up in intensity. This phase of
life, now passing from among us. Miss
Jewett has pictured in a series of portraits and of incidents etched with a firm
hand and singularly vital.
She reveals
the insight of understanding, not merely
that of observation.
Her work is sure
to remain a permanent part of our literas
the
even
life
it interprets will
ature,
remain as a quality of our American
character.
“Among a host of noisier achievements her quiet stories, with their cameo-like perfection, re-assert the supremacy that belongs to the true artist,
whatsoever be the medium employed or
the subject chosen.
Her work, if not
great in bulk, is by no means meagre,
and there is, in spite of the apparent
In this
sameness, no lack of variety.
edition, where one is able to run through
it all, one is comfortably conscious of a
roundness, a completeness that justifies
the use of that rather hackneyed phrase,
life work.”

j

Second-ban j
goods of every dc
Furni
scription.
ture, bedding, car
pets, stoves, et(
Antique furnitur
a specialty. If yo >
have anything t
sell drop me
A WARNING TO MOTHER.
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
! Do your Christmas shopping early, do it early,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
mother dear.
| Before the rush and bustle of the last few days
are here;
| Go down while the assortment is abundant and

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending December 12, 1910:
Myra J. Terrill, Troy, to John E. Prescott,
Pittsfield; land and buildings in Troy.
Joel P. Wood, Northport, to Thomas H.

foIIlfS ORWOlAMVE

hard, sharp sometimes, narrow always;
but it is devoted to an ideal, it. is inform-

:

||

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast,

Maine au-

; in its notice of this new edition of her
stories, gives the author high praise,
from which we make an extract:
“There are writers as individual in the
expression of their art as though there
had never been a book in the world, and
the writing of one had been their own invention. Their stories are as distinctly
theirs as are their lives, and what they
give to art is of value, be its bulk what
it may.
Sarah Orne Jewett was one of
these unique souls, and her contribution
to American literature is the child of her
own heart and mind, unlike any other,
precious as an entirely sincere voice in
the immense chorus of humanity.
“Miss Jewett remained among her
gray Maine villages and New England
backgrounds and her own people in practically every tale she ever wrote. When
her characters pass out into the world
beyond, they commonly leave the story
at the same moment.
There are a few
glimpses of foreign parts, the Irish hold
an attraction, and many of the stories
i are of those who follow the sea, and so
bring a gust of far-faring winds with
| them. But it is New England to which
Miss Jewett is constant, and her men
and women, her children and young lovers, almost all are New Englanders born
and bred.
“These seven volumes chronicle a part
;
of our national life.
Possibly it is a bit

2.00

year,

a

1|K |

Both for $2.25.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

j

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

The Tribune Farmer,

1

WANTED

/jil

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer
ffieTTo

|

wurfseptember 30ntered

S
S3

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.

FREEDOM.
Hon. James D. Lamson is in very poor
hea th_Mrs. Walter Bessey is in China caring for her daughter. Mrs. Charles Flye, who
is quite sick_The Samoset club will give a
Mary Eddy
grand ball in the Grange Hall Friday evening,
Tozier’s orchestra of four
December 16th.
Boston.
will furnish music-Mrs. S. J. Flye
pieces
First Church of Christ,
Scientist, at Boston, estaL
the Massachusetts Metaphysical
and her daughter Effle were in W’eeks Mills
college.
>y lied June 3; buried at Tilton, N. H.
the past week, guests of Mrs. Flye’s daughter,
ir
journal, monthly, established in April.
Mrs. M. M. Small_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cuns,.it‘ncp
11 a 11 secured for services.
ningham passed December 10th and 11th with
h ristian Science association formed at
New York February 11
Mrs. Cunningham’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
,r'T. ot Christ, Scientist, dissolved at
Mrs. Eddy’s request
B. Harding of Troy_Mrs. Almatia Wescott
hus-tts Meiaphysica1: college closed October 29 and the
corporate
has returned to her home in the village to
Ghristian Sciences journal presented to the
national association ;
spend the remainder of her days-Mrs.
&
Falm0Uth 8treets- B°*°n, presented for ,
’ch
Mamie Breme, who has been visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Walter Bessey, has returned to her home
form
of
September
23;
govern
nt framed and
in Chicago_The Samoset club elected the
published by Mrs. Eddy.
summer.
It
certainly helps the year
nristian Science Church building erected at Boston.
at their last meeting: Willis
ling hens through the moulting seasoi following officers
vnAdedwmted free of debt at a cost of
$250,000; pastors and sermon and aids them in growing a new coat o: Thompson, President; Cleave Knowlton, Vice
•ished in all Christian Science Churches,
President; Fred Flye, Treasurer; Arthur Sampglossy feathers in a very short time,
husetts Metaphysical college reopened.
am fully convinced that the same hei
son, Secretary; Guard, Seth Banton....Miss
board of lecturers established m
Christian
Science
January;
Weekh
will moult and grow her new suit am I Bertha Bryant and her cousin, Robertie Wigw the
Sentinel) established m September.
get to work again in earnest in half thi ! gin, are in Billerica, Mass., guests of Mrs. B.
v make
$2,000,000 addition to the mother church in Boston.
time
when plentifully supplied with cab
nstian Science Herald established in
F. Harding_The Misses Carrie and Fannie
in
Germany,
April.
bage or its equivalent that she will neei Ward
in
Concord, N. H., dedicated.
from Thorndike called on their cousin,
if
food
such
is
Somi
withheld.
wholly
wk World “Expose.”
hens will continue to lay a few egg l S. J. Flye, December 11th.
e s
magazine “Expose.”
through the moulting period when wel I
MarCh 1; withdraw" August 22; dismisse. 1 fed
What is a cold in the head? Nothing
as 1 havevindicated.
The early sup
ply of green food is important. It aid ) to worry about if you treat it with Ely’s Cream
'25,000 in trust to son, George W. Glover.
!
it
it
mak
growth,
helps
Balm.
develops flesh,
Neglected, the cold may grow into
mude a trust of all her property to a committee of
three, to manag
8 3 feathers, it satisfies a craving of the ap
fare therefor, for the benefit of herself
catarrh, and the air-passages be so inflamed
and heirs.
and
it
when
ar
petite
they
gives eggs
that you have to fight for every breath. It is
scarce and high.
Begin the green foo j true that
Ely’s Cream Balm masters catarrh,
ration in the fall.
promptly. But you know the old saying about
THE CHILDREN LiRI II
the ounce of prevention. Therefore use Cream
Balm when the cold in the head shows itself.
GlrU at the
All druggists, 60c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 66
Estabrook's Shirt Mfg. Co*
Warren Street, New York.

;
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An edition of the works of

Jewett, in seven uni| thor, Sarah Orne
form volumes, has been published by the
Boston house of Houghton, Mifflin Company. The Review of Books, New York,

Journal^!!
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The Atlantic Monthly for December
opens with a discussion of “The Tariff
and the Tariff Commission.” by F. W.
Taussig, in which a clear light is thrown
on certain aspects of this vexed
question in a manner to interest and inform the average reader. This opening paper is followed by what is
perhaps the most striking contribution to the number—“A Hero’s Conscience,” by Gamaliel Bradford, Jr.
This is the first of M-r. Bradford’s discriminating studies of General Lee, and
will add immeasurably to the popular appreciation of Lee as a man and a soldier.
Other contributions of timely interest
and importance are “One Way to an
American Merchant Marine,” by Admiral Francis T. Bowles, and “The Matter with Us,” by William S. Rossiter.
The second paper from Joseph Husband,
relating his experiences in a coal mine,
treats with graphic power the tragedy
of fire under ground.
A particularly
sympathetic and valuable paper is contributed by Dr. J. J. Putnam on the late
William James. Among papers and essays of more popular interest will be
found “Prophets or Engineers, by Rev.
Malcolm Taylor, “A Poet's Toll,” by
Anne C. E. Allinson. and “Lying like
i Truth.” bv Margaret Sherwood

Office hours every afternoon from 1 to

4.

Ifv«

nings 1 shall he at my residence,
Court Street, to angwer calls.
Office telephone call, 256, ring 11.
House telep hone call 32, ring 22.

Phones—Hospital 114-13.

2 *

Residence 108-1 01■>

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Anlim 1
Industry U. 8. Department of Agriculture

VETERINARIAN
TREATS ALL DISEASES OF ANIMAL £

Bo.pltal, Pharmacy and Office.
BELFAST MAINI
STREET,
Boapltal Never Closed.

SPRING

!

'Twill

unique,

save you loads of worry and excitement
Christmas week!
Make haste and go today, mother; arise at
break of dawn,
I And hurry down and take your pick before the
!
best is gone.
I The clerks are ail attention; if
you wait there
is no doubt
They'll be worn to a frazzle and completely
tuckered out!
Don’t wait another week, mother; go buy the
diamond ring
Which ever since a year ago I’ve had upon the

string;

And don’t forget the set of furs you promised
me

you’d

see

That Santa Claus would surely place upon the
Christmas tree!
The rush will soon be great, mother, so take
the tip I hand,
The reason for it later you will see and understand,
The crowds will soon be swarming into every
shop and store—
If I were you I wouldn’t wait a single hour
more!

Teas and Coffees
The best the market affords at

I

CHAS. 1. SWIFT’S,
Masonic

Temple.

do your shopping early, do it early mother
dear!
Go down, before the choicest of the presents

So

disappear;

And then you’ll not be bothered by that same
old Christmas cry:
“The best of everything is gone; I don’t knovp
what to buy.”
—Los Angeles Express.

SEARSPORT.
Miss Edith Thurston visited relatives in
last week.

Nehemiah Roulstone is confined to the house
with a mild form of diphtheria.
F
James Hawley has moved into the J.
Wheaton house in the Nichols district.
F. GilSch. Margaret Haskell, Capt. Nathan
News.
key, sailed Friday for Newport
conMr. and Mrs. John Frame are receiving
on the birth of a daughter.

windows

sister,

ot her
called there by the illness

A Smith, has kindly
consented to give his most pleasing entertainment—a lecture on “The Songs of the

is at last frozen

stream

over

and

young folks

are

parents,

Main street.
finished disSch. Northland, Capt. Sanders,
at the Penobscot Coal dock Sunday

charging

was towea

lu

uugiviowu
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ROYAL
Baking
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ander

Miss Harriet D. Hichborn has on
Miss Edwards' store a line of hand-colored
calendars of Searsport views, also some framed pictures of Searsport and other Maine
scenery.

this issue of M.
He has the largest
department
line of Christmas goods seen in Searsport for
a number of years.
Buy early while the stock
Don’t fail to

see

is

the advt. in
store.

A. Cook’s

complex*
on sale

Red

Cross

Christmas

stamps

are

also

for a
At the special election held Monday
Lincoln N,
representative to the legislature
had 110
Gilkey, Republican, of Islesboro,

and Melvin R. Trim, Democrat, of Islesclass
boro, had 44. The other towns of the
and Melvin R.
gave Democratic majorities,
Trim was elected by 56 majority.
The following officers were re-elected Monvotes,

day night by Anchor Chapter, O. E. S., for
the ensuing year: Worthy Matron, Mrs. Emily
Colcord; Worthy Patron, Dr. Frederick K.
Sawyer; Associate Matron, Mrs. Adelaide M.
Parse; Conductress, Miss Florence Colcord;
Conductress, Mrs. Mary Littlefield;
Mrs. Louise Pike Fletcher; Treasurer, Mrs. Jennie Gilkey. The other officers
will be appointed. Mrs. Eunice Whittum Larrabee of Islesboro, a Past Worthy Matron of
Anchor Chapter, has been invited to install the
Associate

Secretary,

officers.
Miss

bargent wnose engagement
Shorey of Bath was recently

Celia

William

informal linen shower

given
Tuesday evening, December 6th,

nounced,

an

was

to
an-

the home
Miss Sarof Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood.
gent and her sister, Mrs. William Parse arrived
a little in advance of the other guests, having
been invited to “run in with your sewing,” and
as the rest of the party arrived and came into
the room where Miss Sargent was busy with
her embroidery each dropped a light parcel
into her lap. She was not only much surprised
but greatly pleased, and as she untied the
gifts, made by loving hands was more and
more delighted.
There were many dainty bits
of hand-embroidered linen, and every piece
will find a use in the new home of the brideto-be. An hour with embroidery work was
followed by biidge, during which time homeat

candy
Later a dainty lunch wras served, Mr. and
Mrs. Atwood performing the duties of chef
and butler in the most up-to-date manner.
The tables were very prettily appointed and
made

and

salted

nuts

were

served.

included sardine and olive sandwiches, neuchatel cheese on crackers, stuffed
olives, Russian tea and wafers. The guests,
in addition to those already named, were Mrs.
James Parse, Miss Mabel Griffin, Miss Lucy
Sargent and Miss Florence Colcord.
the

menu

SECRET SOCIETIES.
stated conclave of Palestine commandery,
Knights Templar, was held at the asylum last
A

evening.
Phenix Lodge of Masons at their regular
meeting last Monday evening had work in the
Fellowcraft degree.

Major A. R. Lovett of Bangor, assistant adjutant general of the department of Maine,
Patriarchs Militant, Independent Order of Odd
Fellow's, made an official visitation of inspection to Canton Pallas last
evening.

Capt. Crawford S. Staples passed

Staples,

and

was

the last of the

^
I

SPRINGS.

do.

large

family of brothers and sister to pass “Over
the River.” Early beginning the life of a
sailor he soon rose to the command of vessels,
visiting many foreign lands as a master
mariner, and making Stockton his home. In
1866 he married Mrs. Elmira C. Harriman, who
accompanied him on his long ocean voyages
almost continually, until in 1884 he retired
from sea-going and bought a place in Farmindale, Long Island, N. Y., where they made a
home for many years. In 1906 they removed to
Rockland, Maine. One child blessed this happy
union—Ledru E.—an attractive boy who sickened and died upon the ocean during one of
the parents’ lengthy voyages, they bringing
the precious mortal remains after many months

Water

sale at

Juan; schs Annie
Mitchell, Phila; Almeda
Willey, do; arrived, schs Carrie E Look, Swans
Island; Lena White, Hurricane Island; Annie A
Booth, Bangor; Henry D May, Stonington; 8,
ar, stmr Millinocket, Stockton; 9, ar, schs Lizzie D Small, Bangor via Bridgeport; Joseph W
Hawthorn, Darien; 10, ar, schs Harold C Beecher, South Amboy for Salem; Andrew Nebinger,
Bangor; Henry. R Tilton, Stonington, Me; 11,
ar, schs Elsie A Bayles, Bangor; L'.ttie Beard,
do; Charlotte W Miller, Stonington; William
Bisbee, Bucks Harbor; Harriet C Whitehead,
Providence; 12, ar, schs William Jones, Bangor;
Annie Ainslie, Frankfort; Jeremiah Smith,
Stonington for Philadelphia; Mellville, do for
B

the higher life December 5, 1910, at his
home in Rockland, after a wearisome illness of
three years, due to a general weakening of the
brain forces. He was born in Prospect, now
Stockton Springs, February 10, 1832, the
youngest child of the late Mr. and Mrs. Alex-

made from Royal
Grape Cream of Tartar ’Sr

iMj der
Hr

STOCKTON

Be

PORTS.

New York, December 6. Ar, sch Ella M
Storer, Bangor; 7, sld, bark John S Emery, San

to

Amelia Clewley Ford, instructor in history,
of
Milwaukee-Downer College, for a bulletin
the University of Wisconsin.
Some of the water takers of the Searsport
Co. were complaining the past week
that the water had a fishy taste and thought
that the mains should be flushed oftener.

JNc/Wa.

AMERICAN

Further particulars will be given next

Obituary.

Absolutely Pure
HV The only Baking Pow- He!

—

—»

size.

Powder|Sj

the tug John Morrison.
Jeremiah
Sch. Pendleton Brothers, Capt.
from Baltimore with
arrived
Saturday
Hayes,
Hubbard Ferti1,600 tons of fertilizer to the
lizer Co. at Mack’s Point.
The Journal correspondent is indebted to

SHIP

Times”—for the benefit of the Indies’
Aid Society. The date will be announced
later, coming, probably, early in January.
The whole will conclude with a “social hop,”
the music beingfcfurnished by Mr. C.’s large,
excellent Victor Talking Machine—concert

Olden

fsn

—Made from Grapes—
Ho time Phosphate

Rev. A.

lof

Boston, December 7. Ar, sch Eva & May,
Bangor for Lynn; sld, sch Edward B Winslow,
Norfolk; 8, sld, schs Thelma, Norfolk and Sa-

vannah; Omaha, Orland; 9, ar, sch Eliza Levansaler, Winterport; 12, ar, schs Flora Condon,
Calais; Kit Carson, Bangor; 13, ar and sld sch
Seguin, New York for Searsport; Reuben East-

Bangor.
Philadelphia, December 8. Ar, bark Matanzas, Brunswick; 9, ar, sch Almeda Willey, St
John, N B; 10, ar, sch Annie B Mitchell, Long
man,

1

Cove.

Baltimore, December 8. Ar, sch Augustus
H Babcock, Port Tampa; 10, ar, schs James W
Paul, Jr, Tampa; Joseph G Ray, Port Tampa.
Hilo, November 29. Steamed, stmr Nevadan,
San Francisco.
Tampa, December 6. Ar, sch Jacob M Haskell, Boston; 6, sld, sch Clifford N Carver, New
York; 7, ar, sch Edward H Cole, Port Jobos.
Brunswick, December 7. Arrived, sch Maude
Palmer, New York.
Charleston, December 7. Sld, sch Pendleton
Satisfaction, Chehaw River; II, sld, sch M V B
Chase, Knights Key.
Jacksonville, Fla, December 6. Arrived, sch
Josephine, Baltimore (at Mayport).
Mobile, December 8. Ar, sch Gladys, Ponce.
Newport News, December 8. Sld, sch Winfield S Schuster, Boston.
Norfolk, December 8. Sld, stmr Bay Port,
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City Drug Store

8

Look

—

THERE

CAN

BE

NO

DOUBT

ABOUT\

Can be

I

(s[9

Largest

Requiring Monograms

or

Old

English

Should be selected early.

Sterling Silver, Silver Plated Ware,
Silver Novelties, Cut Glass,

NOTICE.
purchased

TROUBLE

CHINA—

Safety Razors

TO SHOW GOODS.

°n account of the
amount ol

elsewhere™

I
I
8
,? ■

I

stock

over

before you

buy.

We

*,

jfl

I
■

can sore

engraving arising from our
ShaU be unable to ^ “graving on mdse.

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

1

Clothiers, Belfast

J

easily investigated.

What better proof can be had?
W. J. Heal, 60 Miller street, Belfast, Maine,
says: “I have no reason to change my high
opinion of Doan’s Kidney Pills which I ex- i
pressed through the local newspapers in 1904.
I can recommend them more
strongly than
ever, for the benefit I received has been permanent. Some eighteen or twenty years ago,
when living in Belmont, Me., I began to have
trouble from my kidneys. I was almost laid
up with a lame and aching back and at times I
could hardly stoop or straighten. My kidneys ;
were weak and the secretions caused me
great
annoyance by their irregularity in passage. :
Doan’s Kidney Pills soon relieved me and since
moving to Belfast, I have used them on sev-

Watch Cases, Lockets, Signet
Rings, Cuff Buttons, Toilet Sets, Etc.

NO

our

The Main Street

RESULTS IN BELFAST.
Results tell the tale.
All doubt is removed.
The testimony of a Belfast citizen

Plain

POSITIVELY

gnt

Harry W. Clark & Co., I

RESULTS TELL

exhibition

8
|—=PICKARD
8 Fountain Pens

I

money

and Most Extensive
Display Ever
Shown in this City.

s!!B

■
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Our Christmas Window I

j||

u1

I

purpose.

ElfolEl

||

gift.

We sell the Buckingham Rae Garment Holder
to
on the closet door, to hold
6pair of pants, nr
skirts; price, $1.50. This makes a splendid ,
/,;
We have an elegant assortment of
Furnishing
and our prices are the very lowest to be had.

I Only 10 Days to Christmasi

I

*u* ■

Sweaters, Caps, Umbrellas, Pajamas, Bathrobes
;
Elastics, Fancy Braces and Hose are ideaI for

||
jH

tfiii

!The Home of Santa Claus
2

A large line of Mechanical, Toys, Doll
Furni
ture, Games, Books, Holly Boxes, all sizes,
lag*
and Booklets, fresh from the New York
market

|

2

|
|

^3 LOCAL

VIEW

♦

|

M. A.

|

Cook, Searsport

|

ALL NEW GOODS.

l

|

CHRISTMAS CARDS

|§

10c. per dozen
w.
TW. H.
n. RICHARDS
mvnnnuo,

B

I

BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT.

I Water

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET.

PAID

PRODUCER.

Apples, per bu, 50a75, Hay,
dried, per lb., 7!Hides,

14.OQ

7a7^

2.50a2.75: Lamb,
Beans, pea,
11
Beans, Y. E., 2.25a2.50! Lamb Skins,
65
28a30l Mutton,
Butter,
8
32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
38
6a8^jOats,
40
Beef, fore quarters, 6a7: Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
16 Straw,
Cheese;
7.00
16
Chicken,
26a28
Turkey,
14 Tallow,
3
CalfSkins,
lOall
Duck,
22Veal,
42
24
Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
14 W’ood, hard,
4.00a4.50
Fowl,
3.00
Geese,
18,Wood, soft,
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL
j
|
14 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
! Butter
Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat Meal,

i
;

69
64
64
20

Corn,
Cracked Com,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,

Codfish, dry,

Notice of First
and

MARKET.

Onions,
Oil, kerosene,

1.10

Proposed

8
if

4£

j»

§

VISITORS

UNDERTAKERS
-^iAND*c~

STOCKTON SPRING'
Prices reasonable.
Office Phone 9-3
House Phone 9-13,

Bangor, Maine, December 10, 1910.

cycupied by

Dr. John Stevens.

Office Tel. 238-11

NIGHT CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED
3m39

Gentlemen: I have for sale* a 1 year old
Scotch Collie dog raised from the very best
bred stock in Western Ohio. A splendid dog
and a beauty, with a pedigree you cannot beat.
E. h. PARK,
3w49
Pittsfield. N. H

5

or

CIGARS
...FOR CHRISTMAS.
I have just received s
Cigars in small boxe.i
Christmas trade. Just t
for the after dinner sm

CHARLES F. SW PT
MASONIC TC

Ml

SEARSPORT NATION
annual meeting of the
the Searsp rt National Bank
their banking rooms in Sears]
January 10, at 10 o’clock a. m
of directors for the ensuing ;
transaction of such other 1
legally come before the met;
A. H. NICH
Searsport, Maine, December
The

8TEVEDOU1'1'
ORADINU AND

Go to CHAS. F. SWIFT’S for

Olives, Pickles, Canned Goods

Fancy

Groceries.

MASONIC TEMPLE.

B*J

J. A. McKeen & s°
General Tracking
and Piano MovirCONTRAt!1'

Tel. connection; office and

CflKlo 1 IVlAd LMININeK

'I*

!C-J

Bankrupt, consisting principally of millinery
and fancy goods and sewing machines, also

store fixtures, book accounts and all other personal property of said Bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come beJOHN R. MASON,
fore said meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

|

EMBALMHS

for

I ,
In the matter of Frank N.
ln R,n,
Bankruptcy.
Lord, Bankrupt,
of
Frank
N.
Lord of Belfast,
To the Creditors
in the County of Waldo and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 10th day
of December, A. D. 1910, the said Frank N.
Lord was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that
the first meeting of his Creditors will be held
at the office of Dunton & Morse, Saving^ Bank
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 22nd day of December, A. D. 1910, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the said Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee,
examine ttye bankrupt, and also consider the
petition of the Trustee for authority to sell at
public or private sale the stock in trade of the

and best line

]
!

WELCH MI

i-

Property.

ag

j!|!

making acceptable Christn
well worthy of permanent

of Creditors

In the District Court of the United States
the District of Maine, Waldo County.

Res. Tel. 10-13

|

Prices very reasonable
each, and lots of handsor

3£

1.40
6
40
4

NOTICE.

|

mas

7
14

Salt, T. 1.,
Sweet Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,

Sales of

painted pictures*
shore and bay, si
gifts and home decora!

Hand

scape,

1.13

Rye Meal,
Shorts,
Sugar,

Offices formerly

gj|

Sanborn’s Siul

lOall

Pollock,
Pork,

Meeting

Color
AT

4
3

1.75 Plaster,
10
12
18
5.75a7.00
0.00
14

Cranberries.
Clover Seed,
Flour,
; H. G.
Seed,
| Lard,
;

masonic temple
BELFAST, Maine

_

1 H. A. WOOD, M. D.
j|
Affi

CALENDARS*

Crepe Paper, Seals, Gold and Silver Tinsel (ord.
at best arranged store in Waldo County.

♦

|

jj|

I

1!' I

A Kuppenheimer Suit or Winter Overcoat.
A Widow Jones Suit or Overcoat tor the
bog.
A pair of Gloves or a nice Shirt makes a good

Stockton cemetery. This crush?
Capt. Horace Staples returned last Saturday ing sadness neither parent fully recovered
from a week’s business trip to Boston and vi- from, time only assuaging their grief. Of a
eral occasions, procuring my supply at Wilquiet disposition, caring little for the bustle of
cinity.
son’s Drug Store. I have always received beneS. found his chief pleasure in
crowds,
Capt.
Our weather has been really winter-like
fit and I, therefore, recommend Doan’s Kidney
the companionship of wife and close friends, to
Pills at every opportunity.”
through the past week; but only what ought to whom he was
attached. The death of his
deeply
be expected in December.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foscompanion just six months ago he only partially
ter-Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
barge Badger, supposed Searsport.
Capt. Addison Shute of Sar.dypoint took ; comprehended, his mind being too enfeebled to towing
San Francisco, December 8. Sld, stmr Virfor the United States.
command of steamer Stockton Monday. Her realize the
irreparable loss he had sustained. ginian, Honolulu, via Seattle and Tacoma.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
run is between Bucksport and Camden—daily J In his
S
December
10.
C,
sch
he
was
most
and
Georgetown,
Sailed,
tenderly
dependence
John Bossert, Whittier, New York.
other.
trips each way.
assiduously cared for by his stepdaughter,
Port Tampa, December 10.
Ar, sch Horace I--Mrs. C. E- Britto left Monday for Boothbay ! Mrs. Alice P. Dickey, who for two years watch- A Stone, Fort d<? France,
KORN
December
8.
solicischs
him
with
a
true
filial
Charles Dav
ed
waited
Sld,
and
Bangol*,
there
the
upon
called
iiiness
of
her
Harbor,
by
Kit Carson, Boston; 9
Roads;
enport,
Hampton
his
call
relieved
the
Father’s
until
good
mother, Mrs. Samuel Boyd. She will be absent tude,
Frame. In Searsport, December 9th to Mr.
ar, sch George E Walcott, Newport News; 10
burdened mind, his awakening coming in the sld, schs Grace Davis, New York; Eagle, Bos
some weeks, probably.
and Mrs, John Frame, a daughter.
HALL. In Montville, December 4, to Mr. and
of
dear
ones
the
midst
the
schs
E
Great Beyond in
ton; 11, sld,
George
Walcott, Newpor
Mrs. Charles R. Randell and two sons, MasMrs. Leslie Hall, a son.
News; Ida B Gibson, Norfolk; Izetta, Boston
gone before into the peace of heaven, our
Lataham. In Belfast, December 9, to Mr.
ters James and Elmer, reached home Monday
sld, sch James Young, Boston; port clear o
eternal home. After funeral services at his
and Mrs. R. G. Latham, a son.
vessels; river closed.
morning on their return from their visit to late home in Rockland the
was brought
Meservey. In North Appleton, November
body
0.
December
stmr
Massasoil
Ar,
Searsport,
her father. Dr. J. R. Cole, in California.
26, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meservey, a son.
to Stockton for interment beside wife and son, Belfast (and sld 7th for Bar Harbor); D, sailed
Moody.
In Montville, November 26, to Mr.
Dr. George A. Foster of Winn arrived De- Rev. A. A. Smith, the Universalist minister of sch Margaret Haskell, Norfolk; barge K & R 1
and Mrs. Leroy Moody, a son.
Co No 2, Rockland; 10, ar, steamers Kanawha
cember 6th to consult with Dr. G. A. Stevens 1 Belfast, offering prayer at the grave. None
Patterson. In Thorndike, D ecember 9, to
Newport News; Mills, do; sch Pendleton Broth
He left for would recall this good man, true friend and ers, Baltimore; 11, sld, sch
on Capt. Horace M. Griffin’s case.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Patterson, a daughter.
Northland, Norfolk
|
Swanton. In Castine, November 28, to Mr.
Dr F. is Capt. G.’s kind neighbor, to his life of weakness upon
Stockton, December 6. Sld, stmr Millinocket
home the following day.
and Mrs. C. V. Swanton, a daughter.
Nev. York; ar, sch Susie P Oliver, Bangor, arc
son-in-law.
earth. To him the change means only bliss.
hauled up for the winter; 12, ar, stmr Milii
“I know there are no errors
nocket, New' York; sld, sch Celia F, New York
Miss Harriet D. Hichuorn has on sale at the
MARRIED
In the great eternal plan,
Rockland, Me, December 9. Ar, schs Char
store of Mr. W. F. Trundy a line of new shore
And all things work together
lotte T Sibley, New York; Mary E Morse, Ston
views of Stockton, especially pleasing and
For the final good of man.
Candage-Turner. In Brooklin, December
ington for New York.
And I know when my soul speeds onward
natural looking, in hand-painted coloring, in
Bath, December 5. Ar. sch Methebesac. 3, Edward E. Candage of Surry and Mrs. Clara
In the grand celestial quest,
Jacksonville.
E.
Turner of Brooklin.
pictures of various sizes.
I shall say as I look earthward,
FOREIGN PORTS.
Conary-Stinson. In Sunshine, December 1,
Whatever is, is best.”
Mrs. David Tibbetts, the guest for three j
Daniel L. Conary of Sunshine and Miss Myrtle
Salina Cruz, December 6, 6 a m. Ar, steamei
months of her brother-in-law, Capt. Melvin E.
Missourian, Lyons, San Francisco, &c; 10, 8 a D. Stinson of Deer Isle.
Greenlaw-Kimball. In Vinalhaven, Noar
str
San
and
Francisco.
left
for
her
last
m,
Isthmian, Hall,
Colcord,
family,
Friday
WEST WINTERPORT
Tocopilla, November 28. Sid, stmrs Yale ana vember 2, Walter A. Greenlaw of Deer Isle
home in Dorchester, Mass. Old acquaintances j
Much satisfaction was felt and pleasure Harvard, New York for San Francisco.
and Miss Bertha J. Kimball of Vinalhaven.
hope to see her in town another summer.
Grindle-Wood. In Castine, December 1,
j manifested by our townspeople generally upon
Nassau, December 7, 10 p m. Sid, steamei
Frank H. Grindle and Mrs. Georgia Wood, both
The regular service at the Universalist j hearing of the appointment of our former Vigilancia, Curtis (from New York), Tampico.
of Castine.
St John, N B, December 9. Ar, schs Isaiah
church has been changed from afternoon to townsman, Sheriff Amos F. Carleton, to the
Slevin-Stapleton. In Portland, December
K Stetson, Eastport; Harold B Cousens, Calais.
Puerto Mexico, Dec 12, 2 am. Ar, str Cali- 1, Hugh Slevin of Brooksville and Miss Leoevening for the winter months, as the days ! position of postmaster in our shire town. Mr.
nora
New
Stapleton of Norfolk, Va.
is
man
of
unusual
York.
Carleton
are too short to allow Rev. A. A. Smith to comfornia, Blake,
unquestionably a
MARINE MISCELLANY.
fortably reach town after his morning sermon ability and the right man in the right place,
DIED
in Belfast.
and it does not seem to matter what is the
Spoken. Sch Georgia Gilkey, Mobile for San
Juan, December 7, lat 27 68, Ion 67 65.
a fact that no one knows better than
place—
At this writing, Monday, Capt. Horace M. j
Portland, December 11. The schooner Eagle,
Ackley. In Orland, December 2, Mrs. Eliza
Griffin is considerably more comfortable; able ! the Waldo county rumsellers, their supporters from Bangor for Boston with lumber, put in
A. Ackley, aged 74 years, 2 months and 9 days,
a
here
and
farmers
are
today leaking badly. She will be beached
hirelings_The
giving
Colby. In Stonington, November 28, Wilto be up about the house. His many friends
welcome and plenty of patronage to Mr. and repaired.
liam Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
hope it may not be necessary for him to re- royal
Vineyard
Haven, December 9. Schooner Wil- Colby, aged 1 year and 5 months.
of
who
E.
Learned, formerly
Milo,
recently liam Jones, Bangor for New York, while anturn to the hospital, for further surgical treat- | F.
Cousins. In Brooklin, November
James
bought the farm, home and blacksmith shop of chored in Edgartown bay during a northeast Cousins, aged 79 years, 4 months and 29,
ment.
8 days.
Mr. Charles Littlefield. Mr. Learned is an ex- gale and heavy snow storm December 6th lost
Dorr. In Bucksport, December 1, Alvah G
one anchor.
Mrs. E. H. Doyle and children are the guests
She procured another here today
cellent workman and there has been much and will
Dorr, aged 57 years, 4 months and 21 days.
proceed when weather permits.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willard M. Berry,
Forbes. In Brooks, December 12th, Almon
need of such for some time here, especially
December
6.
Fears for the safety
Boston,
S. Forbes, aged 92 years, 4 months and 2 days.
West Main street, while extensive improveof schooner Theoline, which had not been reone who could handle the heavier draft horses,
Griffin. In Belfast, December 11, Frederic
ments are being put upon the house occupied
ported since she left here November 9th foi A. Griffin, aged 69 years, 8 months and 10 days.
as all the resident smiths in this locality are
by the superintendent of Pittston Farms, Mr out of health and are not able to do this class Philadelphia, were allayed tonight by the reHogan. In Belfast, December 11, John H.
ceipt of a despatch from Jupiter, Fla, that th« Hogan, aged 63 years, II months and 18 days.
Doyle.
of work_The Longfellow school reopened Theoline was sighted passing there at 1 pn
McDonald. In Belfast, December 9, Horatio
There seems little need of our citizens going
bound north.
on
H. McDonald, aged 75 years and 7 months.
Monday morning, December 12th, after today,
Boston, December 3. Six fishing schooners
out of town for Christmas shopping this year,
Leach.
In Penobscot, December 12th, Burhaving been closed during the last school term, from designs by T F McManus of Boston arc
lie H. Leach, aged 48 years.
our merchants all having fine stocks in their
and is under the instruction of Miss Gladys now building at Essex and Gloucester. Tan
Roix. In Bangor, December 11, Mary R.
respective lines—dry goods, fancy goods, at- Higgins of Indian Point, Me., who was princi- & James of Essex have contracts for two; A I
Roix, formerly of Belfast, aged 53 years.
also of Essex, is building three, and J
tractive crockery, confectionery and ChristSmith. In Surry (at home of his son Franpal here last year and gave splendid satisfac- Story,
D Bishop of Gloucester has another. Four ol
mas novelties.
cis), November 23, Monroe Smith of Wintertion, both as to the matter of discipline and the schooners are of knockabout type, one is
about 66 years.
Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster arrived December ability to impart learning. Miss Higgins has semi-knockabout, and the other has the ortho- port, aged
Sumner. In Verona, December 9, Mias Mar7th, called here by the severe illness of her just closed a most successful term at Elling- dox bowsprit.
tha J. Sumner, aged 74 years.
father, Capt. Horace M. Griffin, leaving Mr. L. wood’s Corner. She is now boarding with Mrs. **-•*■—___
in Boston. We trust her presence may have a C. Albert
Campbell....Mr. and Mrs. Fred
beneficial effect upon the invalid. Welcome
Cunningham and son Horace, and Mrs. Edwin
to Stockton!
Averill and daughter Florence of Monroe, and
Mrs. Alice P. Dickey of Rockland, who Mrs. George L. Clark, were guests of Mr. and
accompanied the remains of her stepfather, Mrs. Daniel Dyer Sunday.... Miss Ruth EmerCapt. Crawford S. Staples, here for burial last son is attending the Monroe High school....
Saturday, left Monday for home. While in Mrs. Elmer Clements is now able to sit up
after being confined to her bed with inflammatown she was the guest of Mrs. Lillias N.
tion of the eyes and other ailments. Much
Staples, Maple street.
sympathy is felt for Mrs. Clements, who has
been out of health much of the time during
Master Ellery Nickerson, only son of Mr.
the last few years... A report of the election
and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street, has
of officers of Sunrise Grange appears in annow on
and contains the
been suffering from an attack of tonsilitis,
other column.
to rest in the

to

friends for a Holiday
Gift
which we think, without
or

J

cxchI

buying.

!

going

.

I

and call before

sure

to think of what we are

family

1-2 doz. Pure Linen Handkerchiefs in box at
$/ So
A Four-in-Hand 7ic, price 25 and 50 cts.
U
A Hawes Van Gal $3.00 Stiff Hat, “to be
Bt* ■
if not the right fit. ”

<fc?nn M worth of Leath-

47£UU* ; er Q00(JS
ing at COST.

early

offer a few suggestions
wi«i be a most acceptable

Handsome Christmas
Postals, 6 for 5c.

One reason tor the declining marriage rate is
furnished in hole-proof socks.—Rolla Herald.

too

none

Mother, Father, the Boys

Handsome Presents
Selling at 5c, I Oc ,25c

Sold at The Dinsmore Store.

Charles R. Coombs of Belfast, at the

suggestion

having a fine time skating
condition.
as the ice is in perfect
from NewSteamer Mills arrived Saturday
coal to the Peof
tons
with
4,500
port News
nobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.
arrived Saturday from
Capt. A. G. Closson
has hauled up his
he
where
Boston,
East
the winter.
for
Lane,
Lizzie
the
schooner,
relaFields P. Dodge, who had been visiting
and resumtives in Islesbora, returned Friday
House.
ed his duties as clerk at the Searsport
from
Miss Lilia R. Cyphers arrived Monday
with
Millinocket and will spend the holidays
on
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cyphers
her

and

Mr.

It is

AISD SEE THE

....

cember 6th, steamer Millinocket sailed with
paper and potatoes for New York; also schoonDecemer Flyaway, with lumber for Boston.
ber 10th, schooner Celia F. sailed with lumber
for New York. December 6th, schooner Susie
P. Oliver arrived to “haul up” for the winter.
December 12th, steamer Millinocket arrived
with general cargo from New York.

Miss Emma Porter.

Opeechee

the

Cape Jellison piers, the following shipping report was given Monday evening: De-

N

Mass.,

City Drugstore

in Stockton on business December 12th.. .Mrs.
C. G. Carley and Mrs. L. D. Berry went to
Boston last week to visit relatives and friends.
Mrs. Frank Heath and son Stanley are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Crocker of SandypointA.. Mr. George O’Dea’s house caught fire
in the L last Saturday night and was damaged
to quite an extent. By the prompt work of the
men the fire was extinguished before
reaching
the main house.

From

The Ihing Today Among Friends and the

CALL AT THE

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. M. B. Grant and children, who have
been stopping with Mr. G.’a parents the past
six weeks, returned to their home in Sandypoint December 8th... W. D. Harriman was

Uarston.

Practical Gift Givbl

Christmas

last week.

Ur. F. L. Uarston, Stockton’s civil engineer,
employed by the J. S. Packard Dredging Co.,
to survey the harbor bottom after the digging
has been done by the company’s machine to
The
assure them that no shoal places exist.
work is progressing finely. Ur. George Fletcher and Mr. Eugene Shute are assisting Mr.

from a two
Henry Whitten returned Friday
and vicinity.
weeks’ business trip in Boston
for UpMiss Rowena Colcord left Thursday
she will Bpend the winter.
ton, Mass., where
from Lynn,
Harold Smith arrived Saturday
been at work for the past
has
he
where
Mass.,
fifteen months.
in New York
Mrs. C. N. Meyers arrived
and is expected
Montevideo
from
Saturday
home in a few days.
arrived Saturday from
Steamer Kanawha
with 3,400 tons of coal to the
News
Newport
Penobscot Coal Co.
for FrankPorter left last week
Miss H

assures one.

is

gratulations

f

returned home left Saturday from the Waldo County Hospital, where
he had been for the past two months for a surgical operation, having had one kidney removed.... The school at the Center began last Monday, having been put off on account of many of
the pupils having the whooping cough—Alfred Barlow has gone to Leslie Nash’s to
board.... West P. Jones was kicked by a horse

Ll«w«ll,n Keller

Don’t finish your Christmas buying without
calling at “The Fad!” Ur. Trundy, the genial
proprietor, has arranged his varied lines of
Christmas goods in his usual artistic style,
making it a real pleasure to look over his display of holiday attractions, as a glance at his

Bangor

lin.

CENTER MONTVIUL

but at thii writing, (Monday) is much improved. Dr. G. A. Stevens has had the patient
under his medical care.

|

.)

res;

NOTICE.
The annual meeting of the Hei'
Trade will be held at their
street Tuesday, December 27th
p. m., for the purpose of electing
transacting any other business that
ly come before said meeting.
W. J. DORMAN
2w50
I
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